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It’s a common myth that only the rich and famous leave 
money to charity when they die. The reality is that without 
gifts left in wills by people ‘like you and me’, many of the 
charities we know and support today wouldn’t be able 
to exist. Thankfully, 74% of the UK population support 
charities, and a good number say they’d happily leave a gift 
in their will once family and friends have been provided for.

The problem is that ‘the way to hell is paved with good 
intentions’, and most people do not leave any money to 
charity in their wills. Are you one of these? And if so, did 
you know that a reduced rate of inheritance tax (IHT), 
36% instead of 40%, is applied to estates leaving 10% or 
more of their total to charity? This means, in essence, 
that on an estate worth, for example, £500,000, instead of 
paying IHT of £70,000, the tax would be £56,700. 10% of 
the estate – once the nil band of tax is removed – would be 
£17,500, which you could leave to the charity or charities 
of your choice, and the reduction in funds payable to 
family and friends would be only £4200.

If you consider that most charities would not survive 
without legacies, that a reduced rate of IHT will apply 
to your estate if you give 10% of it to charity, and that 
you are ensuring the vital work of your chosen charity 
can continue, it makes very good sense to donate 10% 
to charity in your will. The icing on the cake is that the 
taxman gets a lot less of your hard-earned cash than would 
be the case if you were to leave a smaller percentage.

If you have already made a will, as many if not most of us 
have, it’s still quite easy to change or add to it by writing a 
codicil. Sometimes it’s simpler to make a new will, and you’d 
do well to speak to a solicitor, but the benefits to whatever 
charity you choose to support (which clearly we hope will 
be FCM) will be worth the extra effort this requires.

If you’d like a short information pack about leaving a bequest 
to FCM in your will, please contact legacy@fcm.org.uk

Example:

SUPPORTING A LIVING HERITAGE

A Pecuniary Gift

I give the sum of £ _____________ (in figures and words) to 
the Friends of Cathedral Music (FCM) (registered charity 
No. 285121). I direct that the receipt of the Treasurer of 
FCM shall be a sufficient discharge to my executors.

A Residuary Gift

I give the whole (or a _____% share) of the residue of my 
estate to the Friends of Cathedral Music (registered charity 
No. 285121). I direct that the receipt of the Treasurer of 
FCM shall be a sufficient discharge to my executors.

Without a charitable bequest  With a 10% charitable bequest

Gross estate  £500,000 Gross estate  £500,000
Less nil band  - £325,000 Less nil band  - £325,000
Net estate  £175,000 Net estate  £175,000
No charitable donation  £0 Less bequest of 10%  - £17,500
Taxable estate  £175,000 Taxable estate  £157,500
Remaining estate  £430,000 Remaining estate  £425,800
including nil rate band  including nil rate band 

  Taxman receives £56,700 instead of £70,000,  
  and beneficiaries receive only £4200 less

SUGGESTED WORDING FOR YOUR WILL

Please remember Friends of Cathedral Music in your will and  
help us to secure our priceless heritage for future generations



From the  

EDITOR
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How to join Friends of Cathedral Music
Log onto www.fcm.org.uk and fill 
in the form, or write to/email the 
address given on p3.

Member benefits include:
• welcome pack
• twice-yearly colour magazine and 

twice-yearly colour newsletter

Opportunities to:
• attend gatherings in magnificent 

cathedrals
• meet others with a shared interest 

in cathedral music
• enjoy talks, master-classes, choral 

and organ performances etc.

Subscription
UK members are asked to contribute 
at least £20 per year (£25 sterling 
for European members and £35 
sterling for overseas members). UK 
choristers and full-time UK students 
under 21 qualify for a reduced rate 
of £10. New members subscribing 
at least £30 (standing order) or £50 
(single payment) will receive a free 
full-length CD of cathedral music, 
specially compiled for FCM members.
 FCM’s purpose is to safeguard 
our priceless heritage of cathedral 
music and support this living 
tradition. We strive to increase 

public awareness and appreciation of 
cathedral music, and encourage high 
standards in choral and organ music. 
Money is raised by subscriptions, 
donations and legacies for choirs  
in need.
 Since 1956 we have given over 
£4 million to Anglican and Roman 
Catholic cathedral, church and 
collegiate chapel choirs in the 
UK and overseas; endowed many 
choristerships; ensured the continued 
existence of a choir school, and 
worked to maintain the cathedral 
tradition. Please join now and help us 
to keep up this excellent work.

So much has changed in everyone’s lives since the May issue 
of this magazine. The closure of churches and cathedrals and 
the silencing of choirs and organs around the country has 
had a devastating effect on all those who derive their income 
from music and its performance. Cathedrals have suffered an 
estimated 50% loss of earnings due to cancellations of lettings 
and other commercial activities, and in consequence of course 
they are struggling to maintain the status quo. The rapid 
creation of the Cathedral Choirs’ Emergency Fund (CCEF) 
by FCM, the Ouseley Trust and the Choir Schools’ Association 
will be a start towards helping out, but the demands for 
support will be far higher than the amounts received to date. 
The fund currently stands at just over £900,000. Thanks 
are due to – amongst others – the Edington Music Festival 
which was, like so many other festivals, sadly cancelled, but 
all donations received were directed to the CCEF. The Fund 
is still open; the easiest way to donate is through the FCM 
website but cheques are gladly received at the FCM address.
 Just released but not directly Covid-related is the report 
on the review of music provision at Westminster Cathedral. 
The abrupt change from full-time to weekly boarding for the 
choristers with little or no consultation with the musical staff 
raised cries of outrage from most of those affected, and while 
there has not been announced a complete reinstatement of 
weekend services it seems that more rehearsal time will be 
allocated and a comprehensive overhaul of the symbiosis 
between cathedral and choir school system will take place. 
The long-term future looks a little more hopeful, though time 
will of course tell. 
 In the meantime, the choir has released a CD of Holy 
Week music, Vexilla Regis. Peter Stevens, Assistant Master of 
the Music, writes in the magazine about the choir and its 
activities during (a pre-Covid) Holy Week – the bustle, the 
intensity, the glory and the drive that goes into the busiest 
week in the cathedral’s year.
 Some readers will remember two articles in CM printed 
in 2016 and 2017 on the wide-ranging impact that Aristide 
Cavaillé-Coll had on organ-building, mainly in France but 
also in this country. These were inspired by a set of DVDs 
issued by the innovative Fugue State Films (FSF), a company 
run by Will Fraser, a musician, writer and film-maker. One  

of his subsequent projects is a DVD boxed set, The English 
Organ, the filming of which he writes about in these pages, 
and Paul Morgan, organist emeritus at Exeter Cathedral, has 
later provided a comprehensive review of its contents. The 
set could be a perfect lockdown or Christmas present for the 
organ-lover in your life: four DVDs, three CDs and a booklet 
containing full specifications of all 33 instruments played. Or 
perhaps seek out the book on which the first article, on Harry 
Christophers, is based: A New Heaven: Choral Conversations with 
Sara Mohr-Pietsch, which is an illuminating read on the early 
days and later career of FCM’s new President.
 In CM 1/20 there was a review of the CD Transformations 
(which featured Alexander Ffinch playing the ‘splendid 
Romantic organ of Cheltenham College’). Annoyingly, I 
didn’t spot that the composer for the piece written for Thomas 
Trotter, The Dancing Pipes, was Jonathan Dove, not Jonathan 
Harvey… so, mea culpa, and apologies to Alexander.
 Figuring that we have all had enough of lockdown,  
politics and Brexit, CM 2/20 covers very little that is topical, 
with the exception of the article from St Wulfram’s in 
Grantham. Here Tim Williams, the Master of the Music, writing 
in the early days of lockdown, talks through his choristers’ 
experiences of remote singing, online communications and 
maintaining the camaraderie and the vital sense of community 
that has been carefully built up within the choir over time. 
His own skills have been considerably enlarged – now he is 
adept at, for example, producing synthesised files to enable 
choristers to sing from home, virtual conducting, and audio 
editing. Let us hope that the need for these does not last for 
much longer.
 With the transition from FCM to CMT over the past year 
there has been considerable work going on in the background. 
Keeping overall change to the minimum has been of 
prime importance, particularly to the publications, but the 
pandemic’s impact meant that the AGM in Derby in June had 
to be cancelled. Presentations on the way forward were to have 
taken place then. Now, in order for it not to be necessary to 
run two charities (CMT and FCM) concurrently throughout 
the whole of 2021 (which has extensive implications for the 
accounting side, in particular), it has been decided to hold 
a virtual AGM online on Saturday 12th December. Further 
details on this can be found in the various enclosures with 
this magazine. Do, please, attend – virtually – if you can; it 
is not complicated to do so, full instructions are given, and 
FCM’s trustees are very keen to hear your views on a number 
of items.

Sooty Asquith

SUPPORTING A LIVING HERITAGE
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Harry Christophers 
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The sad death of FCM’s President Sir Stephen Cleobury 
last year, only a short time after his retirement from 
King’s, left a hole at the heart of our organisation. 

Stephen was a very active participant in FCM, always anxious 
to be involved and often at hand with timely suggestions. 
Although his place was likely to be hard to fill, the baton 
was passed on in good time and with great delight from all 
concerned to The Sixteen’s legendary conductor Harry 
Christophers. To take over this important position at a time of 
such enormous upheaval in our everyday lives, and at a time 
of reinvention in the life of this charity which has done so 
much to support cathedral music and musicians, is a brave 
move, but his unassailable record as an achiever, innovator 
and consummate musician surely shows him to be just the 
man for the job.

Harry is a prime example and a huge supporter of the chorister 
system, about which Alexander Armstrong memorably said, 
“This is the single greatest leg-up a child can be given in life”, 
at FCM’s 2016 spectacular fundraising evening at St Paul’s. 
He also said, “I owe my entire career to my experience as a 
chorister”, to which Harry would no doubt concur. 

Although he did not come from a particularly musical family, 
Harry became a chorister at Canterbury under Allan Wicks, 
his parents having moved to that city when he was about nine 
years old. His class teacher, when asked to advise on a school 
there, had suggested the cathedral school because Harry ‘had 
a nice voice and could read well’! Since the cathedral was 
only ten minutes away from home, Harry was not a boarder – 
indeed, the first time he went away from home was on going 
to Oxford to read Classics.

Although his place was likely 
to be hard to fill, the baton 
was passed on in good time 
and with great delight from all 
concerned to The Sixteen’s 
legendary conductor Harry 
Christophers.

Harry always felt blessed that Allan Wicks was in charge at the 
cathedral when he was there – “He wasn’t so much interested 
in achieving perfect blend and tuning; what he wanted was 
for children to sing. That sounds so simple, doesn’t it? But it’s 
exactly what I’ve done with my group all through the years.” 
The choir mostly tackled arias instead of the (sometimes 
mediocre!) anthems written by cathedral organists, and in 
consequence the boys learnt how good music has a real ‘line’. 
Allan’s view was that good music was all about the architecture 
of phrases, which is something else that influences Harry to 
this day. 

Harry’s early years as a chorister have stuck firmly in his 
memory, as have the ‘good’ anthems the choir sang – by 
Gibbons, Byrd and Tallis – where his heart still lies. “Those 
buildings and the shape of the music go hand in hand. The 
cathedral was so atmospheric. We had the run of the place, 
and after Evensong I’d wander round the building before 

IT’S NOT ONLY AMERICA 
WHO HAS A NEW  
PRESIDENT THIS YEAR!

Sooty Asquith looks at early influences on Harry Christophers
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going home.” He also learnt from Allan the great importance 
of breathing in the right way, and finds himself offering similar 
advice to the young singers in Genesis Sixteen, particularly in 
relation to Bach, which tends to be difficult to sing because 
the music requires such long breaths. He suggests making 
the breath a part of the phrase – “There’s no need to sing an 
entire eight-bar phrase without taking a breath; it makes the 
listener feel breathless too.” 

At Canterbury Harry also fell in love with the music of 
Benjamin Britten, perhaps surprising for a conductor who 
has specialised in Renaissance music above all else, but he will 
never forget the first time he sang A Ceremony of Carols.

After his voice broke, Harry proceeded with a scholarship to 
King’s Canterbury and thus to university, despite not feeling 
at all academically secure (one of his school reports includes 
the marvellous phrase, ‘I do believe Christophers has a brain, 
but I’ve yet to find the crowbar.’). With a great deal of singing 
behind him and sight-reading of a very high standard he 
auditioned for George Guest at St John’s Cambridge, Simon 
Preston at Christ Church and Bernard Rose at Magdalen. He 
chose the latter, partly because doing music at Oxford offered 
more freedom than at Cambridge, and then he “had a lot of 
fun. It being the 1970s, we didn’t have mobile phones, so we 
had almost no contact with home. I think I phoned home 
about twice a term and my parents almost never came up to 
see me, so the chapel became my entire life. It was a wonderful 
community.”

Harry sang not only in the chapel choir but for groups such 
as The Tallis Scholars (then new), and David Wulstan’s The 
Clerkes of Oxenford. Wulstan, who had started the group 
in 1961, introduced little-known and increasingly popular 
repertoire (Sheppard was a favourite) into concerts in the 
college chapel. His research into the performing pitch of 
16th-century polyphony suggested, controversially, that it 
should be transposed up by the interval of a minor third, 

which resulted in a very high range for the women’s parts. 
Their sound was characterised by a lack of vibrato, unusual for 
the time, but one which had its impact on the young Harry: 
later, his own singers, The Sixteen, sang at the higher pitch 
for some years, and with a similar purity.

During his first two years at Oxford Harry’s musical 
commitments were considerable. At school he had played 
the clarinet, and would have continued this at Magdalen but 
he soon had to make a choice between playing or singing. 
Bernard Rose was an exceptional musician and a hard 
taskmaster, and his singers were conscious of the need to 
get everything correct in performance. Gradually it became 
apparent that it would be sensible for Harry to change his 
course to Music, whereupon Bernard was then his tutor. 
Bernard’s speciality was Tudor church music and the delight 
in this repertoire that Harry absorbed stayed with him once 
he left university. David Wulstan, his Music History tutor, was 
another guide in this world – he ‘knew about everything’, 
and Harry admired him enormously. He was responsible for 
Harry’s conversion to the music of Bach, which he gradually 
came to love through conducting it. What neither tutor was 
able to advise on was what Harry could do, or should do, post 
university, but since London seemed to be the centre of the 
music world, to London he went. 

To continue singing with his friends was Harry’s aim, and it 
led to the founding of The Sixteen. But before that happened 
he auditioned for Douglas Guest, organist at Westminster 
Abbey (Stephen Cleobury was assistant organist at that 
time), for a tenor vacancy, where he clearly did well as he was 
offered the place and set off on the next stage of his musical 
journey. One excellent piece of advice from a colleague was, 
‘Take your diary and a pencil wherever you go, most of your 
work will come from going for a drink after a service!’ And 
so there were a variety of different choirs where he honed 
his skills further, even travelling into opera via the English 
Opera Group, originally started by Benjamin Britten. Harry’s 
first professional opera job was to sing in Britten’s Death in 
Venice at Covent Garden – with Peter Pears! – and then in 1983 
he joined the BBC Singers, conducted by John Poole. The 
Abbey turned out to be fun – “I’ve never laughed so much as 
in those days!” – and his London life was an extension of his 
student life, living in a cheap flat with a friend and singing 
with friends but being paid for it. “That’s perhaps why The 
Sixteen has continued as long as it has,” he says. They are 
friends singing together, and they have fun.

It was at this time that Harry got married to Lonnie, and now 
the couple have four grown-up children. He continued to 
sing with the BBC Singers where he learnt a great deal about 
conducting from watching the varying styles of conductors 
such as Boulez, Ozawa and Rozhdestvensky (he also says he 
learnt almost as much from those he didn’t rate so highly!). 
He came to realise the overall and vital importance of the 
portrayal of the text in performance, and how the line must be 
right. “Whenever I look at a piece of music for the first time, 
I look at the text, and I try to get as close to it as possible,” 
he says. He still loved Renaissance repertoire more than any 
other, but was completely open to other styles too, Poulenc, 
for example, and Hans Werner Henze, and Giles Swayne – an 
unexpected mixture. Realising that imparting the meaning of 
the words was paramount, Harry encouraged The Sixteen’s 
singers not just to sing the notes on the page in the right 
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order, in tune and ‘with a nice sound’, but to convey clearly 
to the audience how much they were inspired by the words.

And so The Sixteen, which now comprises 18 singers, has 
reached its 40th anniversary (the name arose from the fact 
that they were doing 16th-century music, and – in those days 
– there were 16 of them). Even its Choral Pilgrimages, which 
perform in cathedrals across the country, celebrate their 20th 
anniversary this year, and several of the singers have been with 
the group for many years, adding to the sense of family that 
clearly pervades the ensemble. At the beginning they (along 
with The Tallis Scholars) were singing unusual repertoire 
in a different way (no or very little vibrato) and bringing 
new pieces to new audiences which revelled in the pure 
and beautiful sounds the group produced – and that hasn’t 
changed. But the Choral Pilgrimage reaches out regularly 
to parts that other choirs don’t seem to reach, converting 
audiences in further flung parts of the UK to the sound of 
Renaissance polyphony; 40,000 people hear them live every 
year. And at every venue, despite the growing dominance 
of the online streaming of music, The Sixteen sell multiple 
copies of their CDs; as Harry remarks, “We’re like The Rolling 
Stones: we record an album and then we take it on tour!”

The success of the Choral Pilgrimage and of The Sixteen itself 
happened almost by accident. In 1994, when the choir was in 
dire straits financially because of a big loss on an American 
tour, they had to comprehensively reinvent themselves. 
Garnering support from various quarters, including the 
remortgaging of Harry’s house and an unconditional 
donation from the Foundation for Sport and the Arts, they 
went back to basics and began to build their base up again. 
And at the same time it was decided to start up their recording 
label CORO, partly to reissue items that had originally been 
recorded with Collins, which was selling off its backlist, and 
partly to produce the CDs which Harry planned to sell on 
the Choral Pilgrimage. The label continues to be successful, 
despite the fact that on a wider scale the classical CD industry 
has been struggling for some time.

In 2009 Harry took on another important conducting job 
– that of Artistic Director of Boston’s Handel and Haydn 

Society, a period instrument orchestra and chorus, founded 
in 1815, making it ‘the US’s oldest continuously operating 
performing arts organisation’. It is a position he values 
extremely highly, and is very committed to. A further group 
which comes under his wing is Genesis Sixteen, an extensive 
education programme run for young singers and conductors 
from outside the collegiate world of Oxbridge. This had its 
inception when Harry became concerned about the lack of 
young people coming into the singing world from a similar 
path to his own – i.e. through first becoming a chorister – 
and he talked to the Genesis Foundation, which agreed to 
fund it so that it is completely free to participants. Singers 
from state schools in particular are encouraged to apply, and 
must be contemplating a career in singing. This brings us full 
circle to Alexander Armstrong’s strong belief in the chorister 
system mentioned at the beginning of this article, and indeed 
Harry and Alexander have recorded a podcast on the benefits 
of chorister training which can be found on the Genesis 
Foundation website (www.genesisfoundation.org.uk). 

This article shows only a small part of the many lives of Harry 
Christophers, a man who is passionate about Renaissance 
music, about the architecture of line, about the importance 
of text in everything that he conducts, and so much more. 
He was appointed CBE in 2012, and his recordings have been 
awarded numerous prizes over many years. He surely is the 
ultimate musician, involved with so many aspects of the choral 
and cathedral music world, and FCM is truly honoured to 
have him as its President.

Harry Christophers with The Sixteen

A New Heaven: Choral Conversations between 
Sara Mohr-Pietsch and Harry Christophers

This is a book of great charm and would be of interest 
to anyone who enjoys choral and cathedral music and, 
indeed, any FCM member who would like to know 
more about the man who founded and has run The 
Sixteen for the last 40 years.

Published 2020. 
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With my colleague the organist Daniel Moult I have 
recently completed a set of films that charts the 
history of the English organ. Released as a 4xDVD, 

3xCD boxed set, it has proved popular and also received some 
critical acclaim along the way. To get the project off the ground 
we launched a crowdfunding campaign that was one of the 
most successful in classical music, garnering the support of 
600 people who gave between £50 and £15,000, raising in total 
£150,000. This allowed us to complete all of our travelling, 
filming and editing. Gratifyingly, we have already sold out of 
the first run of 200 DVDs. It would seem that the organ, the 
instrument right at the centre of cathedral music, is not only 
popular, but its music and culture are flourishing.

The title The English Organ is, perhaps, unassuming, but well-
tailored restraint is one of the hallmarks of the English organ 
and its music. There is, however, nothing restrained about this 
set of films and recordings: here we both show and celebrate 
the arc and development of the English organ and relate it to 
the broader narrative of English history. 

It was really difficult to work out where we should film, as there 
are so many worthwhile locations. After much thought and 
discussion we whittled our shortlist down to 33 instruments, 
each of which form key points along a discernible narrative. 
We visited them all and filmed performances of suitable pieces 
of repertoire at each one, along with many other scenes and 
presentations. 

The range and quality of these instruments is extraordinary, 
from the small mass-produced Scudamore organ via churches, 
cathedrals, concert halls and educational establishments to 
the biggest organ in the world at its time in Sydney Town Hall. 
The locations housing the organs include some of the most 
beautiful and famous buildings in the world. Of course, not all 
organs were in good condition, but if a neglected instrument 
was important enough to our story, we visited it. 

We filmed over the course of more than a year, visiting 40 
locations in three continents, to create a set of three feature-
length documentaries that forms the heart of this project. 
We also filmed at least one piece of repertoire as well as a 
separate filmed demonstration and portrait of every organ 
we visited.

In total, there are 79 films. And if this isn’t enough, there 
are many recordings of additional pieces of music, amounting 
to three CDs. If you want to learn about, or add to your 
knowledge of, the English organ, this is a good place to start.

Gramophone magazine reviewed the project as a ‘dazzling 
showcase of repertoire and instruments,’ and said that Daniel 
Moult ‘draws us into the saga of the English organ through 
his own manifest fascination with it. … Every one of his 
performances is highly recommendable on its own terms. … 
In Moult, Fugue State Films has found an ideal advocate for 
the English organ and has supported this one man’s odyssey 
with a hugely impressive visual and audio package.’ 

While English organs are now particularly associated with 
cathedrals or collegiate choral foundations, the history of the 
English organ includes a variety of other venues. Many of the 
crucial instruments were domestic organs. The theatre, or 
quasi-theatrical settings such as Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens, 
was where Handel could be heard playing the organ. The town 
hall was where the organ reached a huge audience in the 19th 
and early 20th centuries. This secular organ music morphed 
into the cinema organ as popular culture took hold. But this 
influence was not one-way. Secular ideas worked their way 
back into organs in churches and cathedrals. Perhaps the best 
example of this is Robert Hope-Jones’s influence on Harrison 
& Harrison, which means that an organ such as the one at 
King’s College Cambridge is equipped with Hope-Jones-style 
narrow-scaled ‘acidic’ violes, which are stops that you would 
find on a cinema organ. Furthermore, the extrovert style of 
playing in the cinema, using effects to create the illusion of 
storms, battles, crowd scenes etc, has influenced the dramatic 

THE MAKING OF  
‘THE ENGLISH ORGAN’
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way that psalms are sometimes accompanied, in settings that 
are far removed from the theatrical.

Perhaps this pick’n’mix is a reflection of our organ heritage. 
Very few historic organs survive in their unaltered entirety. 
While England is full of all sorts of other historic monuments, 
our oldest surviving complete playable church organ dates 
from only 1704. Before that there are only fragments, such 
as the Tudor case at Old Radnor or the odd rank of 17th-
century pipes here and there. There are many surviving 
Victorian organs, but most of these have been rebuilt to some 
degree. Henry Willis may be the dominant figure in our organ 
history, but many of his most famous organs were rebuilt by 
his grandson, Henry Willis III, and it is this younger Willis who 
in many respects defines what we think of as the Willis sound.

One of the reasons why organs have been continually rebuilt 
is that English organ history is full of things that didn’t work. 
William Hill got many things right and produced many 
beautiful sounds, but in general his organs were too quiet. 
The same can be said for Henry Willis, though not to the 
same extent, which is why his organs were so often beefed 
up in the 20th century. Hope-Jones, Harrison & Harrison and 
Norman & Beard all produced very powerful instruments, 
but these often lacked the resources to play Early Music, and 
the rebound, neo-classical organs were often unable to play 
Romantic music.

Now, the average cathedral organ contains all sorts of disparate 
elements that descend from various locations and periods, 
both secular and religious. It is not impossible for an organ 

to have a Restoration-style cornet, Willis-style Swell strings, a 
Cavaillé-Coll-inspired harmonic flute, Hope-Jones-style violes, 
Schulze-style gedacts and perhaps also a neo-Baroque Positive 
division bolted on in a spare part of the casework.

Is this a happy mix? Given that this article is for Cathedral 
Music magazine, I thought one question I should address is 
why only four out of the 33 organs we chose are in cathedrals, 
and of those only two are in England (Truro and Coventry, the 
others being Melbourne and Auckland). Is there something 
wrong with the other 40-odd cathedral organs? Do they not 
make the grade?

On the one hand, of course there is nothing wrong with these 
instruments, and in many respects they have evolved perfectly 
to be able to play a wide range of music. On the other hand, 
if there is a problem, it is that so many of them have been 
rebuilt so many times. While they have many useful additions, 
many have lost their original character.

A question therefore arises as to whether an organ can be built 
that has plenty of character, but is also versatile enough to 
play different sorts of music, both solo and accompanimental. 
I think the answer is yes, but that perhaps we don’t know it.

English organ culture is possibly unique in that arguably our 
greatest organ is not in our home country. It’s not one mile 
across the border in Wales, or in a suburb of Calais. It’s on the 
other side of the world, in Sydney Town Hall.

THE MAKING OF  
‘THE ENGLISH ORGAN’

Sydney Town Hall Organ 
Photo: Cecilia Temperli
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I have met only a few English organists who have been there 
and heard it, and a smaller proportion of these have actually 
played it. Broadly speaking, as an organ culture we are 
unaware of this great instrument. It would be as if the great 
organ in Haarlem was in what was once called the Dutch East 
Indies, and few if any Dutch organists knew about it.

So while we set great store by the ‘English’ organ sound, 
we mostly live in ignorance of much of what this sound is 
actually made of. The Sydney instrument is unusual in having 
a pronounced character which is certainly ‘English’, but 
it is versatile enough to play different types of music on it. 
It’s super for Bach, and perfect for Romantic music as far as 
Mendelssohn. Widor and Franck sound good. It has all the 
resources needed to accompany. There are things it is not so 
good at, but that is already a lot of range. If we knew more 
about this organ, and were more inspired by it, we could 
probably build instruments that would pass the test of time 
and wouldn’t have to be rebuilt so often, yet would have both 
character and versatility. 

The Sydney organ has a monumental principal chorus with 16 
ranks of mixture on the Great alone. It has batteries of chorus 
reeds crowned by noble tubas. It has all sorts of other soft 
reeds and flues providing innumerable shades of colour. It’s a 
bit low on mutations, but then the Central German organs of 
Bach’s time didn’t always have many either. In short, it is both 
a highly versatile instrument and one with its own unique 
character.

You don’t therefore have to build an eclectic organ to create 
an organ that can play many types of music, and in the late 
19th century at least two English organ-builders, Thomas Hill 
and T C Lewis, whose instruments have much in common 

with Hill’s, did this. Whether or not they understood this I 
don’t know, but they created a unique and characterful type 
of instrument that unified the two main components of what 
an Anglican eclectic organ needs, the rigorous choruses to 
play Bach and ‘classical’ music, and the range of expression 
needed to accompany Anglican choral music. Both Hill and 
Lewis were influenced by the organs of Schulze, who made 
organs that were part of the Central German organ tradition, 
and one of the hallmarks of this type of organ is that it has 
beautiful choruses but plenty of colourful stops. One point 
that Andrew Caskie of Nicholson & Co. Ltd made in our film 
was that organs are now being built that take on board these 
ideas, and the Nicholson organ in Auckland is a fine example 
of this.

Like any cultural or technological artefact, the organ 
represents its time and the people who built it. Therefore 
at least two strands of story appear, one musical and the 
other social, both interrelated. Organs were affected by the 
events that drove along the history of England such as the 
Reformation, civil war, industrialisation, gain and loss of 
empire, wealth and prestige, the rise of democracy, popular 
culture and stable material plenitude, and the yearning for 
the apparently grander or simpler life that went before. In 
fact, the organ and its music give a startlingly vivid portrait of 
the English quest for, and retreat from, their identity.

It’s pretty obvious that we are living through a historical period 
in which we are reconsidering our identity. But at the moment 
much of the polarisation in our national debate stems from 
an inability to reconcile national pride with the inclusivity of 
foreign influences. A Thomas Hill or Lewis organ is nothing 
if not English, and is perfect for playing English music, and 
yet so many of the components of the sound descend from 

The organ at Auckland Cathedral, New Zealand 
Photo: Fugue State Films
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Will Fraser runs Fugue State Films, a company specialising in 
films about organ and church music. In addition to the above 
series, Will has made Martinikerk Rondeau, The Genius of 
Cavaillé-Coll, Maximum Reger, and films about Franck, Widor, 
Bach’s Art of Fugue and the great organ in Alkmaar. He has 
also recently completed a documentary about evangelical 
Christianity and environmentalism called Cowboy and 
Preacher, which was released in September 2020. He lives in 
London and is Director of Music at St Peter’s, Vauxhall.

foreign sources. I think if English organ-building follows in the 
spirit of what Hill and Lewis accomplished, we can produce 
organs that are both outward- and inward-looking and have 
the confidence in their sound to inspire more people to learn 
about the instrument. The story of the English organ, and its 
place in our cathedrals, is far from over.

To book an informal voice trial, please contact our Registrar, Mrs Laura Kemp 
01865 242561  •  registrar@cccs.org.uk  •  www.cccs.org.uk 

The boxed set (4 DVDs, 3 CDs) is available from 
Amazon and www.fuguestatefilms.co.uk

‘Five stars: A brilliant documentary survey of English 
organs, with superb illustrative performances. … Daniel 
Moult is an astounding organist. Not only are his technical 
dexterity and precision absolutely marvellous, he has an 
astonishingly keen ear for exactly the right combinations 
of registration and stops to show off any passage in a 
piece of music to maximum advantage. While he plays, 
one is almost transfixed by the sheer intensity of the 
absorption and concentration in his task that registers 
so clearly in his face. Above all, he is a master of a great 
stylistic swathe of literature. Renaissance, Baroque, 
Classical, Romantic, contemporary, and even a couple 
of forays into “popular” music evince equal sympathy 
and adroitness of expression from him. … Simply put, 
this is one of the most important organ recordings of all 
time, and a model of how music documentaries ought 
to be done. Emphatically and urgently recommended.’  
Fanfare magazine (New Jersey).
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Life as a cathedral musician is not exempt from the 
normal frustrations of the world of work: the daily 
round of meetings, administration, and the challenges 

of working in a large and complex institution are as much – if 
not occasionally more – a part of the routine as they are in the 
world at large. But shining through the cares and concerns 
of the day is the cathedral’s raison d’être: the daily liturgy. Six 
Masses are celebrated each day, with six and a half hours of 
confessions heard, and the daily Solemn Mass, sung by the 
cathedral choir, provides a focus and a high point.

The regular and reassuring rhythm of the liturgical calendar 
supplies a framework for the cathedral’s musical life; as the 
seasons return, illuminated by their liturgical colours, the 
familiar Gregorian chants form a musical reference point 
marking the time, and the liturgy is further ornamented by 
polyphony from across the centuries. But whilst the tread of 
the passage of liturgical time is constant, it is Holy Week that 
stands out as the climax of the year. The great liturgies that 
take place over those eight days are the ultimate reminder of 
why the cathedral exists; exhausting as Holy Week is, it leaves 

HOLY WEEK  
AT WESTMINSTER  
CATHEDRAL Peter Stevens
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those who work here with a renewed awareness of exactly what 
it is that we do, and why we do it.

The first of the Holy Week liturgies is the Solemn Pontifical  
Mass of Palm Sunday. This begins with the choir and 
congregation gathering in the Cathedral Hall, to the 
cathedral’s north-east, for the blessing of palms. Led by the 
choir singing chants and hymns, the congregation processes 
outside along the road and into the piazza, before entering 
through the west door of the cathedral. As the people enter, a 
fanfare sounds on the Grand Organ, and as George Malcolm’s 
Ingrediente Domino is sung, the choir moves through the nave 
and up into the apse; meanwhile, a crowd of around 1000 
people follow behind, carrying their palm branches, and take 
their places for Mass. This triumphant (if slightly chaotic) 
atmosphere lasts only as far as the collect, however; the mood 
of the liturgy plummets with the scripture readings, setting the 
scene for the singing of the Passion, and the liturgy concludes 
with a silent procession at the end of the Mass.

Whilst the cathedral has many intimate side chapels and 
hidden spaces for private devotion, the building really comes 
into its own on big occasions. The vast width of the nave 

allows everyone a clear view of the High Altar, raised up at 
the top of the sanctuary, and a huge assembly of clergy and 
faithful gathers underneath the series of domes, blackened by 
a century of incense and votive candles. One such occasion is 
the Chrism Mass, which takes place in most dioceses on the 
morning of Maundy Thursday, but for many years it has been 
celebrated in Westminster on the Tuesday of Holy Week. The 
opening procession of several hundred priests, followed by 
canons, bishops, and finally the Cardinal Archbishop, takes 
around a quarter of an hour to arrive in position, giving a 
sense of the scale of the celebration. Later in the Mass the 
priests renew their commitment to their ministry, and the 
holy oils – chiefly the oil of Chrism – are blessed for use over 
the coming year.

At the heart of Holy Week is the Sacred Triduum, the three 
days from the evening of Maundy Thursday, through Good 
Friday, and concluding with the Easter Vigil on Holy Saturday 
night. The Thursday evening Mass of the Lord’s Supper 
opens with the introit Nos autem gloriari, beginning the three-
act drama of the Triduum by speaking of the Cross as the 
source of our life and our resurrection. One of the special 
moments of the Mass of the Lord’s Supper is the Mandatum, 
the ritual washing of feet derived from St John’s account of 
the Last Supper. The cathedral’s tradition is for 12 of the 
famous Chelsea Pensioners, in their distinctive red coats, to 
take part in this ceremony, for which the cardinal removes his 
chasuble and wears a dalmatic, a sign of the serving ministry 
of a deacon. After Holy Communion, the Blessed Sacrament is 
solemnly processed to the Altar of Repose in the Lady Chapel 
whilst the Adoro Te is sung. The High Altar and sanctuary are 
then stripped of all their furnishings and decorations, and 
the cathedral remains open until midnight for the faithful to 
watch and pray. It is particularly powerful to stand inside the 
west door and look towards the bare sanctuary, the blackened 
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ceiling appearing to stretch upwards for ever, the floodlit 
Great Rood looming over the darkened nave. Compline 
is celebrated very simply in the Lady Chapel just before 
midnight, after which the Blessed Sacrament is removed and 
the cathedral descends into silence and darkness.

Punctuating the time between the large-scale ceremonies 
of the Triduum come two smaller, more intimate services. 
The Office of Readings takes place at 10am on Good Friday 
and Holy Saturday, with psalms sung in English, alternating 
between choir and congregation. The contemplative mood of 
these offices is enhanced by the singing of the Lamentations 
to plainsong, as well as Victoria’s Tenebrae Responsories. 

The Solemn Liturgy of the Passion at 3pm on Good Friday 
brings the biggest congregation of the entire year to 
Westminster Cathedral. In addition to the 1000 people seated 
in the nave, hundreds of people pack the side aisles, filling 
every available space. The service begins with perhaps the 
most eloquent liturgical gesture of all: the cardinal and all the 
priests process in and prostrate themselves before the altar in 
complete silence.

The Passion according to St John is sung, with a priest and 
two lay clerks taking the solo parts. As they process through 
the nave to the pulpit, Bruckner’s electrifying Christus factus 
est is sung by the choir. Later, the Cross is solemnly processed 
in, and venerated by the clergy, servers, and choristers 
during the singing of the Improperia. Because of the size of 
the congregation, it is the custom at the cathedral for those 
who wish to venerate the Cross to do so after the service; this 
veneration alone usually takes around 90 minutes, after the 
conclusion of the two-hour Liturgy of the Passion. As the 
congregation begins, five lay clerks return to the gallery, high 
above the nave, to sing Tallis’s Lamentations of Jeremiah.

Holy Saturday begins, as did Good Friday, with the Office of 
Readings, but this time the service is inspired by the ancient 

Office of Tenebrae. Candles are placed around the still-bare 
altar and ceremonially extinguished during the course of 
the service. Finally, only one candle, representing Christ, 
remains; at the conclusion of the service, it is carried away 
behind the marble ‘tombstone’ to the rear of the High Altar. 
At this moment, the choir creates a strepitus – a dramatic noise 
representing the earthquake that accompanied Christ’s death 
– by banging hymnbooks on the choirstalls. The service closes 
with the singing of Cardinal Newman’s hymn, ‘Praise to the 
Holiest’, after which the procession genuflects to the Cross 
and leaves in silence. The solitary candle representing Christ 
is left in front of the tombstone, and we wait. In Newman’s 
own words: 

Lie down and sleep in peace in the calm grave for a little while, 
dear Lord, and then wake up for an everlasting reign. We, like 
the faithful women, will watch around Thee, for all our treasure, 
all our life, is lodged with Thee…

As Holy Saturday morning moves towards the evening, so too 
does the mood evolve towards one of hopeful anticipation of 
the Lord’s Resurrection. Flower arrangers arrive and cleaners 
get to work; the sacristan brings out the finest vestments and 
silverware; a team of servers ensures that everyone is prepared 
for the Vigil; meanwhile, a queue extending the whole 
length of the nave slowly makes its way to the priests hearing 
confessions.

A beautiful detail of the Triduum is found in the sacristy bell, 
which signals the start of each cathedral liturgy throughout the 
year. It is rung at the start of the Mass for Maundy Thursday, 
but after the peal of bells at the intonation of the ‘Gloria’, 
the sound of bells is entirely absent from the liturgy. (The 
elevation at the Mass of the Lord’s Supper is accompanied 
instead by the sinister sound of a wooden rattle.) The Mass of 
Thursday evening ends in silence; the services of Good Friday 
and Holy Saturday morning begin and end in silence; and so 
it is in silence that the Easter Vigil begins.

Westminster Cathedral choir  
rehearsing for the CD ‘Vexilla Regis’  
at Buckfast Abbey
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A huge congregation gathers in complete darkness beneath 
the soot-blackened ceiling, the last rays of sunset fading away 
outside. Appearing unannounced, the procession of choir 
and clergy makes its way slowly down the south aisle towards 
the back of the cathedral. Piercing the darkness, a small fire 
is lit just inside the great west door, and the Paschal Candle 
– representing ‘Christ, rising in glory’ – is lit from the flame. 
The procession pauses three times as it moves towards the 
altar, while a priest lifts up the candle and sings Lumen Christi, 
standing exactly where, a day and a half earlier, the Cross 
was unveiled to the congregation. At the second of these 
points, the choir and congregation light their candles from 
the Paschal Candle. The organ loft is undoubtedly the best 
place to watch the light spreading outwards, one point at a 
time, from the middle of the cathedral, until the light casts 
unexpected shadows and shapes across the domes above. 

The great Easter proclamation, the Exsultet, is sung, and is 
followed by a sequence of readings, tracing salvation history 
from the Garden of Eden through to Christ’s resurrection, via 
the Israelites’ journey through the Red Sea. At the conclusion 
of the last reading, the ‘Gloria’ is intoned; in an instant, the 
penitential memory of Lent is thrown aside, and an explosion 
of joy fills the cathedral. The building is illuminated in 
a blinding flash of light; the organ plays a full minute of 
deafening cacophony, and an army of excited young altar 
servers bearing hand bells take up their task with ear-splitting 
enthusiasm. A solemn sevenfold ‘alleluia’ is intoned before the 
Gospel, sung progressively higher with each pair of repetitions. 

Following the homily, the celebration moves into the baptismal 
liturgy. Before the blessing of the water to be used for baptism, 
a cantor leads the congregation in singing the Litany of the 
Saints; we invoke individuals from the great cloud of witnesses 
who have lived the faith before us, asking for their prayers as 
we seek to follow their example. The cumulative effect of the 
litany shuttling back and forth, rolling through the cathedral, 
is an inspiring moment that serves as a reminder of the vast 

scale of the celebration, not just in the cathedral, but united 
with the whole company of heaven. The candidates make 
their baptismal promises and are baptised, followed by the 
whole congregation renewing their own baptismal promises 
and being sprinkled with the blessed Easter water. At last, the 
Offertory of the Mass is reached, and the service continues 
in the usual order, celebrated with the utmost solemnity, 
the final procession walking the full length of the nave and 
returning to the sacristy via the south aisle – almost a lap of 
honour concluding, as the Missal describes it, ‘the mother of 
all vigils’.

The Mass of Easter Morning begins with the understated 
introit Resurrexi, offering a calm and reassuring message of 
Christ’s resurrection. The Alleluia Pascha nostrum twice takes 
the full choir up to an ecstatic top G, leading into the sequence 
Victimae paschali laudes; this is sung in alternatim between the 
full choir in the apse, declaiming the odd verses in unison, 
and the Grand Organ thundering out the even verses from the 
opposite end of the building. Again, we renew our baptismal 
promises and are sprinkled with the holy water blessed at the 
Vigil. But other than these changes, and the most exuberant 
music and the very finest vestments and silverware, the Mass 
follows the usual order. 

It is sometimes remarked that, after the complexities of Holy 
Week, the liturgies of Easter Sunday itself are comparatively 
straightforward because they are ‘just like an ordinary 
Sunday’; but this would be to see things from the wrong end 
of the telescope. Rather, every Sunday throughout the year is 
another Easter Day, and the glory of Easter echoes through 
the liturgical year just as it has down the centuries. From a 
musician’s point of view, Holy Week at Westminster Cathedral 
is a very tiring and all-consuming experience, but a hugely 
inspiring one too, when we have the privilege of adding to 
the beauty of the holiest week of the year in this living house 
of prayer.

A Holy Week service  
at Westminster Cathedral
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There have been many tributes to Stephen Cleobury’s 
remarkable musical career, mentioning not only 
his extraordinary achievement in maintaining the 

highest standards of the King’s College choir over 37 years 
but also the quality of his personal performance as organist 
and conductor. His many recordings bear testimony to these 
qualities and are a valuable memorial to his rare abilities. I 
had the pleasure and privilege of working with him for over 30 
years, first in the International Congress of Organists (ICO) in 
1987, then during his two-year presidency of the Incorporated 
Association of Organists (IAO), of which I was then secretary, 
and latterly during the whole of his chairmanship of the IAO 
Benevolent Fund, when I was effectively his deputy.  

We first worked together on the International Congress of 
Organists, held in Cambridge in 1987, of which I was Hon. 
Treasurer. This was an ambitious week-long project, involving 
150 performers of international repute, the American Guild 
of Organists and the Royal Canadian College of Organists, 
using Cambridge’s many organs and beautiful venues and 
attracting audiences from many countries. Stephen, of 
course, was presiding over the events that took place in King’s 
College chapel. As an aside, there was a thriving Congress 
Club, and I recall the astonishment of many customers on 
finding their refreshments served by Sheila Lumsden, Penny 
Cleobury, Nan Guest, Pat Hurford and Audrey, my wife, all 
willing volunteers. An unfortunate accident on the eve of the 
Congress meant that a large number of people who had paid 
for admission to an orchestral concert on the first evening 
were unable to obtain tickets or attend the concert, so much 
of my time in the following days was spent in issuing refunds to 
disgruntled and disappointed customers. This also meant that 
the Congress ended with a sizeable deficit. Stephen was also 
at that time President of the Royal College of Organists, the 
ultimate sponsors of ICO 87. We had many discussions in the 
weeks after the Congress: I have no details of his negotiations 
but it was largely due to his calm handling of the situation that 
all the debts were finally paid.

The President of the IAO serves for two years. When Stephen 
was President, the duties involved taking the chair at Council 
meetings and acting as Artistic Director of two week-long 
residential Congresses. At that time, interest rates were such 
that many delegates were able to afford to attend Congress 
from the interest on their savings; this and the residential 
Congresses are no longer possible but at that time, they were 
popular and rewarding events, combining recitals, lectures 
and masterclasses, and were regularly attended by over 100 
delegates. Stephen applied to their preparation the same care 
that he gave to all his activities, assembling an impressive list 

of performers and lecturers and attending each one for its full 
length, making himself readily available for conversation with 
delegates. I remember particularly the one in Huddersfield, 
with a recital in the town hall and a visit to Halifax Minster. 
His chairing of the council meetings and the Annual General 
Meeting was exemplary: he remains in the memory of many as 
an outstanding President.

The chairmanship of the IAO Benevolent Fund does not 
appear to be onerous, as there is only one annual meeting 
of the full Council, but the Chairman, in collaboration with 
the Secretary, has the authority to approve urgent requests 
for assistance, the decisions to be ratified at the next Council 
meeting, and then there are discussions during the year 
about investments, proposed changes of policy, recruitment 
of trustees and so on.

The discipline and humanity that shone through Stephen’s 
musical career were equally apparent in his administration and 
chairmanship. His preparation was thorough and complete, 
seeking advice where anything was unclear or unfamiliar. He 
always knew at the beginning of a meeting where he wanted 
to be by the end. He knew roughly how long the meeting 
would last and moved through the agenda without delay 
in spite of some lengthy contributions from members. He 
handled dissent with rare skill and courtesy, always giving full 
attention to each speaker and never interrupting. I have never 
known anyone to leave one of his meetings feeling resentful 
or discontented, even if the final decision did not agree with 
their views. My experience in other fields recognised the 
rarity of his talent in these matters, his ‘voluntary’ activities 
receiving the same attention as his professional duties. I have 
lost a respected colleague and a good friend.

A REFLECTION ON SIR 
STEPHEN CLEOBURY 
Richard Popple
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Stephen Cleobury
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MICHAEL FINNISSY: PIOUS ANTHEMS AND 
VOLUNTARIES
Andrew Nethsingha

St John’s choirboys at the Finnissy recording
Photo: James Proctor
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My initial ideas for this cycle of nine works were 
formulated in 2015, following the very successful 
Advent anthem John the Baptist, which was 

commissioned from Michael Finnissy in 2014. The recording 
of our 2015 Jonathan Harvey disc, Deo, encouraged me to 
look for another composer in whose music we could immerse 
ourselves in the same way, and my long-held admiration for 
the way in which Martin Neary commissioned works by Harvey 
and John Tavener for the Winchester Cathedral choir in the 
1970s and 80s drew me towards Michael. As my policy has 
generally been not to commission more than one piece from 
any single composer, the commissioning of a cycle of nine 
works over a three-year period was a new departure. It has 
been fascinating to observe the cycle’s evolution, to develop 
a deep relationship with one composer and to gain an insight 
into his compositional processes. It’s also been a two-way street 
– Michael was receptive to what was and wasn’t possible with 
a choir like ours, whilst also stretching us to our limits! We 
are privileged to have had him as the college’s composer in 
residence for the past three years. 

The premieres of the nine pieces were spread out at intervals 
beginning in May 2017, with the final work, for two organs, 
being on 28 June 2019, when all nine pieces were performed 
in their entirety. The fulfilment of the project was coordinated 
to coincide with the chapel’s 150th anniversary celebrations. 

St John’s College has its roots around 1200 in the St John’s 
Infirmary, the buildings including the original chapel, the 
outline of which one can still see in First Court. The college 
itself was founded in the early 16th century, and new buildings 
have been added over the centuries right up to the present day. 
I sought to reflect this architectural layering in musical terms 
by suggesting that Finnissy’s works be based on 16th-century 
Responds and Votive Antiphons, which had in their turn been 
built on plainsong melodies from several centuries earlier. The 
original plan was for four choral pieces, to be surrounded and 
interspersed by five complementary solo organ works.

The project began according to this plan – Dum transisset 
Sabbatum is based on Taverner’s Eastertide motet of the 
same name. Videte miraculum is based on Tallis’s work for the 
Feast of the Purification. Both the 16th-century models have 
a plainsong melody running through them in long notes in 
one of the lower voice parts, while the other four or five voices 
weave around them imitatively. Their complementary organ 
pieces are called ‘Doubles’ (meaning ‘Variations’) which 
rework the melodic fragments, harmonies and textures of the 
choral works. 

After those first four works the project mutated somewhat! The 
third choral model was chosen to be not a 16th-century motet 
but Bach’s six-movement cantata, Herr Christ, der einge Gottessohn 
(BWV 96). The accompanying Bach-derived ‘organ works’ 
became works for violin and flute alongside chamber organ. 
The fourth choral model chosen was Michael Tippett’s 1943 
motet Plebs angelica. This put a pleasing twist on the original 

conception; Tippett was himself very influenced by 16th-
century music. At one stage the final ‘organ work’ was to feature 
seven instruments (the seven angels of the apocalypse?), but in 
the end Finnissy chose to score it for two organs – the main 
organ and the chamber organ. Each organ was to play 150 
chords (celebrating the chapel’s 150th anniversary). I pointed 
out that it would be all but impossible to coordinate the two 
organs, because the players were so far apart – but Michael was 
unconcerned since there was not supposed to be any rhythmic 
coordination between the two instruments. However, the plan 
evolved further into something quite different.

Halfway through the composition, Michael spoke to me of 
seeing the complete cycle as a meditation on finding one’s 
way, with Jesus as guide: in Dum transisset the women come to 
the tomb. Although Jesus is not there, they know how to get 
there. The listener is then to have a flashback to the start of 
the miracle in Videte miraculum; Jesus is there to guide people 
to the right way. Both arias of the Cantata are concerned with a 
loss of direction and getting back on track. In Plebs angelica the 
purpose of the angels is to guide and transfer us to Paradise. 
The cycle speaks of a transit from earthly life to life after death. 

MICHAEL FINNISSY: PIOUS ANTHEMS AND 
VOLUNTARIES
Andrew Nethsingha
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There is an extreme rhythmic complexity to some of Finnissy’s 
music, as exemplified in his string quartets and the Commentary. 
Yet Finnissy denies the music is complex and doesn’t quite 
understand why we find it difficult!! At other times there is 
a very touching simplicity – as in Telling, the first piece of his 
that I performed at St John’s. Speaking of his compositional 
methods, Finnissy has explained that he takes objects and 
remakes them. He feels indebted to David Hockney, Andy 
Warhol and Pablo Picasso for this – not to another composer. 
Some of his ideas are derived from Cubism. His ears work 
‘horizontally not vertically’ – indeed, this leads to a memorable 
beauty of melodic contour as in Taverner and Tallis. Finnissy 
needs a keyboard to try out vertical chords – “Sketches need 
to be worked on, and sculpted – worn down, worn in,” he 
says. I feel rather the same about musical performance and, 
indeed, about the activity of listening to Finnissy’s music, 
because this is not music that reveals all its secrets and flavours 
on first hearing – rather, it benefits from repeated listening. 
Over time the harmony becomes more familiar, and one is 
able to hear more links between the pieces. 

DUM TRANSISSET SABBATUM

The arrival of a new Finnissy score can be rather bewildering, 
because there are very few performance indications dictating 
tempo, dynamics, style or articulation. (Michael says: “Bach 
left a lot of decisions to the performer, so why shouldn’t I?!”) A 
difference, perhaps, is that many of us are more familiar with 
Bach’s style than with Finnissy’s. I was interested to see that a 
second edition of the first choir piece did have slightly more 
markings! There was a revelatory moment in rehearsal when 
the composer explained that the opening was like a sunrise, 
accompanying the early morning scene of the text – it all then 
seemed to make sense, but without that explanation we might 
have been floundering. The three Jesum chords relate to the 
16th-century tradition of sudden slow chords at the words Jesu 

Christe. This is a musical depiction of genuflection at the name 
of Our Lord. The Jesum chord sequence was altered after the 
first performance, as Finnissy developed the idea that the cycle 
was to be linked by some recurring harmonic motifs. Indeed, 
there is plenty of cross-referencing across the cycle as a whole.  

Finnissy describes the first organ piece as being “quite 
transparent. The mood is like the anthem – modal, translucent. 
The word ‘double’ is an expression for replica, as in ‘Mrs X 
looks like a double of her mother’; in Music it can also mean 
‘variation’, in the sense of repeating music with some degree 
of alteration in its patterning or colouration. It is often found 
in Baroque music – in Bach, where dance movements have 
‘doubles’ or elaborated repetitions.”

VIDETE MIRACULUM

The first choral piece had been premiered during Eastertide 
– and the second one at Candlemas, when Jesus was presented 
to the old man Simeon, who responded with the text known 
as Nunc Dimittis. In the low, dark, closing textures of the 
piece one perhaps hears the old man at the end of his life. 
This contrasts with the bright, shining new hope of the Christ 
Child elsewhere in the work. The first two choral pieces are 
not in the expected chronological order of Christ’s life. I 
asked the composer whether he wanted to reverse the order 
in the completed cycle – but no, he wanted to start with the 
Resurrection and then look backwards. 

To the Latin text which Tallis had set, Finnissy adds an 
English text by John Donne. This was partly chosen because 
of Donne’s Cambridge connections. Bernard Stevens, who 
Finnissy describes as the teacher to whom he owes everything, 
and from whom he learnt a great deal about counterpoint, 
was a great fan of John Donne. The canonic writing at the 
opening is derived from Tallis’s setting.

St John’s choir performing ‘Videte miraculum’   
at the college’s 150th anniversary celebrations
Photo: James Proctor
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WIE SCHÖN LEUCHET  
DER MORGENSTERN

This Bachian trio based on an Epiphany chorale melody 
provides a link between the preceding Candlemas text and 
the morning star of the succeeding Bach-derived cantata. 
Finnissy has asked for the opening to sound ‘edgy and 
medieval, like peasants singing and dancing’. This is the only 
skittish movement of the nine works, a scherzando.

CANTATA – ‘HERR CHRIST,  
DER EINGE GOTTESSOHN’

For the Cantata premiere, Finnissy specified modern 
instruments rather than the period instruments we had 
employed the week before when singing Bach’s original. 
Finnissy’s two obbligato instruments are flute and violin. The 
brilliant sparkling texture of the piccolo flute (or sopranino 
recorder) in Bach’s first movement is mirrored by Finnissy’s 
own use of the flute. Finnissy’s flute part was originally 
conceived for recorder, but I was concerned that there might 
only be a few recorder players in the world who could play it. 
I also suggested using a cello, an instrument that provides the 
foundation to Bach’s cantatas, but the composer said no – he 
wanted his music to float without a bass line. Finnissy’s score 
did not specify whether the main organ or the chamber organ 
was to be used, so we opted for a mixture of the two. 

The first movement opens with busy, florid, glittering 
instrumental lines; a variant of the chorale Herr Christ, der 
einge Gottessohn is later sung in unison by the choir. At the end 
of the sixth choral phrase the music seems to slow down, as 
a quote from Videte miraculum is heard. A quote from Dum 
transisset follows, and the movement ends looking up at Jesus, 
the morning star. For his two recitatives, Finnissy uses the 
same texts as Bach, but he reverses the movements. Of all 
of the models which Finnissy uses as starting points, Bach’s 
catchy tenor aria Ach, ziehe die Seele is the most recognisable 
when it becomes Finnissy’s alto aria (movement 3). One can 
hear Finnissy re-moulding the clay of Bach’s original, for ever 
creating new shapes. Having started by imitating the voice, 
halfway through the aria the flute changes to a succession of 
long notes, as though the flute is an augmentation of what 
the organ is doing. The movement ends in a characteristic 
Finnissy way – with absolutely no rit and no sense of cadence, 
the music being simply cut off like a twig being snapped. The 
bass aria (movement 5) is the most complex rhythmically and 
leads directly into the sixth movement. 

COMMENTARY ON BWV 562

This is based on an unfinished C minor fugue. Bach intended 
to add it to the Fantasia in C minor (BWV 562), which he had 
written some 20 years earlier. Finnissy’s Commentary starts with 
Bach, and there are brief intrusions of ‘other’ music. The 
Bach sections get shorter and shorter, the ‘other’ sections get 
longer and longer – until at the end it is the Bach that seems 
like an intrusion. 

PLEBS ANGELICA

For the text, the medieval Latin sequence in honour of St 
Michael, which had been selected by Tippett, is reused by 
Finnissy; it is mystical and contemplative, like the John Donne 
trope in Videte miraculum. Finnissy has described Tippett as 
one of his biggest influences – indeed, the older composer 
wrote charming letters to him. He once told Finnissy that 
‘being a composer in England was like crossing a desert 
without a map’. Tippett is also a significant composer for St 
John’s, having written what is probably the college’s greatest 
musical commission of the 20th century, his Evening Canticles.

In Plebs Angelica, a vision of heaven, Finnissy wanted a big 
contrast with the other two unaccompanied motets. He 
describes it as being ‘like a chant with canons’. The work is 
scored for double choir; one choir sings in Latin while the 
other sings in English. The two outer sections are separated 
by a more dissonant section. During this passage the texture 
thins for an entreaty to Michael, the Archangel. Did Finnissy 
choose the text because of that name? No, he chose it because 
it was the text Tippett had set – but it was Tippett’s first name 
as well! Finnissy explains: “The piece grew out of the Bach 
cantata music, and it recapitulates moments from the first two 
(Tudor) anthems, whilst also providing a very focused, and 
almost entirely homophonic, texture.”

Many thanks are due to the College Annual Fund and the 
Herbert Howells Organ Music Fund for making these 
commissions possible. I am most grateful to Michael for writing 
us this beautiful and endlessly fascinating music, and to the 
singers and instrumentalists for their very hard work and their 
extraordinary musicianship. It has been a stimulating journey, 
one which I hope will give nourishment to many others. 

The CD of Pious Anthems, available in shops and 
online now, will be reviewed in CM 1/21. There are 
two very interesting video discussions talking about 
the evolution of the project on the St John’s Choir 
channel on YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/
user/sjcchoir) which are well worth watching.
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In 2023 the Priory Church of St Bartholomew the Great 
will celebrate the 900th anniversary of its founding by 
a canon of St Paul’s Cathedral, Prior Rahere. Whilst All 

Hallows-by-the-Tower often claims to be London oldest 
church, St Bartholomew the Great is its oldest extant place 
of worship. Remarkably, the building has survived nearly 
1000 years despite the ravages of Henry VIII’s Dissolution of 
the Monasteries, the Great Fire of London and near misses 

from the bombs of two world wars. Situated at the heart of 
the Smithfield area, with its meat market, hospital, pubs and 
restaurants, there is now a vibrant congregation, High-Church 
liturgy and a professional choir. 

Rahere, a favourite of King Henry I, fell ill on a pilgrimage 
to Rome and vowed, if he survived, to establish a hospital for 
the poor in London. Allegedly, during his journey home, a 
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vision of St Bartholomew instructed him to erect a church in 
his name in the suburb of Smithfield. Henry I granted Prior 
Rahere land outside the city walls to build his church and, 
collecting stones from all around London, Rahere began to 
establish his Augustinian priory; both church and hospital 
were completed before his death in 1145. 

The church was ransacked following the Dissolution of 
the Monasteries in 1539. Half the building was destroyed, 
leaving only the quire and a portion of the cloisters. Under 
Queen Mary, Dominican friars were permitted to use the 
building before it reverted to being a parish church under 
Queen Elizabeth I. Over the centuries, various parts of 
the building were used as schools and workshops – there 
was a blacksmith’s shop in one transept – and in the 1720s 
Benjamin Franklin, one of the Pilgrim Fathers, worked as a 
typesetter in a print works which had been established in the 
former Lady Chapel.

A great restoration of the church was begun in 1860, with 
further significant work taking place in the 1880s and 90s. 
Somehow, during this period, the parish managed to lose 
an organ entirely! Between 1855 and 1864 the organ of the 
time had been replaced by one built by Russell. During the 

church’s restoration this was placed in the care of another 
organ-builder, who died – at which point the organ could 
no longer be traced. Aston Webb, who was responsible for 
the restoration, built a new west gallery and designed an 
organ case to house an older instrument purchased from St 
Stephen, Walbrook. It is this instrument, variously enlarged 
and rebuilt, which remains, silent, in the church today. Sadly, 
its many alterations have left an instrument no longer deemed 
worthy of restoration and funds are currently being sought for 
a completely new replacement.

It is clear that any real choral tradition for St Bartholomew 
the Great began with the Victorian restoration of the church. 
After the First World War William McKie was an assistant 
organist before becoming Organist at Westminster Abbey 
later in his career. Another familiar name is Richard Seal, who 
was assistant to Dr Paul Steinitz. Steinitz led the music at St 
Bart’s from 1949 to 1961 alongside being a professor at the 
Royal Academy of Music and principal lecturer at Goldsmith’s 
College. Succeeding Steinitz was Brian Brockless, who had 
studied composition with Herbert Howells and was a much-
respected choir trainer and also an important figure in the 
development of Early Music performance. In 1968 he founded 
a new vocal group initially entitled the St Bartholomew Singers 
which established themselves with a concert held at St Bart’s. 
The group were rebranded as Pro Cantione Antiqua and went 
on to become one of the leading performers of early choral 
music with a significant discography.

In 2023 the Priory Church 
of St Bartholomew the Great 
will celebrate the 900th 
anniversary of its founding by 
a canon of St Paul’s Cathedral, 
Prior Rahere. Whilst All 
Hallows-by-the-Tower often 
claims to be London oldest 
church, St Bartholomew the 
Great is its oldest extant place 
of worship. 

The next incumbent was Andrew Morris who during his 
eight-year tenure developed not only the music within the 
liturgy but also attractive concert programmes. Under his 
direction the choir focused on the performance of 16th, early 
17th and 20th-century music, making recordings with Abbey 
Records and broadcasting on BBC Radio 3 and ITV. Morris 
also directed several festivals at the church, all of which were 
widely acclaimed in the national press both for the quality of 
the performances and the originality of the programmes. In 
1979 Morris moved to become Director of Music at Bedford 
School and Brian Brockless returned to St Bart’s, retaining 
his position as Director of Music until 1995, when he died the 
very night he retired from his post.



1995 was also the year that Martin Dudley arrived as Rector. 
Martin’s ambition was to establish a choir that would deliver 
a consistently high standard of music every Sunday of the 
year. The success of Four Weddings and a Funeral  in 1994, and 
the subsequent popularity of the church as a filming venue, 
provided the impetus to press ahead with a professional 
choir. Rector Dudley states, “Father Michael Thompson 
gave me great assistance in those early months, and it was he 
who suggested David Trendell as the new Director of Music. 

I appointed him, and then watched him build his choir, 
producing a crisp, clear sound that perfectly matched the 
acoustic of the Priory Church, and developing a repertoire 
to match the liturgy.” Trendell had arrived at King’s College 
London in 1992 as Director of Chapel Choir and lecturer in 
Music, and therefore brought to St Bart’s a great knowledge 
of repertoire as well as a pool of current and former graduate 
singers from King’s College. In those days Matins was often 
the main Sunday service but as Solemn Eucharist gradually 
replaced Matins Trendell introduced a great wealth of Latin 
masses. Evensong was also expanded to include Marian 
antiphons for the season, and the tradition of concluding the 
service with Marian chant, accompanied with rich harmonies 
from the (electronic) organ, continues to this day. David was 
blessed with some talented assistant organists who included 
Simon Nieminski and Paul Brough. Beginning to struggle 
with the increasingly demanding schedule, he took up a new 
post at St Mary’s, Bourne Street in 2008. His sudden death 
aged only 50 at the end of October 2014 was an enormous 
shock for all his many friends and everyone who appreciated 
his work. 

Nigel Short followed on from David in April 2009. Previously, 
Nigel had been the youngest ever appointed lay vicar to 
the choir of Westminster Abbey, aged 19. After moving to 
Westminster Cathedral for five years he became a member 
of The King’s Singers and toured with them for seven years 
before co-founding Tenebrae with Barbara Pollock in 2001. 
Coincidentally, Tenebrae’s first concert was held at St Bart’s, 
many years before his appointment as Director of Music there. 
Nigel remained at the church for six years, during which time 
the links with Tenebrae brought many of London’s finest 
singers into the choir for regular Sunday worship.

Nigel’s departure in 2015 coincided with the creation of 
the parish of Great St Bartholomew. This rearrangement of 
the name followed the amalgamation of the parishes of the 
Priory Church and St Bartholomew the Less. ‘The Less’, as it 
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David Trendell surrounded by his choir at King’s College 
Photo: King’s College London
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is known, is the only chapel remaining within the precincts 
of  St Bartholomew’s Hospital. The current octagonal interior, 
which dates from 1793, has a wonderfully resonant acoustic. 
Two of the church’s bells date from 1380 and hang on 
London’s oldest medieval bell frame. Until 2005 ‘The Less’ 
was the only parish in the country contained entirely within 
hospital grounds. The amalgamation of these parishes made 
my appointment of Director of Music in June 2015 effectively 
the first for this new parish and gave me responsibility for 
the music at both churches. Like David Trendell, I combine 
my work at St Bart’s with a full-time university position at 
Royal Holloway, which once again sees college students and 
young graduates helping to nurture the Priory Church’s 
choral tradition. 

The regular pattern of worship includes a Solemn Eucharist 
and Evensong every Sunday. Mass settings are almost always 
sung in Latin and no music is repeated within a yearly cycle. 
This means we do have at least 52 mass settings in the library 
including most of the works of Palestrina, Lassus and Victoria. 
Although normally a choir of eight, forces are reduced to 
four during the summer but expanded for grander occasions 
like the All Souls’ Day liturgical performances of the Mozart 
Requiem which combines the choirs of St Bart’s and Royal 
Holloway. 

A particular feature of the annual music offering that has 
developed over the last 20 years is a week of specialised 
carol services. These hugely popular occasions may include 
a German carol service (with almost all music and readings 
in German), a Dickensian service built around readings from 
the works of Charles Dickens (complete with choir in period 
costume), a service in the American tradition and a service 
with harp built around Britten’s Ceremony of Carols – as well as 
the traditional Nine Lessons and Carols. The church is also 
an important livery church within the City of London. Each 
year installation services and carol services for companies 
such as the Butchers and Haberdashers are hosted, as well 
as those for more recent companies such as the Hackney 
Carriage Drivers or the Information Technologists. Since 
Four Weddings and a Funeral the church has been a popular 
wedding venue, and the choir is also called upon to sing for 
funerals and memorial services, particularly for former staff 
at the neighbouring hospital. 

A new initiative in 2019 saw the launch of ‘Evensong in the 
City’. Gathering once a month for a Thursday evensong 
after work, the aim is to bring together those with singing 
experience at school or university who find that modern 
working life doesn’t offer an opportunity for regular choral 
singing. We were pleasantly surprised not only by the numbers 
who came to sing but also by the nearly 100 people who came 
to the services. We aim to combine the joys of communal 
singing with a convivial meal, and the ancient cloisters 
provide a suitable venue for post-Evensong refreshment or, as 
the Rector promised in his advertising, ‘bangers and booze’!

In 2020 St Bart’s faces the same financial pressures as many 
other great churches and cathedrals. With no wealthy 
endowments, the parish supports its professional choir largely 
through donations. The Covid-19 pandemic and subsequent 
silencing of live church music has had a devastating impact 
on church music traditions everywhere and will do for some 
time to come. I am pleased to say that the PCC and rector 

are fully committed to maintaining our musical provision. 
Fr Marcus Walker, the rector since February 2018, has been 
incredibly proactive throughout the lockdown period and the 
choir is probably the only church choir to have continued to 
provide music for online services on a weekly basis since April. 
Recording individually at home, the choir has produced 
online recordings of Mozart masses, the Rheinberger Mass for 
Double Choir in E flat, and it has even combined with the choir 
of the American Cathedral in Paris for a dramatic online 
rendition of the Langlais Messe Solennelle. The choir were also 
one of the first to sing Evensong on BBC Radio 3 in August 
this year, following the resumption of live broadcasting under 
strict health and safety conditions.

The final word should go to one of the greatest admirers 
of the Priory Church, Sir John Betjeman. Across from the 
churchyard in Cloth Fair stands a fine Georgian house where 
Betjeman resided for 20 years from 1954. In a letter to the late 
John Wickham, the pioneer of keyhole and robotic surgery 
whose memorial service we sang at recently, Betjeman wrote:

The ghost of Rahere still walks in Bart’s;
It gives an impulse to generous hearts,
It looks on pain with a pitying eye,
It teaches us never to fear to die.

Eight hundred years of compassion and care
have hallowed its fountain, stones and square.
Pray for us all as we near the gate – 
St Bart the Less and St Bart the Great.

 

Rupert Gough is Director of Choral Music and College Organist 
at Royal Holloway, University of London (since 2005) and 
Organist and Director of Music at Great St Bartholomew. 
He previously spent 11 years as Assistant Organist at 
Wells Cathedral. His discography of over 50 commercial 
recordings encompasses work as a choir director, organist and 
harpsichordist. He has developed a particular reputation for 
recording the works of contemporary composers, particularly 
from the Baltic states. Royal Holloway’s recent recording of the 
music of Ola Gjeilo with Decca Classics was top of the US and 
UK classical charts.
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In July 2018 the chapel choir of Girton College Cambridge 
travelled to Israel and Palestine in conjunction with the 
McCabe Educational Foundation in order to combine 

music-making with touring religious sites of historical 
significance and visiting Palestinian refugee camps, hospitals 
and orphanages.

Our previous trip had been to Portugal, to perform music by 
Portuguese Renaissance composers in the locations where it 
had first been heard. The Holy Land did not afford us the 
opportunity to repeat that concept, so our programme was 
instead constructed to trace the founding of the Christian 
church. We also wanted to sing a setting of Super flumina 
Babylonis, (By the rivers of Babylon) which contains the line, 
‘How shall we sing the Lord’s song in a strange land?’, because 
that’s what we would be doing. And, since we always aim to 
produce recordings of music which is not already available, 
we brought a setting of the same words by Marc’Antonio 
Ingegneri, an Italian contemporary of Palestrina whose 
music has almost entirely fallen into neglect. Although the 
lion’s share of our programme was devoted to the better-
known Palestrina, the startling quality of Ingegneri’s music so 

enthused the students that we felt he deserved a project of his 
own. A tour to the north of Italy had already been arranged 
for July 2019, so that seemed the right time to explore more 
of his music.

Marc’Antonio Ingegneri was born in either 1535 or 1536 in 
Verona, but he became an inhabitant of Cremona by 1570. 
In 1573 he assumed the role of choirmaster at Cremona’s 
vast Cathedral of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary with a 
view to raising its music to the standard of other institutions 
of national importance such as St Mark’s, Venice, St Maria 
Maggiore in Bergamo, and St Peter’s in Bologna. That he 
quickly developed a reputation as an enterprising and highly 
creative musical figure is almost certainly the reason that the 
father of the young Claudio Monteverdi sought out Ingegneri 
as a teacher for his precociously talented son. Monteverdi’s 
reputation would of course eclipse that of his teacher and, 
indeed, that of every other musician at the time, but it may 
be that Monteverdi’s celebrated tenure as choirmaster at 
St Mark’s in Venice was the logical outcome of a historical 
process set in motion by the Council of Trent, a process to 
which Ingegneri’s contribution deserves more examination.

‘HOW SHALL WE SING THE LORD’S SONG?’ – 
THE SACRED CHORAL MUSIC OF MARC’ANTONIO INGEGNERI 
Gareth Wilson

Girton Choir at the Catholic  
university of Milan
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THE COUNCIL OF TRENT
The Protestant Reformation shook the establishment in 
every way: the dogmas upon which the Catholic church had 
been based for 1500 years were undermined at their very 
foundations. The reformers called into question not only 
the church’s theology and how it was articulated, but also the 
nature of its community, its liturgy, its rituals, and the music 
associated with them.

Although Luther did not totally reject every musical form of 
the Catholic tradition, the new style of liturgical music he 
promoted was designed for a congregation that was no longer 

Catholic: the predominance of the Word of God emboldened 
the newly-reformed Protestant worship and generated new 
musical forms which were peculiar, and central, to it. The 
Catholic church thus gathered itself to launch a powerful 
‘counter-reformation’ of its own and, between 1545 and 1563, 
its senior cardinals were convened to meet over a series of 25 
sessions now known as the Council of Trent.

The heresies being proffered by the reformers affected 
everything from doctrine, scripture, interpretation, salvation, 
justification by grace, the veneration of Saints, the Mass, 
etc. Even Biblical Canon was a matter of dispute. The very 
content and identity of the Christian faith was therefore 

‘HOW SHALL WE SING THE LORD’S SONG?’ – 
THE SACRED CHORAL MUSIC OF MARC’ANTONIO INGEGNERI 
Gareth Wilson

Girton Choir singing at Cremona Cathedral
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at stake, so it is unsurprising that the nature of its worship 
should be refined and rearticulated, hence the importance of 
the Council for Music and vice versa. In the final sessions of 
the Council the Council Fathers made important declarations 
regarding the use of music in worship, stressing the need 
for balance between text and music so that the words might 
always be intelligible. One of those Council Fathers was a 
certain Nicolò Sfondrati, the Bishop of Cremona, who was, 
briefly, Pope from 1590-1, and was to become a close friend 
of his cathedral’s maestro di cappella, Marc’Antonio Ingegneri.

At this time, Cremona Cathedral had no real musical culture. 
Gregorian chant was still the only musical form employed 
within the liturgy and only occasionally was a professional 
music teacher hired for more ambitious projects. However, 
around 1570, attitudes at the cathedral changed as a result 
of those recommendations of the Council which emphasised 
the importance of sacred music as a means of celebrating the 
ecclesia triumphans (the Church Triumphant). In other words, 
polyphonic music became regarded as a way of establishing 
and reinforcing the identity of the Roman Catholic church 
and, in Cremona, this historic change coincided with the 
episcopate of former Council member Nicolò Sfondrati.

On the recommendation of Bishop Sfondrati, Ingegneri 
began the substantial and daunting task of re-establishing 
a musical tradition at Cremona Cathedral. He introduced 
various musical instruments which, when combined with 
voices, gave a new lease of life to the cathedral’s liturgical 
celebrations and served the Council’s ideal of the ecclesia 
triumphans, the imposing motets and Masses that Ingegneri 
composed contributing towards the way the liturgy became an 
anticipation of divine glory and paradise.

Contrary to the belief therefore that the Council of Trent 
limited expression and creativity, in Ingegneri’s case it gave 
birth to fresh and innovative new developments within the 
world of sacred music, saw music as a primary means of re-
asserting the identity of the Catholic Church, and led to the 
establishing of Cremona Cathedral as a vanguard of musical 
excellence and innovation within the city which would later 
have transformative consequences upon the wider musical 
world, not least because a young Monteverdi was there to 
experience these changes first-hand.

THE HARMONY OF THE SPHERES 
The ‘Harmony of the Spheres’ is the ancient notion that the 
planets and stars of the universe, by dint of their movement 
and proportioned distances, generate a huge, but inaudible, 
cosmic music. Because the ratios of the harmonic series, 
upon which Western harmony is built, correspond with the 
strictest and purest mathematical ratios, the series provided 
empirical, objective evidence that the universe exhibited a 
divine order which connected all of Creation. Thus music 
did not need words in order to be considered sacred; 
being immersed in its harmonies put one in touch with the 
divine. So while it might seem with much pre-Reformation 
polyphony that the text often becomes lost among melismatic 
phrases and appears a mere vehicle for musical expression, 
it is not because the words were considered unimportant but 
because they were not the only way of making music ‘sacred’. 
Music was already sacred because it expressed the harmony of  
God’s cosmos.

However, the Harmony of the Spheres as a religious idea was 
predicated upon the belief that the planet Earth sat at the 
centre of the universe. The Copernican revolution brought 
an end to this belief and, with it, faith in the cosmic order 
and connectedness of everything in Creation. This, alongside 
the Reformation’s renewed focus upon the individual’s 
relationship with the divine (manifested in the requirement 
to read and interpret Scripture for oneself), initiated the 
process which resulted in René Descartes making the self the 
bedrock of certainty (cogito ergo sum). Thus were the seeds of 
individualism sown.

Marc’Antonio Ingegneri was 
born in either 1535 or 1536 
in Verona, but he became an 
inhabitant of Cremona by 
1570. In 1573 he assumed 
the role of choirmaster at 
Cremona’s vast Cathedral of 
the Assumption of the Virgin 
Mary with a view to raising 
its music to the standard of 
other institutions of national 
importance such as St Mark’s, 
Venice, St Maria Maggiore in 
Bergamo, and St Peter’s in 
Bologna. 

The Council of Trent and the Harmony of the Spheres 
contextualise what seem to me the most striking features 
of Ingegneri’s music. The rhythmic and textural contrasts 
complement the pattern of the texts, and Ingegneri’s concern 
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for intelligibility dictates his antiphonal deployment of the 
choirs in his polychoral music. In contrast, the declamatory, 
communicative nature of the music remains more evident in 
those pieces where dialogue between two or more choirs is 
less of a feature. The harmonic language, coupled with daring 
use of dissonance, is satisfying, and creates the impression that 
Ingegneri savoured the compositional process and immersed 
himself in it fully, following the demands of the material. 
In his most rhythmically extrovert moments (the sudden 
outbursts in the triple-choir pieces in particular), one can 
find antecedents of Monteverdi’s Seconda Pratica. This may 
be mere projection, of course, but it informs one’s approach 
to its performance. While some might argue therefore that 
the power of pre-Reformation polyphony comprises an 
otherworldly purity, the result of Ingegneri’s compositional 
technique is to feel directly addressed in a manner which is 
impossible to ignore. It is for this reason that I feel tempted to 
detect early seeds of modernity in Ingegneri’s music, by which 
I mean an increasing awareness of individual expression and 
perception. Indeed, it may be that the Council of Trent’s 
insistence upon intelligibility of text constituted an implicit 
recognition that its members were powerless to turn the tide 
of individualism given new impetus by the Reformation.

A further matter for comment is the reliability and accuracy 
of the sources. All the music by Ingegneri which appears on 
our recording was edited from original sources and, while 
there were some eyebrow-raising moments once the scores 
approached their completed states, it was never necessary 
to suggest editorial alternatives. The fact that the ‘Hosanna’ 
of his Missa Laudate pueri (a double-choir Mass based upon 
a motet for the same forces by Palestrina) simultaneously 
contains a major and an augmented sixth (from the bass 
up, A flat, C, F natural and F sharp) was for me simply 
testament to the inventiveness of a composer working under 
revolutionary conditions with communicative concerns. I 
had also developed a sense of trust that this composer had 
the brilliance to exceed our expectations and confound the 
assumptions musical history has formulated as to what is 
‘permitted’ in Renaissance polyphony – assumptions which 
burden creative artists like Palestrina and Lassus with a 
reputation for purity and ‘correctness’ not borne out by their 
music. And because Ingegneri’s music has until now remained 
mostly unheard (although his name is generally recognised 
by choral musicians), he is often dismissed simply as a lesser 
contemporary of Palestrina who wrote in the same style. I 
am confident that these premiere recordings will disabuse 
listeners of that presupposition. Even in a Mass based upon 
material by his better-known counterpart Ingegneri’s voice is 
his own, and at no point does it resemble Palestrina’s. This, 
combined with his prominent role in the reforms of Trent, 
leads me to suggest that Ingegneri may play a more important 
role in the history of the development of sacred music than 
has hitherto been acknowledged. 

As with our previous three discs for Toccata Classics (of music 
by Lassus, Cardoso and Palestrina), we were joined for this 
recording by Girton Musician-in-Residence Jeremy West, a 
virtuoso cornettist, founder member of His Majestys Sagbutts 
& Cornetts and principal wind player with the Gabrieli Consort 
& Players. Jeremy is also a professor of Historical Performance 
at the Guildhall in London and at the Royal Welsh College of 
Music & Drama in Cardiff, which gives us access to some of the 
finest young students of Historic Brass in the country. We have 

been joined by these students on tours to Canada, Portugal, 
Israel & Palestine, Singapore and, most recently, Italy, and 
they feature on our recordings. With regard to including 
instruments on our recordings of Renaissance polyphony, we 
have been careful not to make claims to authenticity which we 
could not support. We perform the music in this way because 
we have the resources to do so and because we are enamoured 
by the haunting sound-world of voices and brass in harmony, 
but in the case of Ingegneri we had strong reasons to believe 
(through historical Italian accounts held at Cremona 
Cathedral) that he would have envisaged his music being 
performed in this manner. Certainly in the case of his 16-
part motet, Vidi speciosam, and his 12-part, triple-choir motets, 
the addition of brass helps delineate the antiphonal groups 
further and, in the case of the double-choir Mass, allowed us 
to characterise certain parts of the text in a manner which 
we felt was in keeping with the spirit of his post-Tridentine 
mission at Cremona Cathedral.

As well as to other venues in the Lombardy area, our tour 
took us to the Basilica di Santa Barbara in Mantua, where 
Monteverdi was maestro di cappella before moving to St Mark’s, 
Venice. However, to finish the tour with a programme of 
Ingegneri’s music in Cremona Cathedral was an extraordinary 
experience not just because the building is vast and beautiful, 
but because no one knows when the composer’s music was 
last heard there. The clergy told us that they knew Ingegneri’s 
name and knew who he was but had had no idea what his 
music sounded like until we gave our concert. We hope that 
this recording might encourage interest in this special music 
which deserves it, and that we have brought to people’s 
attention a composer who should not have been forgotten. 

Gareth Wilson is Director of Chapel Music at Girton College 
Cambridge, and is Director of Music at Christ Church, Chelsea. 
He is also an academic professor at the Royal College of Music 
and examines for the Royal College of Organists. He has enjoyed 
guest conductorships with the Bevan Family Consort, the 
Chapel Choir of Gonville & Caius, and the Renaissance Singers 
(London). His liturgical compositions have been performed by 
the BBC Singers, the choir of St John’s College Cambridge, and 
by the choir of the Chapel Royal at the baptism of Prince Louis.
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‘What’s your story?’ is a question not often asked, 
but it’s one that was put to me ten years ago by 
a mentor, Neil Jameson, as we walked across 

Waterloo Bridge. Three simple words – but not at all simple 
to answer.

We all have stories, but often carry undigested experiences 
with us – the DNA of our identities which is seldom examined 
or allowed into the public realm. If we think about it, there 
are key people, events, ‘light bulb’ moments and pieces of 
music that we can point to that have shaped us, and which 
have led us into the wonderful world of Cathedral Music.

What’s my story? 
Well, in particular, I am motivated by getting a broad range 
of children to produce ‘singing in a choir’ as one of their 
answers to this question.

At Wellfield Church School in Burnley, which I attended, we 
sang every day – nothing profound, and certainly not at the 
level of cathedral music, but we could sing Personent hodie and 
Noel nouvelet, without knowing what those tunes were called. 
Importantly, we had a teacher who could accompany us on 
the piano – something which is less often found in our local 
schools today. Whole-school worship remains an obligation in 

the United Kingdom, and yet its character and culture is a 
source of debate and creative frustration.

I attended a church where Wesleyian hymnody thrived, and 
then a church with a Christian rock band, before finding 
myself on the organ bench at Blackburn Cathedral, where I 
joined the Young People’s Choir, founded by the effervescent 
John Bertalot. We toured wonderful places like Vienna and 
Edinburgh, singing Haydn’s The Creation and Vivaldi’s Gloria.

Whilst a music student, I spent a summer in East London on 
a Community Organising placement, a practice which Neil 
Jameson had brought from Baltimore to Britain in the 1980s. 
Organising is the act of making change in deliverable, local 
ways, based around common concerns articulated through 
intentional one-to-one conversations: street safety, food 
justice, dignified housing, fair wages and equal opportunities. 
It is not party political – it is local. By spending time with the 
Salvation Army in Stepney, I came to realise what the real 
world looked like – it was kind and loving in places but unfair 
and unjust in others.

I returned to East London a year later with responsibility 
for subsequent interns of the Centre for Theology and 
Community, and worked with local mosques, churches and 
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schools to lobby the Olympic committee to represent East 
London fairly in its workforce and its redevelopment plan, 
post 2012. But something was still missing in this tapestry of 
social politics that was emerging: music.

Choirs are the greatest tool for evangelism that the Church 
possesses, and singing is the sound of hope: hope of real 
inclusion, access and personal growth. Singing is truly 
democratic and unites rather than divides. Music animates 
and transforms us – no matter who we are or what our  
story is.

Lockdown has seen countless artists and virtual choirs busily 
creating online content to enrich the lives of the anxious, 
lonely or unwell. Two weeks before our own lockdown began, 
videos emerged of Italians singing on their balconies. Then 
came the bad news that it would be impossible for choirs to 
sing together again for a long time.

The hymn ‘Will your anchor hold in the storms of life?’ 
speaks with honesty of human peril and death, but also of an 
inner assurance and strength which ultimately leads us to the 
heavenly shore. Those who were elderly, anxious or unwell 

faced a struggle, and even death while alone, and so in the 
final three days before they closed, St Paul’s Cathedral invited 
schools to join a ‘Hymn Flash Mob’ – to record themselves 
singing either ‘Will your anchor hold?’ or their favourite 
hymn, and sent it as a musical gift to those suffering.

We started with St Paul’s Cathedral School and, without 
knowing it, when the choristers and pupils sang ‘Lord of 
all hopefulness’ on that Tuesday morning, it marked the 
final musical offering before the most deafening silence the 
cathedral has known since the Great Fire of London. Even 
throughout the Blitz, public worship was offered in St Paul’s.

Over 70 schools across the UK took part, and our videos 
reached more people at that point than Coronavirus had 
officially infected throughout the globe.

In the years following the asking of that question by Neil 
Jameson on Waterloo Bridge, I began to use music to bring 
people together. I started with a classical music baby group 
in Stepney, in which women in burqas sat beside stay-at-home 
dads singing a liturgy of nursery rhymes. This group continues 
today.

Outreach children’s choirs at St Paul’s
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‘West Hackney was more oil and water than gin and tonic’ is a 
phrase offered by my friend and musical partner Fr Niall Weir 
from St Paul’s, West Hackney. Fr Niall, an erstwhile singer of 
Norwich, Christ Church and Winchester, had the ambition to 
bring together a choir of the constituent charities using his 
parish hall – North London Action for the Homeless, various 
anonymous support groups, and an over-50s dance group 
with no member a day under 70. We founded the Cantignorus 
Chorus to celebrate the voices of those who are often ignored 
or overlooked.

The community zeitgeist led us to a recording studio, and 
we enlisted a local primary school to sing countermelodies 
in a song penned by Niall called ‘Holding out a helping 
hand’. I was shocked by the difficulty that the children had in 
accessing their head voices – the ‘high’ effortless sound that 
is – or should be – so natural to young people. Why was this? 
The simple answer was lack of opportunity.

Gone are the days of Personent hodie in many schools: instead, a 
shouty, poppy, fun-filled rave, accompanied by backing tracks, 
dominates assemblies and classroom singing. Children are 
having fun and making music, but they are being denied the 
musical and personal discovery offered by the English choral 
tradition. And if children don’t discover this music whilst still 
children, when will this ever happen?

Cathedrals and churches have, in the past couple of decades, 
begun to see their musical ministry as being beyond the 
cloisters and in the community, although there are giant 
leaps to be made in addressing access and inclusion in order 
to offer the kind of personal transformation that singing in a 
choir can afford to all families in our communities.

The Hackney Children’s Choir was founded in 2014 to tackle 
some of these creative challenges. We joined the St Paul’s 
choristers a couple of months after our first rehearsal and 
sang Will Todd’s The Call of Wisdom, commissioned by the dean 
and chapter of St Paul’s to mark HM The Queen’s Diamond 
Jubilee in 2012. 

The setting sung by the choristers that day was Britten’s Missa 
brevis, composed for George Malcolm’s retirement, and first 
sung by the choristers of Westminster Cathedral in July 1959. 
Britten’s collection of songs for upper voices Friday Afternoons 
– penned early in his career (1933-35) and dedicated to 
his brother who was headmaster of Clive House School, 

Prestatyn, where the choir used to sing on Fridays – represents 
the high water mark of school-aged singing – which previous 
generations had perhaps taken for granted, but which 
survives in only limited form today. Stanford’s Songs of the Sea 
might also be associated with this tradition, as would much of 
English folksong, which so notably inspired Britten’s writing.

Singing Anglican chant, hymns and Latin anthems from Felix 
Mendelssohn to Cecilia McDowall builds confidence, skills 
and emotional awareness. The Hackney Children’s Choir 
regularly sings choral evensong in St Paul’s, West Hackney, 
and leads worship at St Paul’s Cathedral a few times a year. 
The choir is now part of the cathedral’s musical family, and 
receives funding by the Most Excellent Order of the British 
Empire as part of a wider programme for London schools and 
communities.

Hackney is known for its cultural diversity and creative 
vibrancy, and yet thousands of children in the borough are 
at risk of exclusion on multiple levels. Hackney harbours 
countless gangs, with young people dying in the streets simply 
as a consequence of entering the wrong area, or wearing the 
wrong clothing.

With funding from the Mayor of London, we were able to create 
a choir for 12- to 18-year-olds. This ambitious collaboration 
between the cathedral, the church of St Paul’s, West Hackney, 
local schools and other partners is one of many similar 
initiatives giving young people the chance to make positive 
life choices.

We had the pleasure of taking a group of young people to 
King’s College Cambridge last year, to work with the force of 
nature that was Sir Stephen Cleobury. Stephen was a source 
of quiet but sustained inspiration. He encouraged us, and 
offered a glimpse of the magic of the English choral tradition 
in an expert yet simple and loving way. Stephen worked with 
us on Vivaldi’s Gloria in June 2019, which we performed with 
an orchestra in our debut performance a month later.

From 2007-2010 the Choir Schools’ Association led a highly 
successful chorister outreach programme, Sing Up!, which was 
made possible by an injection of government funding into 
singing in schools. While many cathedrals have managed to 
sustain this work, a large proportion were unable to do so 
owing to the axing of the funding. The present crunch time 
for our cathedral choirs in this pandemic presents a fresh 
creative challenge: how do we adapt and grow in the context 
of a rapidly changing world? Now more than ever our choirs 
need to ‘be’ church rather than just ‘do’ church.

‘Outreach’ as a term has faced a fair degree of criticism for its 
connotations of cultural dominance: partnership, community 
links, or just ‘engaging people through music’ might better 
describe the work. But the real risk for our institutions, and 
one that the Catholic diocese of Leeds has articulated and 
mitigated against powerfully through word and deed, is that 
outreach becomes a fringe activity rather than part of our 
institutional DNA.

The programme at St Paul’s, working with 3,000 children each 
year, is motivated by equality of opportunity – all children 
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deserve to encounter the very finest music which allows 
them to explore truth and beauty. Our choral tradition has 
the potential to shape generations of the future, but it is not 
enough just to fly in and out of a school.

Parishes like St John the Divine, Kennington, represent signs 
of hope that the music of the church, taught with passion, skill 
and love, can truly represent our local communities. It is not 
enough to say that we are inclusive: we must model it. 

Every school should sustain choral music throughout the 
year, regardless of whether or not they are church schools. 
Engagement with the music of the church contributes to 
children’s awareness and understanding of an important part 
of our national history within a pluralist society.

I have a particular interest in helping church schools engage 
with music by establishing congregations who can sing 
within their communities, which we have begun through 
Choir Church – founded in Shadwell in 2016, growing in 
Portsmouth thereafter, and beginning to appear across the 
country in various forms. The model reweaves the musical 
bonds between church and school, and is motivated by 

the compulsion to enrich lives and make our communities 
better places through prayer and action – and grounded in 
people and place. Our children in Shadwell have campaigned 
and won a Community Land Trust for affordable housing, 
organised care parcels for homeless people, and lobbied the 
government around food poverty – all animated through 
singing songs.

The future of church music is not simply about ensuring that 
our choirs have enough choristers. It is about re-building a 
culture of singing in our schools and in our society as a whole 
in a way that is relevant, radical, generous, ambitious and 
loving. 

‘What’s your story?’, I hope someone will ask, 50 years from 
now. ‘Well, it started when I learned this piece by Vivaldi…’

Tom Daggett is a former organ scholar of Lincoln College 
Oxford and is Organ Outreach Fellow at St Paul’s Cathedral.

St Paul’s nave 
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There’s no feeling quite the same as standing outside the 
great west door of St Wulfram’s Church in Grantham 
on a late summer Sunday afternoon, beneath ‘the 

finest steeple in England’ (Simon Jenkins), waiting for Choral 
Evensong to begin. In that moment it’s easy to envisage the 
sound of choristers’ voices drifting through the door and 
floating into the world outside, filtering cathedral music 
briefly into the lives of those who wander past.

As the summer months begin during lockdown it is hard 
not to miss this idyllic feeling. So much of the routine of 
our choral tradition feels lost. Our leading trebles have 
missed their most exhilarating time as choristers. For the 
newer choristers who joined the choir since last September, 
the feelings of becoming a small part of a beautiful sound 
in a magnificent space were not yet fully formed prior to 
lockdown. Our chaperoning team, our 12 young organ 
scholars, our senior youth choir, our adult singers and every 
other person who helps with the music provision feels a 
disconnection from the camaraderie that comes from being 
part of real live church music. One of our youngest choristers 
expresses this succinctly: “I miss everything. Especially I miss 
all the happiness of the choir, just singing together. I miss my 
friends.” Our task, in isolation during lockdown, has been to 
take all this powerfully felt emotion and convert it into the 
art of remote singing. We have tried not just to find a way of 
staying together and connected, but also to build our historic 
choral tradition further for the future.

St Wulfram’s Church Choir was on a confidence high in the 
pre-lockdown world. Over the past 12 months we had spent 
a summer week singing in York Minster, welcomed FCM to 
St Wulfram’s so that an endowment grant for our choral 

scholarships could be presented, had further success in RSCM 
award exams (including adding another seven Gold Award 
winners to our number) and, most excitingly, we had spent 
New Year’s Eve singing Choral Evensong in Westminster 
Abbey. From such a high point, suddenly not being able 
physically to meet was an enormous shock for such a close-
knit community which sings together several times a week. As 
with many choirs, it felt as though we had been torn apart, 
and scattered into an unsettling and uncertain new world. 

We have had to rethink what it means to be choristers 
and church musicians. With our routines and structures 
overturned, we have nevertheless tried to keep the choir 
animated through online activity and virtual methodology. 
This began from a desire to maintain a sense of community. 
Very quickly we resolved to find the best means of still singing 

JUNE IN  
LOCKDOWN:
virtual music, resilience  
& hope from St Wulfram’s
Tim Williams, Master of the Music,  
St Wulfram’s Church
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together and producing church music. In the difficult early 
days of lockdown, turning people’s attention to creativity 
also seemed a good way to keep up a sense of wellbeing 
through artistic focus. This developed very quickly into a 
spirit of resilience, through which we managed to produce 
a composite virtual anthem for the first Sunday of our 
remoteness, Mothering Sunday, from layered and edited 
individual voice memos of choristers singing their vocal parts. 
Since then we have produced a further 16 virtual pieces for 
Sundays, including the whole liturgical cycle of Holy Week, 
Easter, Pentecost and Trinity. The choir’s willingness to 
embrace new ways of learning has been brilliant. 

As with many choirs, it felt 
as though we had been torn 
apart, and scattered into an 
unsettling and uncertain new 
world.

I am fortunate to work with highly supportive clergy, in a 
church that has seen the value of virtual work and has 
supported its musical ministry and kept me working through 
these last few months. This is a vital time for the development 
of our choir – certainly in the early days of lockdown we all 
feared the loss of everything we had built together. One of 
the hardest dynamics to continued working in these remote 
times, though, is maintaining engagement with every 
member of the choir. There are plenty of different reasons 
why people may choose to disengage with online activities, 
and not all are about the choir. They can be to do with how 
the pandemic has impacted families, or the understanding 
of technology. Where choristers are from split families it has 
been hard to keep continuity when they are with different 
parents, and it is easy for anyone to switch off from choir 
activities when they all take place online. Nor does every 
singer like the idea of sending in an individual recording to 
contribute to a virtual anthem. But while the engagement 
with this has been exceptionally good, the virtual anthems 
and public output of the choir has only been part of how 
the choir has continued to hold together strongly and to 
develop in the past months.

One of the aspects that choristers mentioned missing in the 
first weeks was the opportunity to share their news together, 
as this is always how we begin chorister rehearsals. So now 
we have created a weekly online virtual meeting among 
choir families so that everyone can see how the others are 
doing, and how they have been coping with lockdown. We 
have also held weekly family home recitals, shared from one 
household to the rest of the choir – and in one case a virtual 
performance connected two different households. The idea 
is that any instrument, any standard and any style of music 
is valued and appreciated. Contributions have varied from 
Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata, part of Grieg’s Haugtussa song 
cycle, through Tallis’s Canon played on kazoos, a Disney 
medley played on strings, to ‘Are you gonna go my way?’ 
by Lenny Kravitz as a drum solo. Members of the choir all 
interact and build each other’s confidence through giving a 
hugely positive reception. We have also set up an online group 

for appreciation of each other’s photography and visual arts, 
which has welcomed many contributions.

As the choir continued after Easter, we moved from learning 
individually via rehearsal videos to real-time Zoom rehearsing 
at regular chorister rehearsal times – late afternoon for the 
boys and girls separately midweek, and a full rehearsal on 
Fridays. I had been unsure whether this format could work 
musically due to the hazards with internet connections and 
delays, and singers need to be muted while actually singing, 
meaning that the director cannot hear the sound nor really 
know when the choristers have learnt a passage of music 
securely. I have been surprised, though, by how much can be 
inferred from how the choristers are presenting and standing. 
As time has gone by, it has even become possible to imagine 
the sound coming back based upon the choristers present 
at a given rehearsal. Working in real time also opens up the 
possibility of quick-fire questions and interaction on which 
choristers thrive, as well as the hilarity of shared experiences, 
including energetic choral warm-ups, the use of virtual 
backgrounds, comically changed screen names and general 
randomness. The feedback from choir families has been that 
choristers and parents have all loved the fact that the choir 
and its community is still there for them, and busy, when so 
many other activities have been stopped. We are conscious 
of how much young people in particular have been asked to 
forgo during the pandemic, and we have sought to show how 
much the choir is still there for the choristers as a place for 
them to continue being themselves and growing together.

As a choirmaster unexpectedly launched into this new world, 
the learning curve has been steep. I had long been aware of 
virtual singing, but it had never impacted upon my working 
practice. Lockdown has given me the luxury of a little 
more time to devote to the music and to teach in historical 
detail, and to give much more thought to interpretation. 
Like many choirmasters I have had to learn new skills, 
including providing strategies for online learning, developing 
teaching resources, delivering remote teaching, producing 
synthesised files that will enable singers to sing from home 
and synchronise with each other, virtual conducting, and 
lastly (and most time-consumingly) audio editing of projects. 
I hope these will be useful in the future, as remote singing 
has enabled different people more easily to participate in 
the choir, including parents of young children who cannot 
easily get out for evening rehearsals, and disabled members. 
These methodologies could potentially also be used alongside 
aspects of real singing as the choral world resettles, and 
further in the future to deliver outreach from major choral 
churches such as ours beyond the immediate reach of our 
local communities.

Lockdown has also given us time for much more historically 
aware learning. For Pentecost, we produced two pieces 
of virtual polyphony – Victoria’s motet Dum complerentur 
Pentecostes and Tallis’s seven-part Loquebantur variis linguis. 
The latter inspired a high level of experimentation with 
virtual methodologies. In collaboration with Professor 
Magnus Williamson (University of Newcastle), who joined us 
in two Zoom sessions, the choristers worked through 16th-
century source material to explore this (to them) entirely new 
piece. There is a sense in which locked-down virtual singers, 
individually working at their vocal line at home, can recreate 
experiences that Elizabethan singers may have had singing 
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Latin polyphony from partbooks in a domestic setting. I 
produced separate backing files for the singers in each of the 
voice parts to create their individual recordings: each only 
sang off the plainsong cantus firmus and a few significant voice 
pairings and points of imitation. With the singers isolated 
from the whole picture, but trusted to take much more 
individual responsibility, each recording came back much 
more polished than I had expected, ready to be threaded 
through editing into the tapestry of virtual polyphony. We 
have definitely moved beyond the initial phase of trying to 
hold together, and are seeking to turn this situation into a 
phase of dynamic growth in learning, experience and output.

The feedback from choir 
families has been that 
choristers and parents have 
all loved the fact that the 
choir and its community is 
still there for them, and busy, 
when so many other activities 
have been stopped. 

It is not the same as the real thing, of course. When the feeling 
of real social contact in making music is suddenly lost and we 
grapple for ways to simulate the same feeling and impression, 
we realise the value of all that is no longer there. Despite this 
loss, we have gained a whole new perspective on the times 

we share. This paradoxical feeling of both being physically 
apart and seeking to ‘stay strong together’ can be turned to a 
choir’s advantage if harnessed by a determination to make the 
best of everything.

Some questions remain as we wonder what is likely to happen 
next. Our organ scholars have not been able to access the 
organ. We have boys with changing voices and a missed late-
spring recruitment window to the younger end of the choir. 
Likewise, while our senior teenage youth choir is gaining new 
members at the lower end of its age range, we have been out 
of touch with some of the most academically pressured older 
members. Moreover, in-person choral training for RSCM 
awards, despite the availability of online resources, has been 
missed. All these will require attention, and we can’t yet be 
clear about the conditions from which we will begin to rebuild 
in these areas.

For now, the hardest aspect is not knowing how long it will 
be before we are able to sing together again. We need to 
keep adapting as the choristers return to their schools and 
as the world hopefully opens up again. We can hold onto 
many positives to prepare for a wave of ‘new normals’, 
particularly in the adaptability of our members, the individual 
responsibility they have taken for their learning and singing, 
and the way in which, through this, the choir has kept its sense 
of togetherness that has been hard won over many years.

We never expected to be in this place, seeking to sing the 
Lord’s song in a strange land, and it has been a huge test of the 
choristers’ determination and resilience. All have hopes and 
dreams for their future in the choir, most succinctly expressed 
by one of the youngest choristers (aged 8): “I hope we can just 
go back to church like normal and have a pizza party!”

An archive of St Wulfram’s Church Choir’s lockdown virtual recordings can be found at https://www.stwulframs.org.uk/choir

St Wulfram’s Virtual Church Choir
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This important boxed set of four DVDs and three CDs 
provides us with an excellent and extensive history 
of organs built by English organ-builders over the 

centuries. Taking well over a year to record, and involving 
travel throughout the UK, the USA, Australia and New 
Zealand, the wonderful filming illustrates the story of organ-
building in England, with Daniel Moult playing and talking 

about the 33 organs chosen. Daniel Moult’s playing is always 
superb, and his descriptions of each organ help the listener to 
fully understand the gradual changes made by the succession 
of organ-builders.   

The first of the four DVDs contains a discussion between 
Daniel Moult (DM), Dominic Gwynn, Nicholas Thistlethwaite 

BOXED SET REVIEW:  
THE ENGLISH ORGAN 
Paul Morgan                        (Fugue State Films)
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and other experts who tell the story of English organ-building. 
Surprisingly, the earliest physical evidence of an English 
organ was unearthed in 1977 in a house at Wetheringsett in 
Suffolk. A close examination of a door at the entrance to a 
dairy showed that it was part of an organ soundboard dating 
from c1520, the only evidence we have of a Tudor organ. 
From the detailed information this provided, Goetze & 
Gwynn reconstructed an organ which has a diapason chorus 
and one reed stop. Daniel Moult displays the organ, which has 
toured the country, with a sparkling performance of a fantasia 
by William Byrd in the second DVD. 

The earliest organ surviving more or less in its original state is 
to be found not in a church but in Adlington Hall in Cheshire, 
dating from around 1680. The diapason tone is gentle, in 
the style found in southern Europe, the mixture includes a 

tierce, and there is a trumpet stop as well as a Vox Humana. 
Organs at this time were becoming popular attractions in 
pleasure gardens and, later on, in town halls. Arrangements 
of orchestral pieces were popular in organ recitals, and as a 
result organ-builders began to add orchestral colours to their 
instruments. However, due to small pedal boards, it wasn’t 
until around 1850 that Bach’s organ music could be played 
on an English organ. The Industrial Revolution in the 19th 
century enabled larger and more powerful organs to be built, 
and taking advantage of this, Henry Willis rebuilt many of our 
cathedral organs, Salisbury and Truro sounding today much 
as they did when built in 1877 and 1887 respectively, although 
some of the mechanical details have been updated – for 
example, Salisbury’s organ is no longer blown by a noiseless 
gas engine as was the case in 1877!

It is of note that a choral item has been included in this 
history of the English organ: a fine performance of Stanford’s 
Magnificat in A sung by the Truro Cathedral choir and 
accompanied by Daniel Moult. The inclusion of this piece 
highlights the importance of the Anglican tradition of 
accompanying psalms, canticles, anthems and hymns which 
has significantly influenced the development of the English 
organ.

The earliest organ surviving 
more or less in its original 
state is to be found not in a 
church but in Adlington Hall 
in Cheshire, dating from 
around 1680. 

The final section of the first DVD looks at organs built during 
the last 100 years, when there was a trend to bring back stops 
from the past, such as Krumhorns and Sesquialteras, as well 
as to adopt more recent features of European organs. DM 
demonstrates many of the organs, even occasionally showing 
us round the organ chambers such as those at Sydney Town 
Hall and Auckland Cathedral. The input from organ-builders 
and organists is also very helpful. For example, we are taken 
to the current Willis factory and shown the technique Father 
Willis used for scaling the pipes, a system which is still in use. In 
my view, this first DVD is the most important disc of the set for 
anyone wanting to learn about the history of the English organ.

In the other three DVDs, Daniel Moult demonstrates the 
33 organs visited in chronological order. Each organ is first 
demonstrated very thoroughly, with brief and appropriate 
improvisations illustrating his points. Occasionally, people 
particularly associated with an organ give us extra valuable 
information. Then, in a separate section, DM plays one or two 
pieces to display the instrument. The composers featured are 
mostly English, but Bach, Mendelssohn and Brahms are also 
represented. The three CDs complement the DVDs by adding 
more recordings of the organs. About ten of these duplicate 
those on the DVDs and there are roughly 30 new ones. Were 
you to listen to all the discs, it would take you 17 hours, but 
fortunately one can select an organ on the DVDs and, of 
course, a track on the CDs.

BOXED SET REVIEW:  
THE ENGLISH ORGAN 
Paul Morgan                        (Fugue State Films)
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The oldest English organ in a church is in St Botolph’s, 
Aldgate. Built by Renatus Harris in 1704, the diapason tone 
is again gentle, but it has both a Quint and a Sesquialtera 
mixture, and a particular treat is a performance of Piece No. 
VII in D by a certain John Worgan. Then there is the fine large 
organ in Christ Church, Spitalfields, built by Richard Bridge 
in 1735, which is demonstrated by a performance of Handel’s 
Concerto in F Op. 4 No. 4. I was also very impressed by a small 
chamber organ built by John Snetzler in 1755, one of the 
organs in Clare College Cambridge, on which DM played the 
Voluntary by George Green quite beautifully. 

The first English organ to have pedals going down to bottom 
C (in fact they go down to the G below) is in St James’s, 
Bermondsey. Built by James Bishop in 1829, the organ 
unexpectedly has a small keyboard to the left of the console 
– this was to allow another person to play the pedal part by 
hand because pedalboards were so new in England! 

The first organ to have a pedalboard along the lines that we 
are familiar with today was constructed by Gray & Davison for 
the 1851 Great Exhibition and is now situated in St Anne’s, 
Limehouse. It is a particularly fine organ and DM celebrates 
this great advance in English organ-building by playing two 
chorale preludes by Bach. He also plays S S Wesley’s Larghetto 
in F sharp minor, and comments that the strong reeds have 
a slight French flavour, particularly the excellent 16ft pedal 
reed. 

The organ at St Anne’s, Limehouse 
Photo: Fugue State Films

The organ at Christ Church, Spitalfields  
Photo: Fugue State Films
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The organ of St George’s Hall in Liverpool was first built by 
Henry Willis in 1855 with many additions being made by the 
firm up to 1931. It is now a massive instrument with well over 
100 stops, fortunately in a very resonant building. We hear 
Best’s splendid arrangement of Mendelssohn’s War March of 
the Priests, which would have been just the sort of music to 
draw in the crowds for the many organ recitals there. Bruce 
Buchanan, who worked for some years in the Willis factory, 
relates the story of how the council of Liverpool chose Willis to 
build the organ. They were considering three organ-builders, 
all of whom were displaying their wares in the 1851 Great 
Exhibition. The committee went to the exhibition and W T 
Best played the same piece on the three organs. Not only did 
the Willis organ shine above the other instruments, but it had 
pneumatic pistons to change the stops so that no registrants 
were required to assist the organist in their control. It took 
only 20 minutes for the committee to make their decision! But 
Mr Buchanan also tells us that S S Wesley was the consultant 
and insisted on a GG compass for the manuals and meantone 
tuning. This was altered in 1867 and the powerful reeds 
and many other stops were added in due course. It would 
be interesting to know the actual specification of the organ 
in 1855, as there was some disappointment about the organ 
at first – probably due to Wesley’s demands. DM, of course, 
displays the organ in its present-day full glory.

Truro Cathedral rightly claims to have one of our finest 
organs, and DM clearly enjoys playing the instrument, one 
of the last to be built by Henry Willis. Apart from the console 
being moved to the north quire and the Tuba being placed 

in a more prominent position, it remains today as he would 
have known it. The wonderful acoustic of the cathedral 
helps a great deal, but everything blends so beautifully. We 
hear Parry’s Fantasia and Fugue in G major and Psalm Prelude 
Set 2 No. 1 by Herbert Howells, which display the instrument 
excellently.  

The Sydney Town Hall organ in Australia, hugely admired 
around the world, was built by William Hill & Son in 1890, when 
it was then the world’s largest organ. It is still the only organ in 
the world to have a 64ft Contra Trombone. It certainly displays 
the wonderful craftmanship of the builders, as the viewer can 
see, courtesy of a tour around the large organ chambers. DM 
gives a robust performance of Stanford’s Fantasia and Fugue in 
D minor on this fine instrument. Also built in 1890 was a T C 
Lewis organ in St Paul’s Cathedral, Melbourne, and here we 
are treated to a colourful performance of the first movement 
of Elgar’s Organ Sonata. 

A brief trip to the First Universalist Church, Rochester, New 
York takes us to a rare Hope-Jones organ built in 1908 to hear 
Percy Whitlock’s fast-moving Divertimento. The organ consists 
of 50 stops with just 16, 8 and 4 ft pitches (plus plenty of 
sub-octaves and super-octaves). Hope-Jones is noted for his 
expertise in devising such things as electric-pneumatic key 
actions, extension organs and detached consoles, and he is 
particularly associated with cinema organs. Moving to New 
Zealand, we are treated to Harvey Grace’s fantasy-prelude 
Resurgam and Harold Britton’s Variations on ‘I Got Rhythm’ 
played on the large and colourful organ of Dunedin Town 

The magnificent organ at  
St George’s Hall, Liverpool
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Hall (built by Hill, Norman & Beard in 1919). This organ 
also has touches of a cinema organ with Cymbals, Drums, 
Castanets etc. 

Back in the UK, DM plays the 1923 Harrison & Harrison organ 
in Caird Hall, Dundee. Percy Whitlock’s Fanfare is followed by 
a truly amazing performance of Thalben-Ball’s Variations on a 
Theme by Paganini for Pedals, which you can view on YouTube. 
He then enjoys the iconic organ of King’s College Cambridge, 
built by Harrison & Harrison in 1934, playing Percy Whitlock’s 
wonderful Fantasie Choral No. 2. It allows us to hear a multitude 
of beautiful sounds from the organ, enhanced by probably 
the finest acoustics in our country. 

The organ in Brompton Oratory, built in 1953 by Walker & 
Sons, displays the trend to reintroduce some of our older 
traditional stops as well as newer continental inputs such 
as French reeds, and we hear Britten’s only organ piece, 
Prelude & Fugue on a Theme of Vittoria. Coventry Cathedral’s 
fine Harrison & Harrison organ built in 1962 to some extent 
continues this tradition when we hear Prelude, Toccata and 
Chaconne by Brian Brockless. 

Travelling to New York, the church of St Ignatius has a 
large organ built by Mander in 1993. Remarkably, it has a 
mechanical action and the excellent case looks wonderful 
in this beautiful church. Once back in England, two more 
organs are featured, a lovely small organ in the Palace of 
Westminster built by William Drake in 1999, and a medium-
sized 2-manual organ built by Harrison & Harrison in 2014 for 
Edington Priory.

Finally, we hear the largest English organ built for over 60 
years. It is in Auckland Cathedral, New Zealand and was built 
by Nicholsons in 2017. It has 92 stops, weighs 40 tons and 
has 5,432 pipes. Fortunately, the cathedral has a good acoustic 
and can cope with the battery of large reeds. Unusually, the 
organ has two sets of 32, 16 & 8ft pedal reeds, one of the sets 
being enclosed in a swell box. As Daniel Moult says, it has a 

thrilling and musical blend. The DVD ends with a vigorous 
and rather jazzy piece by Iain Farrington, the title of which is 
Live Wire!

The only thing that I would criticise about this whole 
extraordinary project is the accompanying booklet which, 
although handsome, has a couple of minor errors (and is 
losing its pages). This is trivial compared to the enormous 
amount of work that has been put into this venture, and I 
thoroughly recommend this boxed set to anyone interested 
in the English organ. The story is told excellently, the organs 
explained and played very beautifully, and the filming is 
wonderful to watch. Congratulations to all involved in the 
project, and especially to Daniel Moult.  

Paul Morgan is Organist Emeritus of Exeter Cathedral. He 
studied at the Royal College of Music and at Christ Church 
Oxford where he was Organ Scholar. He moved to Exeter in 1969 
as Assistant Organist under Lionel Dakers and was appointed 
Organist in 1999. Until its closure, Paul was a lecturer in 
the music department of Exeter University and, for 20 years, 
Organs Adviser to the Exeter Diocesan Advisory Committee. He 
has broadcast for the BBC and made numerous CDs.

St Ignatius, NYC 
Photo: Fugue State Films
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Over the past 18 years I have been privileged to have 
been a cathedral liturgist in Durham Cathedral, where 
I was the Succentor (the deputy to the Precentor), 

and in both Manchester and Southwark Cathedrals, where I 
was the Canon Precentor. 

When I was first ordained, I never imagined that I would 
spend such a large part of my ministry in cathedrals. I already 
had an enthusiastic interest in the link between music and 
worship from my chorister days in a good parish choir which 
developed into a passion for shaping and imagining special 
services; and alongside much encouragement from supportive 
mentors, and some excellent opportunities, I grew confident 
that liturgy and music were key elements of my vocation. Now 
that I am newly retired I look back with immense thankfulness 
for having been able to spend so much of my life doing my 
‘dream job’.

Beyond the obvious delights of being able to worship in the 
midst of amazing music on a daily basis, I have very much 
valued working with my colleagues. It is one thing to imagine 
an act of worship, but quite another to create it in detail 
and actually make it happen – and this is where the skill and 
expertise of the musicians and vergers play such an important 
part. In addition, there are all those who work behind the 
scenes making it happen: administrators, graphic designers, 
promotional teams, choir chaperones; and a host of volunteers 
who enable an act of worship to take off – stewards, servers, 
flower people, participants… There’s a lot of teamwork – 
which makes a cathedral such a vibrant and busy place. 

There have been many memorable musical services or 
features for me in my various jobs. Here are a few random 
snapshots that stand out in my memory:

•	 The sense of dependability and the beauty of choral 
evensong, which continues to be sung even when storm 
and tempest are raging outside. 

•	 The BCP psalm cycle, and accompanying chants. 

•	 A special wedding celebration service in a glazed side 
chapel; the congregation was only small, but the musical 
family members sung all the unaccompanied hymns with 
gusto in perfect four-part harmony. 

•	 Trumpets rising above organ and voices at Easter and 
Christmas. 

•	 The Durham Colliery Bands playing tear-jerkingly 
mournful pieces as they led each colliery banner up 
the aisle at the beginning of the annual Miners’ Festival 
Service… and the same bands going out at the end – this 
time playing hand-clapping, foot-tapping marches. 

•	 A feast of live music on a daily basis. The huge range of 
choral and organ repertoire. I love Byrd at Communion 
as much as something majestic and French; and I am a fan 
of Bach and Messiaen (just for a start…)

•	 Times when the cathedral choirs were joined by 
renowned orchestras for special services. These services 
also presented an opportunity to think imaginatively 
about bringing liturgy and music together with lighting, 
movement, symbols and the layout of the building. 

•	 A pre-Lambeth gathering for visiting bishops and spouses. 
The bishop spontaneously led the entire congregation in 
a dance around the cathedral to ‘We are marching in the 
Light of God’. 

•	 Candlemas in the evening: in a darkened cathedral, 
incense smoke wafts around the choir as they sing an 
unaccompanied Nunc dimittis by candlelight. 

•	 Stripping the altars on Maundy Thursday as the choir 
sings The Lamentation by Edward Bairstow. It’s utterly 
heart-rending. 

•	 Unaccompanied Compline on a winter’s Sunday evening. 

•	 Glorious organ voluntaries, poignant choral music and 
roof-raising congregational singing. 

Every cathedral is different. Similarly, the music departments 
have all been distinctive and varied: repertoires, patterns 
of choral services, numbers of lay clerks/choral scholars/
choristers, and arrangements regarding the choristers’ 
education. In every place that I have known, however, the 
ministry has been enabled and encouraged by Friends of 
Cathedral Music. Funding for cathedral music is always 
a challenge. The Covid-19 pandemic, during which I am 
currently writing, has placed unimagined pressures on top 
of this. I would like to conclude by saying a heartfelt ‘thank 
you’ to FCM: thank you for being there; and thank you for 
your invaluable contribution to the musical heritage of our 
cathedrals. 

RAISING MY HEART  
TO HEAVEN Canon Gilly Myers



I came across the music of Vincent Persichetti (1915-87) 
during a period of intense fascination with American 
music in my twenties. Percy Scholes’s Oxford Companion 

to Music had page after page of photo plates of American 
composers, the vast majority of which seemed completely 
unknown in the UK: where could you hear pieces by William 
Schuman, David Diamond, Walter Piston or Peter Mennin? 
Not on British LPs for sure, certainly not at the Proms, and 
only very occasionally on Radio 3. I had at home several 
albums of the RCA Victrola English Organ Collection, a series 
which followed the pioneering 1960s Great Cathedral Organ 
Series (EMI), including one by Frederick Rimmer at Glasgow’s 
Bute Hall playing Persichetti’s Shimah B’Koli, a work in an 
advanced polytonal idiom. My research found that Persichetti 
was a composition professor at The Juilliard School, New 
York, and the author of nine symphonies and some 150 
works including several organ pieces and much piano music. 
I gradually acquired recordings of his music and discovered 
a composer of vast expressive range and fluency. He was a 
celebrated teacher (and writer) on music as well as a fine 
pianist and organist. 

In the years following his death there have been several 
landmark explorations of his work including comprehensive 
recordings of his piano and harpsichord music, a number 
of orchestral and chamber music CDs and re-recordings of 
works for concert band (a very popular medium in the USA 
and one in which he excelled) and, in the past decade, two 
biographies.

In 1982 I took the bold step of writing to the composer 
himself, with low expectations. What came back was 
wondrous, a host of cassette recordings and organ scores 
(Persichetti had produced several new works for the 
instrument in recent years) and a most generous and warm 
letter welcoming my interest and inviting me to contact his 
publishers for anything I might require. That generosity 
of spirit and evangelical zeal I feel pervades his music, of 
which there is a great quantity, and a good deal of which 
derived from a wish to involve others in his infectious love 
of music at every level. So although the pedagogue is often 
present, in the organ works there is a strong personality and a  
virtuosic streak.

In 2018 a visit to St Albans Abbey to hear a recital by Tom 
Winpenny (at that time promoting his new recording of 
organ music by Francis Grier) left me feeling immediately 
that he would be the ideal artist to explore a possible album 
of Persichetti organ music. Tom had already recorded CDs of 
music by Peter Racine Fricker, John Joubert, Judith Bingham 
and John McCabe to excellent reviews, and I greatly enjoyed 
introducing him to Persichetti. His strong rapport with the 
music is powerfully evident in this new CD, on which nearly 
every piece on the album is a first recording. The project was 
crowd funded, and recordings took place in August 2019 
when Toccata Classics agreed to sponsor the release.

Persichetti did not write many sacred choral pieces, but his 
early experience as an organist inspired his proselytising 
instinct and the result was Hymns and Responses for the Church 
Year (1956), a new hymnal with some quite advanced choral 
settings for choir and congregation. The hymnal acted as a 
sort of workbook for many of Persichetti’s compositions, and 
one of which, Our Father, whose creative will, was fashioned into 
a superb set of 13 variations based on the text of the hymn 
by W H Auden. It is the most substantial work on the CD, 
neo-baroque in style and maybe, with its frequent use of open 
textured fourths and fifths, it owes something to Hindemith. 
Similar comment may apply to the Dryden Liturgical Suite, 
which also uses one of the Hymns and Responses, although 
this time Persichetti explores a more rhapsodic idiom and 
steers further away from the chorale. The Parable (Op. 117), 
one of a series the ever-versatile Persichetti wrote for various 
instruments, opts for a more impressionistic style, closer to 
Jean-Jacques Grunenwald and later Messiaen. Interspersed 
with these are shorter pieces and some original Persichetti 
hymn tunes, including a piece for pedals alone, Do not go gentle 
(into that good night) after the Dylan Thomas poem.

This CD showcases a composer whose talent is amply 
illustrated by his organ music, collected here for the first time 
by an outstanding recitalist and exponent of 20th- and 21st-
century repertoire, and played on an instrument ideally suited 
to the wide expressive range of this music. I recommend it 
very highly.

Bret Johnson

VINCENT PERSICHETTI
ORGAN MUSIC
Tom Winpenny
Organ of St Albans Cathedral
Toccata Classics TOCC 0549
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BOOK REVIEW
“THEY FLY FORGOTTEN, AS A DREAM …”
Some lesser-known church musicians from the  
Victorian and Edwardian eras
John Henderson and Trevor Jarvis
RSCM   ISBN 978-0-85402-302-8  

Time may indeed have borne away those sons who are the 
subject of this book, but the fruits of their labours are to 
be found in cathedrals, college chapels and those churches 
where formal, traditional music is still appreciated. One 
need only call to mind the hymns ‘Let all the world in 
every corner sing’ and ‘Thy hand, O God, has guided’, 
both furnished with wonderful tunes by Basil Harwood 
(Christ Church Oxford), or ‘Lord, enthroned in heavenly 
splendour’ and its grand and stately tune by George Clement 
Martin (St Paul’s Cathedral); or the familiar descant by Alan 
Gray (Trinity Cambridge) to ‘While shepherds watched 
their flocks by night’. If The New English Hymnal is your 
hymnbook of choice, in addition to the above you will find 
tunes by Bertram Luard-Selby (Rochester Cathedral), Sir 
Walter Parratt (St George’s Windsor) and Sir Richard Terry 
(Westminster Cathedral). 

You might also be curious to know more about such staples of 
the cathedral repertoire as Brewer in D, Brewer in E flat and Blair 
in B minor, to say nothing of Gray in F minor or Harwood in A 
flat, whose composers we have already met in the hymnbook. 
If you are fortunate enough still to sing the psalms to Anglican 
chant, you may well be familiar with C H Lloyd’s fine set of 
chants for psalms 136, 137, and 138; Lloyd went to Gloucester 
to teach Classics, but somewhat to his own surprise was 
appointed cathedral organist instead. Many choral singers will 
be familiar with Bach’s Passions in the edition by Sir Ivor Atkins 
(Worcester Cathedral); and lovers of the Enigma Variations 
may wish to know more of George Robertson Sinclair, the 
owner of Dan, the bulldog whose plunge into the River Wye 
was so memorably set to music by Elgar. 

The first section of this admirable book, ‘Cathedral and 
Collegiate Musicians’, deals generously with such men as 
these, and the authors deserve great praise for rescuing 
the reputation of Hugh Blair from the obloquy attached 
to his dismissal from Worcester Cathedral allegedly for 
drunkenness, and for shedding a harsh light of truth on 
Richard Terry’s record as a pioneer (not the only one) in the 
revival of Tudor church music and as the founder and first 
director of the choir at Westminster Cathedral. The music 

down the road at Westminster Abbey was in the capable hands 
of Sir Frederick Bridge, who directed the music at the 1902 
and 1911 coronations, ably assisted by Sir Walter Alcock, who 
played the organ at these two and at that of 1937. We may 
also read of great choirmasters, Arthur Henry Mann (King’s 
Cambridge) and John Varley Roberts (Magdalen Oxford). 
Nor do the authors overlook the redoubtable G J Bennett 
of Lincoln, or F E Gladstone, a cousin of the great Prime 
Minister. 

I cannot resist giving you a foretaste of the strange tale 
of Herbert Brewer’s appointment to Bristol Cathedral to 
succeed George Riseley, who had been dismissed for neglect 
of his duties. Riseley took the matter to court, won his case 
and had to be reinstated, celebrating his victory by playing 
as a voluntary the chorus ‘Fixed in his everlasting seat’ from 
Handel’s Samson. Brewer had to be un-appointed after only 
two months; but his misadventures did no lasting harm to his 
career, for he went on to become the organist of Gloucester 
Cathedral, and famous as the teacher of such varied pupils as 
Herbert Howells and Ivor Novello. Basil Harwood’s is another 
case of unusual interest, for he had to retire at the early age of 
50 to run the family estates at Woodhouse, Glos. You should 
buy the book and read more, for I found this first section 
utterly absorbing and quite un-put-downable.

Time, like an ever-rolling stream,
bears all its sons away;

They fly forgotten, as a dream
dies at the opening day.

O God, our help in ages past, v 7
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It must be admitted that the rest of the book is not as 
compelling, for it deals with a number of quite unimportant 
figures, several of them very minor organist-composers, 
though I was pleased by the account of F A W Docker and the 
music of St Andrew’s, Wells Street. I was surprised, though, 
by the omission of Alfred James Eyre, organist of the Crystal 
Palace and composer of a communion service in E flat 
which for many years enjoyed considerable popularity. Some 
other familiar names appear, however, and it was good to 
encounter John Henry Maunder, whose Passiontide cantata 
Olivet to Calvary is still favoured by some as an alternative to 
Stainer’s Crucifixion. Nor would I willingly have foregone the 
preposterous Churchill Sibley, archbishop and canonised 
saint of an obscure American sect. The young George 
Thalben-Ball, ordered to schedule Sibley’s music, registered 
his objection to this by – somewhat paradoxically – making 
sure it was so well sung as to reveal the music’s shoddiness, 
with the result that that order was never repeated.

The authors offer us a fascinating glimpse into an era when 
appointments could be made with a casualness shocking to 
present-day sensibilities, but when the Church was served 
by able, devout and well-educated musicians, many of them 
boasting ‘external’ (i.e. not requiring residence) Bachelor’s 
and Doctor’s degrees in music from the universities of 
Cambridge, Dublin, Durham or Oxford. One should also 
not overlook the Lambeth degrees which the Archbishop 
of Canterbury was, and still is, empowered to award. These 
are not honorary as the authors sometimes state, but are in 

every sense ‘proper’ degrees. Nor was the MA awarded by 
Oxford University to Varley Roberts ‘honorary’ but a proper 
MA ‘by decree’, to make him at last a Senior Member of the 
university in which he had worked for so many years and with 
such conspicuous success. Small errors in dealing with such 
tiresome details, and a sprinkling of mis-spellings, make one 
wish that the book had received the attentions of a sub-editor 
and proof-reader, and it was surprising to discover examples 
of the Greengrocer’s Apostrophe, e.g. ‘After the Harwood’s 
left Woodhouse in 1936’.

In sum, the authors have assembled and presented an 
impressive body of material, and they have taken the trouble 
to tell us a great deal about their subjects’ compositions, 
especially valuable being their unravelling of the somewhat 
tortuous history of Blair in B minor (the published version 
owes more to Atkins than Blair). Much additional material is 
included in a CD which the reader is supposed to put into a 
computer; this is surely a serious mistake, as this reader for one 
prefers to read in the comfort of his favourite armchair, not in 
front of a computer. If the material were worth presenting, it 
should have been printed in the book. 

Despite the reservations which I have expressed, I found 
this book utterly enjoyable, fascinating and informative. It 
certainly told me much that I had either forgotten or did not 
know, and I recommend it most warmly to anyone with an 
interest in and love for church music.

Timothy Storey
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CD REVIEWS
SIR WILLIAM HARRIS
Complete Organ Works
Organ of Durham Cathedral
Daniel Cook
CD1: Flourish for an Occasion; Improvisation 
on the Old 124th; Three Preludes (1952); 
Andante in D; Sonata in A minor; Elegy; 
Postlude; Meditation; Elegy in C minor; Interlude; Reverie; Scherzetto; 
Three Organ Voluntaries; A Fancy; Fantasy on an English folk tune; 
CD2: Processional March; Fantasy Prelude; Miniature Suite; Allegretto 
in F sharp minor; Epilogue on Dix; Reverie in A flat; Festal Voluntary; 
Retrospection; Four Short Pieces; Fantasy on Easter Hymn; Three 
Opening Voluntaries (1957); Prelude in G; Saraband Processional; 
Fantasy on Campion’s tune ‘Babylon’s Streams’.
PRIORY PRCD 1187   2 CDs

We are all very much used to hearing Faire is the heaven and Bring 
us, O Lord God, which are a firm part of the Anglican choral 
repertoire, but what of Harris’s organ music? Here we have 
the complete works for organ, published and unpublished, 
performed by Daniel Cook, who seems to be championing the 
music of several British organists (he has already recorded the 
oeuvre of Brewer, Sumsion, Dyson, Alcock and Stanford). Cook 
received his early musical training at Durham Cathedral under 
Keith Wright and is now there as Master of the Choristers 
and Organist, so he knows the instrument very well and uses 
the Henry Willis (and Harrisons!) organ to great effect in 42 
pieces over the two discs. Many of the pieces are relatively 
short and the notes by Dr John Henderson who is co-author, 
with Trevor Jarvis, of Sir William Harris: Organist, Choir Trainer 
and Composer (pub. RSCM) tell us of possible reasons – that 
‘Harris was very fond of improvising after a service, rather than 
playing a set piece. Indeed there was, on his insistence, no 
printed list of organ voluntaries on any music list in Windsor. 
If asked what he was intending to play as a closing voluntary, 
his reply would be along the lines of, “I’ll see what the mood 
of the service is and then decide what to play”.’ In which case, 
the service which had Scherzetto (A frolic) as the voluntary must 
have been quite a light-hearted affair. Sadly, this is one of the 
unpublished pieces: it is a very attractive one which would be 
a useful recital item. Tracks 17-19 have interesting titles: In 
Voluntary – Interlude – Out Voluntary!! I suspect that it is the 
quieter pieces which will draw more attention than many of 
the more bombastic works. Nevertheless, it is clear that all the 
works served Harris’s goals as a composer, which were that 
music should be useful and expressive. His time at Windsor 
would have seen many major royal events (weddings, funerals 
and Order of the Garter services) and the grand music of 
even the Fantasy on an English Folk Tune would have been very 
useful indeed. 
 Disc 2 begins with Processional March written for the 
present Queen’s procession at the marriage of her sister, 

Princess Margaret, in Westminster Abbey in 1960. This is 
music firmly rooted in the Edwardian tradition, dignified 
and quite restrained for most of the time. The Prelude in Eb 
(1931) from Four Pieces is perhaps the most well-known work 
and was composed when Harris was on holiday and sitting in 
the nave of the Thomaskirche in Leipzig. The influence of 
Bach is clearly heard. In 1997 millions of people around the 
world heard the Prelude in G, as it was played at the funeral of 
Princess Diana. Dr Henderson’s notes tell us, however, that 
Martin Baker, in order for the cortège to move through the 
Abbey, had to improvise and extend the piece until the start 
of the National Anthem. 
 Daniel Cook is to be admired for his dedication to this 
music as too often British organ music is neglected, and his 
performances here are first rate, giving us a clear understanding 
of the range and variety of Harris’s compositional techniques, 
and showing the Durham organ off in all its glory. An 
outstanding tour de force from which organists might select 
some new repertoire to showcase British music.

Nicholas Kerrison

SYMPHONIC ACCLAMATIONS AND 
GREGORIAN PARAPHRASES
Organ of Notre Dame de la Dalbade, 
Toulouse
Matthieu de Miguel
Widor Final from Symphony No. 7; 
Langlais Poèmes evangéliques Op. 7; 
Méditation from Suite Médiévale Op. 56;  
Fleury Prélude sur l’introït Resurrexi; Vif et impétueux from  
Symphony No. 2; Tournemire Communion and Fantaisie-Choral 
from L’Orgue Mystique; Grunenwald Les Divins Espoirs from  
Suite No. 1; Preces and Jubilate Deo from Diptyque liturgique.
PRIORY PRCD 1210

This fine and hugely atmospheric recorded recital unfolds 
from the splendidly conceived Final to the seventh of Widor’s 
organ symphonies dating from 1885 and, perhaps, not one 
of its creator’s best known or frequently played works. The 
seventh symphony, along with the eighth, was published in 
1887. From 1895 and 1900 emerged the Gothique and Romane 
works based on traditional seasonal plainchant themes from 
the great festivals of Christmas and Easter respectively. 
 More haunting material from the extraordinarily fertile 
pen of Langlais appears next, with the single melodic 
strands nicely placed following the expansive, self-confident, 
almost military outburst of Widor’s Final. The colours of 
the instrument are wonderfully utilised in all succeeding 
works and Langlais’s sinuous writing is gratifyingly evident 
in pieces inspired by the Annunciation, the Nativity and the 
Jerusalem procession of Palm Sunday morning. The artist’s 
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playing simply fits the acoustic and voicing like a glove; with 
impetuosity and life (to paraphrase the title of the second of 
two works by Fleury – the finale from his second symphony) 
he throws the sonorities around the church with all the 
enthusiasm of a child re-opening a beloved box of toys after a 
sojourn away from home. The chant melodies Factus est repente 
and Veni, Creator as well as a distant Te Deum are richly treated 
in two distinctive extracts from Tournemire’s monumental 
cycle, L’Orgue Mystique. The stillness and gentle mobility of 
the Communion are wonderfully caught and the Fantaisie-
Choral sits at the emotional heart of these truly memorable 
performances. Finally come three works from Jean-Jacques 
Grunenwald, Dupré’s successor at St Sulpice. The wonders of 
this historic instrument are striking indeed, and playing of 
this calibre will make it many, many friends!

Simon Lindley

ORGAN PROM
John Challenger,  
Salisbury Cathedral
Walton Orb and Sceptre March; Handel 
Largo; Bach Toccata and Fugue; 
Rachmaninoff Prelude; Lemare Andantino; 
Alcock Marche triomphale; Elgar Nimrod; 
Pomp and Circumstance March No. I; 
Wagner Prelude and Bridal Chorus; Widor Toccata;  
Thalben-Ball Elegy.
www.salisburycathedral.org.uk   TT78:09

Father Willis built the Salisbury organ in 1876. Its tonal 
qualities were zealously protected by the cathedral’s organist, 
Sir Walter Alcock, when it was restored in 1934, and those 
qualities have been faithfully preserved ever since. Its bright, 
forthright sound has been described as a musical companion 
to the cathedral’s soaring architecture and famous spire. 
This CD by the cathedral’s distinguished assistant organist 
celebrates the organ’s meticulous overhaul last year by 
Harrisons of Durham. The programme is unashamedly 
‘popular’ and may offend some purists, who may yet be drawn 
to it by Alcock’s March, an attractive and effective rarity; but 
music-lovers in general and many (most?) organists will enjoy 
Mr Challenger’s playing and his resourceful demonstration of 
the instrument’s robust choruses, powerful solo registers and 
multitude of quiet and beautiful effects. Do not be too proud 
to enjoy this feast of unashamed rejoicing.

Timothy Storey

ABENDLIED
Organ of Mirepoix Cathedral
Stéphane Bois
Reger Toccata and Fugue in D major; 
Weihnachten; Vom Himmel hoch; Benedictus; 
Prelude & Fugue in F major; Karg-Elert Vom 
Himmel hoch; Sphärenmusik; Abendstern; 
Nun ruhen alle Wälder Symphonic Chorale; 
Brahms O Welt, ich muß dich lassen.
PRIORY PRCD 1211

The Priory label has not only served as a great exponent for 
the English choral tradition but its exploration of numerous 
organs throughout Europe and beyond is quite unparalleled. 
The concept behind this disc is particularly imaginative, not 
only in the choice of instrument but in the way it features two 

significant post-Romantic German composers. The works of 
Reger reveal a composer influenced greatly by the Baroque 
school in his extensive use of counterpoint, but even more 
do they show the high chromaticism of the late Romantic 
school. The works of Karg-Elert are equally colourful but 
demonstrate melodic writing rather than revelling in the 
extreme chromaticism of the period. 
 The recording was made on one of the largest German 
organs in France, built by Link in Germany and installed 
in Mirepoix Cathedral in southern France in 1891. It still 
retains its original tonal features. The choice of programme 
displays a complex Romantic thematic thread ranging from 
the period of Christmas to Music of the Spheres via the 
Evening Star (Abendstern). Reger’s Toccata and Fugue serves 
as an introduction to Karg-Elert’s haunting setting for voice, 
violin and organ of the chorale based on Von Himmel hoch. The 
engineer captures extremely well the diversity of colours of 
the organ accompaniment as well as the ethereal qualities of 
both violin and voice. The composer’s Nun ruhen alle Wälder 
Symphonic Chorale is similarly effective. The inclusion of Reger’s 
rather less complex and well-known Benedictus provides a most 
welcome relief from some of his more intense works. The 
highly moving qualities of the two chorales by Brahms are a 
welcome compromise within an extensive programme. 

David Thorne

THE ENGLISH CATHEDRAL Vol XX
Organ of Exeter Cathedral
Timothy Parsons
Mendelssohn Sonata No. 3 in A; Locke 
Voluntary in A minor; S S Wesley Larghetto 
in F sharp minor; Vierne Carillon de 
Westminster; Blatchly Andante Sostenuto for 
TJYP; Elgar Imperial March Op. 32; Muhly 
The Revd Mustard, his Installation Prelude; Brahms Three Chorale 
Preludes from Op. 122; Messiaen Joie et clarté des corps glorieux; 
Duruflé Prélude et Fugue sur le nom d’Alain.
REGENT REGCD523

Four items in this well-planned recital have Exeter 
connections – Locke was born in the city, and was a chorister 
at the cathedral – but I am not wholly convinced that his short 
voluntary is particularly worth recording otherwise. S S Wesley 
was, of course, Organist at the cathedral, and the Larghetto 
in F# minor receives a gracious, delicate performance which 
emphasises the flowing character of the music with well-
shaped and expressive lines. The Andante sostenuto for TJYP by 
Mark Blatchly is a pleasantly mellifluous miniature, while the 
contribution by Nico Muhly, The Revd Mustard, his Installation 
Prelude is an utter delight. Composed for the Revd James 
Mustard’s installation as Rector of East Barnet in 2012, it was 
also used at his installation as Canon Precentor at Exeter six 
years later. Textures are interesting, and the music is both 
original and approachable. There is no ostentation here, no 
undue grandeur, but a light airiness which is most attractive.
 For grandeur, Elgar’s Imperial March fits the bill in a 
characterful performance which evokes a sense of bygone 
imperial splendour; both the music and the performance 
are stirring. The other Romantic pieces fare less well. 
Mendelssohn’s Sonata No. 3 in A is rather serious, stolid 
even, and fails to take flight. A small point, but the start of 
the Andante tranquillo comes rather too soon after the end 
of the first movement. Barely has the acoustic died than we 
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are launched into this very different sound world. Granted, 
modern organs can change registration instantly, but one 
cannot but feel that Mendelssohn would have expected a few 
moments of stop changing, allowing the listener a moment 
to change gear mentally. The three Brahms preludes are 
pleasant enough but (although I have used them occasionally 
myself in recitals) I cannot but feel that they are more suitable 
for use as voluntaries.
 The three substantial French works are all admirable, 
played with panache and a fine understanding of the idiom. 
The Vierne and Duruflé, although very different works, are 
both marked by spaciousness, integrity and logic in their 
development, and effective pacing to their climaxes. Perhaps 
the highlight of the disc, though, is Messiaen’s Joie et clarté des 
corps glorieux, which shows off the Minstrels’ Gallery Trompette 
– a stop well worthy of being shown off! It is a performance 
full of energy and colour, not to mention joy and clarity.

Christopher Barton

JAN PIETERSZOON SWEELINCK
Organ of Trinity College, Cambridge
James Lancelot
Toccatas 17 in A min; 21 in G min; 22 in G 
min; 24 in A min; Fantasia 4 in D min; Ons 
is geboren een kindekijn (puer nobis nascitur); 
Echo Fantasia 12 in A min; Psalm 116 –  
Ik heb den Herr lief; Hexachord Fantasia; 
Echo Fantasia 34 in D min; Allein Gott in der Höh sei Ehr;  
Da pacem Domine in diebus nostris; Fantasia Chromatica.
PRIORY PRCD 1228 

Decades of devoted and distinguished service at King’s 
College Cambridge and the cathedrals of Winchester and, 
particularly, Durham have enhanced the superb organ-
playing of former St Paul’s chorister, James Lancelot. His 
interpretative skills bespeak something of the immense 
musicality and patrician expression of his first master, Sir John 
Dykes Bower. On this superlative disc the richly projected 
tones of Trinity Cambridge’s fine Metzler instrument of 1975 
still sound as fresh as the day it was installed, and a number of 
Father Smith’s ranks from an earlier date take a leading role 
in the Great or Hauptwerk division. 
 The recital is of generous length – well over an hour – 
and incorporates five toccatas, no less. The performances 
are in memory of the legendary Sir David Willcocks, who had 
in the early 1970s sparked off our performer’s interest by 
means of a gift of a recording of Sweelinck played by Gustav 
Leonhardt. Apt (the best word for them) tempi, immaculate 
yet expressive articulation, clarity of purpose and much more 
abounds in the playing – the listener is encompassed by an air 
of forward movement without any undue sense of haste, yet 
with excitement and commitment a-plenty throughout. The 
sweetly-toned yet strong character of this fine instrument is 
universally admired; authorities suggest that this is a sound, 
and a tuning, that would possibly be familiar to Bach and 
so its easeful expression might very well have found favour 
with Sweelinck, standing sentinel as he did at the cornerstone 
of the late Renaissance at the genesis of the Baroque and 
widely credited through his extensive teaching as a major 
founder of the North German school of organ composition. 
The occasional use of reed sonorities is both refreshing 
and enchanting, not least at the outset of the Christmas-
based melody Puer nobis nascitur. There is much to admire 

throughout, and a thrilling climax is reached at the recital’s 
finale – the brilliant and ingenious Chromatic Fantasia. The 
Priory team, Messrs Collier and Crichton, are warmly thanked 
for their fruitful and effectual endeavours.

Simon Lindley

BACH IST DER VATER
Organ of Neresheim Abbey
Peter Holder
Bach Toccata & Fugue in D minor;  
Concerto in G; Prelude and Fugue in D major; 
W F Bach Trio in D for two flutes and basso 
continuo; C H Rinck Six variations on a 
theme of Corelli; Mozart arr Holder Adagio 
and Allegro in F minor for a mechanical organ;  
C P E Bach Sonata in A minor.
FUGUE STATE RECORDS FSRCD 015

The distinguished and highly capable sub-organist of 
Westminster Abbey has visited the Benedictine abbey at 
Baden-Württemberg in southern Germany to record a 
thoroughly delightful programme of music which might well 
have been played on the abbey’s large and handsome organ 
soon after its construction, around 1798. The instrument has 
been little altered and was well restored around 20 years ago. 
Mr Holder has not been afraid to include his own and others’ 
arrangements of music not originally composed for the 
organ, and there is the best possible precedent for this, Bach’s 
jolly and delightful Concerto in G being his arrangement of a 
concerto by the sadly short-lived Prince Johann-Ernst of Saxe-
Weimar. C P E and W F Bach and C H Rinck were welcome 
novelties, and Mozart’s Adagio and Allegro in F minor came up 
smiling, as it always does. Otherwise, the programme is book-
ended by Bach in D minor (tastefully and chastely presented 
apart from some rather shrill registrations) and Bach in D 
major, a veritable organists’ graveyard with its opening pedal 
scale and concluding pedal solo which rampages all over the 
pedalboard and has led more than one player finally to miss 
bottom D and land on bottom C with unfortunate results. No 
such mishap here! We are reminded that it is an attractive 
work, grateful to the listener if not always to the performer. 
One might say this of Mr Holder’s programme as a whole, 
for there is scarcely a dull moment and his playing is beyond 
reproach. I very much enjoyed this CD, which I recommend 
enthusiastically.

Timothy Storey

LIVE WIRE
Organ Music by Iain Farrington
Organ of St John’s College, 
Cambridge
Live Wire; Fiesta (8 movements);  
Animal Parade (12 movements); Free Wheeler; 
Lay my burden down (5 movements).
PRIORY PRCD 1218

As curtain-raisers go, they don’t come any more exuberant 
than Iain Farrington’s eponymous opener to this immensely 
entertaining and varied solo organ recording on the 
instrument in St John’s College Cambridge. The winding and 
action work had, clearly, as much to do as the soloist’s mega-
nimble fingers and feet, and both acquitted themselves very 
well.
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 Fiesta, a cycle of seven brief pieces, reminds one of well-
labelled products in one’s local shops – the labelling is all, or, 
colloquially, ‘It does what it says on the tin’. It is prudent to 
pay attention as not until Song, the fifth component of Fiesta, 
do we arrive at a lyrical, less hectic and energised texture. 
In the same vein, the penultimate movement is a winsome 
Nocturne with a languid solo for the flute stop.
 The composer’s 21st-century equivalent to Saint-Saëns’ 
Carnival of the Animals comes next, entitled Animal Parade. 
This starts with an impactful Entrance that gives place to 
movements more or less humorous centred on Giraffes, Barrel 
Organ Monkey, Hippopotamus, Blue Whale, [cheeky] Sparrows, 
Penguins, Cheetah, Piranhas, and Alley Cats prior to a finale 
entitled Exit. Rather more mysterious is a movement entitled 
Critics! In this suite, the musical idioms are more accessible 
and especially so in the Barrel Organ Monkey. The composer’s 
security of technique, effective yet characterful registrations 
and sense of humour combine beautifully. 
 Lay my burden down takes its name from the first of five 
works inspired by, and emanating from, the genre of the 
traditional spiritual. This is easily approachable music and a 
worthy successor to similar essays from the 1950s by Nigerian-
born Fela Sowande. Farrington’s easy affinity with the idioms 
of jazz is evident throughout the recording and, perhaps 
most of all, in the five pieces forming what is certainly the 
emotional climax of his astounding craftsmanship and creative 
inspiration, vividly captured in the verbal introduction to the 
programme in the inlay booklet:
 ‘Here is music inspired by jazz, swing, big bands, gospel, 
blues, Stravinsky, and modern Classical. It comes from 
‘outside’ the traditional Anglican church; this is music of 
parties, jazz clubs, gospel singers and animal caricatures.’
 Spectacular.

Simon Lindley

CANADIAN ORGAN MUSIC
Organ of Coventry Cathedral
Rachel Mahon 
Willan Introduction, Passacaglia and Fugue; 
Gerald Bales Petite Suite; Ruth Watson 
Henderson Chromatic Partita; Rachel 
Laurin Symphony No. 1 for Organ.
DELPHIAN DCD 34234   TT 61:03

When, during World War II, Coventry Cathedral was bombed 
by the Luftwaffe, leaving only some of the exterior walls still 
standing, the fine Father Willis organ there was completely 
destroyed. A new organ from Harrison & Harrison was 
commissioned and here begins the link between Canadian 
organ music, not generally well known, and Coventry 
Cathedral. Across the water the Canadian College of 
Organists under the leadership of Healey Willan, who had 
emigrated from the UK to Canada in 1913, was collecting 
money for the rebuilding of British instruments damaged 
during the war. The decision was made to donate the whole 
amount raised to Coventry. How amazing it is then that 
Rachel Mahon, a Canadian and the granddaughter of two of 
Willan’s choristers, should have been the Assistant Director 
of Music at the cathedral when this recording was made, 
having previously been at Chester and St Paul’s, London, and 
that she succeeded Kerry Beaumont as Director of Music in 
September this year. 
 Rachel Mahon’s programme opens with a tribute to 
Willan, his Introduction, Passacaglia and Fugue – and what a 

start it is! This 19-minute work, written in 1916, owes much 
to the world of Rheinberger and Reger. Giles Bryant’s notes 
indeed tell us that when Willan was ‘stung by a casual remark 
that only a German mind could compose a work such as a 
Passacaglia, he started to write’. He also tells us that ‘the 
French organist Joseph Bonnet was happy to describe [the 
piece] as the greatest such organ work since Bach himself’. 
Rachel Mahon’s performance is stunning, revealing all the 
very considerable changes of character and mood of this piece 
with incredible handling of the Coventry organ. Giles Bryant’s 
last comment on the piece is that, having succeeded Willan as 
organist at the church of St Mary Magdalene in Toronto, he 
helped to catalogue the composer’s works and, after Willan’s 
death, came across a manuscript of the piece in the key of E 
minor rather than Eb minor! 
 Music by Gerald Bales, a one-time student of Willan’s, 
follows in the form of the Petite Suite from 1965. Opening 
with a brief, powerful and dissonant introduction, the 
second section is a gentle and lyrical Intermezzo followed by 
an energetic Finale. In the Chromatic Partita by Ruth Watson 
Henderson the opening chorale is taken through eight 
variations, which offer opportunities for Rachel Mahon to 
display the variety of tone colours available on the organ. The 
final variation is a powerful toccata, in the French style, and 
the blistering full force of the instrument is heard. The last 
work by Canadian composers is by Rachel Laurin, born in 
1961 in Quebec. Her Symphony No. 1 was written in 2008 and 
is a four-movement work with the sections varying between 
unsettling dissonance in the first, a delicate but energetic 
scherzo in the second, an aria for the third which verges on 
the French Romantic tradition, and a blazing toccata for 
the finale. Throughout this disc Rachel Mahon gives hugely 
convincing performances, with real command of technique, 
handling of the instrument and of unfamiliar music which 
she clearly wishes to bring to a wider audience. The Harrison 
& Harrison organ is spectacular, and the Delphian engineers 
have done a superb job in capturing the character of both 
the instrument and the building. May there be many more 
recordings of this fine instrument by this talented performer.

Nicholas Kerrison

DURUFLÉ
Organ of Durham Cathedral
Francesca Massey
Fugue sur le thème du carillon des heures de 
la cathédrale de Soissons; Prélude sur l’Introït 
de l’Epiphanie; Scherzo; Méditation; Prélude, 
Adagio et Choral Varié sur le Veni Creator; 
Prélude et Fugue sur le nom d’Alain;  
Chant donné en hommage a Jean Gallon.
PRIORY PRCD 1230

Organ, music and player meet here in an almost perfect union. 
The Durham organ has a distinctive musical personality, begun 
by Father Willis in 1876 and developed by the work of the 
local firm of Harrison & Harrison in 1905, 1935 and 1970. The 
result is a bright-toned, colourful and resourceful instrument 
on which music of all schools can be played effectively. On 
this CD are contained the complete organ works of Maurice 
Duruflé, the three greatest and most significant being the 
Veni Creator variations, the suite, and the prelude and fugue 
in memory of his compatriot Jehan Alain who was killed on 
active service in 1940, and whose name is transformed into 
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theme ADAAF by extending the notes A-G to encompass the 
remaining letters. The other, shorter pieces are invariably 
well-crafted, as befits a notably fastidious composer, though 
I beg to doubt whether his reputation has been well served 
by the exhumation of the Méditation and the Chant donné, his 
rather academic treatment of a submitted theme. And what of 
the player? Francesca Massey was appointed Director of Music 
at Rochester Cathedral in September 2019, having previously 
been sub-organist at Durham since 2011; so this CD is a fitting 
farewell to the instrument which she played nearly every day 
and came to know intimately. She handles its vast resources 
with taste and imagination, eschewing the more extreme 
tonalities but exploiting to the full its bright and powerful 
choruses and finding also a whole array of quiet and delicate 
effects. Needless to say, she is fully equal to the considerable 
demands of this music, whether technical or interpretative.  
I recommend this CD most warmly.

Timothy Storey

TALLIS SACRED CHORAL MUSIC
Fiori Musicali
Dir: Penelope Rapson
Tallis Latin Magnificat & Nunc dimittis; 
Videte miraculum; Suscipe quaeso, Domine; 
Loquebantur variis linguis; Lamentations  
I & II; White Christe qui lux es; Parsons  
Ave Maria.
FMCD 1911   TT 59:00

Dedicated to the memory of the late and great David Wulstan, 
this attractive recital was recorded in a glorious acoustic 
within an un-named building in Budapest during April 2018; 
the vocal resource fits the building well and comprises just 
seven sopranos, six altos, five tenors and four basses. As 
so often with Tallis, it is within the alto lines that the most 
significant resonances and potential for nuance are to be 
uncovered. This fine performance is enhanced so much by 
the careful blend and impressive tonal unity of the six altos 
– not a countertenor among them. The tessitura of the treble 
line is an integral feature of Tallis’s polyphonic style in his 
extensive output with Latin texts. 
 The exultant sonorities of the major modes of the opening 
material – alternatim settings of each of Magnificat and Nunc 
dimittis – set things off very well with a positive, nicely focused 
account of each. The Pentecost gradual, Loquebantur variis 
linguis, is similarly successful, with neat cadential work never 
overdone. Here the speed, ebb and flow of the chant are each 
particularly successful. The considerable corpus of Tallis is set 
alongside two very well-known examples of the art of Robert 
White, who pre-deceased Tallis by just six years and whose 
iconic Christe, qui lux es et dies is still so very widely sung and, 
the final item on the disc, the immortal and rapturous Ave 
Maria by Robert Parsons, here pitched sonorously lower than 
many modern editions which tend towards tonal centres of 
G or A rather than a lower pitch and a darker hue. Having 
been brought up on Sir Richard Terry’s edition, hearing this 
expressive and gentle account from the Fiori Musicali choir 
was rather akin to making the welcome re-acquaintance of a 
warm-hearted old friend of yore. 

 The two sets of Lamentations (in editions made by the 
group’s director, Penelope Rapson), were delivered in short 
order, stylistically worlds away from the more measured 
fluency; compelling as these interpretations undoubtedly 
could become with greater familiarity, a more spacious degree 
of editorial space would have provided welcome respite at the 
closes. I never forget Bernard Rose reminding those in his 
ARCO preparation classes that the lengthy melismatic initial 
Hebrew incipits were the sonic equivalent of a richly coloured 
initial letter at the head of an illustrated medieval manuscript, 
nor that the imploring of the Jerusalem invocations should 
bring the hearer almost to the point, if not actually, to tears 
themselves. Yet this is a compelling disc, not least for a superb 
account of the deeply personal penitential aura of Suscipe 
quaeso, Domine – a very real highlight.

Simon Lindley

REQUIEM 
Choir of Gloucester Cathedral
Dir: Adrian Partington
Organ: Jonathan Hope
Venables Requiem; O sing aloud to God; 
Sanders Dedication; Joubert O eternal God; 
Gurney God mastering me.
SOMM CD 0618

Settings of the Latin requiem mass by English composers are 
relatively rare. There’s Stanford’s setting of 1896, Britten’s 
War Requiem and Howells’ setting (1932), John Rutter’s work 
from 1985 and, more recently, John Joubert’s setting of 2010. 
Here we have the world premiere recording of Ian Venables’ 
2018 setting. Venables was encouraged by Adrian Partington 
to expand his introit Requiem Aeternam, which had been 
written for a memorial service. The composer is, of course, 
very much associated with writing songs, and his command 
of lyrical lines is apparent from the outset. His teachers have 
included Richard Arnell (a pupil of John Ireland) and John 
Joubert, and much of the music shows the influence of 20th-
century English music but the influence of French music 
is also apparent. Like the settings by Fauré and Duruflé, 
Venables chooses not to set the dramatic text of the Dies 
irae, acknowledging that ‘the Anglican and Roman Catholic 
church have both moved away from the idea of a vengeful 
God’. That said, the music is quite dark and brooding in its 
outlook much of the time, certainly in comparison with the 
Fauré Requiem. Again, like the requiems by Fauré and Duruflé, 
Venables sets the Pie Jesu, and this is music which is bound to 
be taken out of the complete work, I suspect, and performed 
as a separate piece. The treble soloist here is particularly fine 
and the music is a beautiful miniature, the shortest section, 
inevitably, of the whole requiem. Listening to this new work 
a number of times I began to realise that we have here a new 
setting which will gain a firm place in the choral repertoire. 
Choirs will enjoy the challenge of the melodic and harmonic 
writing, and the care and attention which the composer has 
taken in setting the text are very apparent. The choir of 
Gloucester Cathedral gives an excellent performance with all 
participants fully committed to communicating the range of 
emotions presented to them. Jonathan Hope’s part in this is 
exemplary.
 The other four pieces on this very fine disc are either 
closely associated with Gloucester Cathedral or with Ian 
Venables himself. John Joubert enjoyed an excellent 
relationship with the choir for many years and his O eternal 
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God was written in 2017, the year of his 90th birthday. The 
choir tackles this expressive music well, not least the treble 
soloist, who has the difficult melismatic ‘Amen’ at the work’s 
conclusion. The song-writing of Ivor Gurney has been 
important to Ian Venables and he edited God mastering me 
from manuscript on behalf of the Ivor Gurney Trust with the 
Gloucester choir giving the first performance in 2015. The 
final piece of the disc, new to me, is Venables’s first choral 
work written in 1993, a work which deserves to be performed 
much, much more. In an A-B-A structure, the central section, 
which is highly expressive and passionate, is surrounded by 
the more exuberant Allegro jubiloso, with infectious rhythms 
wonderfully articulated by both choir and organist. It brings 
the recording to a jubiloso end – and it is wonderful to hear the 
vibrant acoustic of the cathedral after the last chord. 

Nicholas Kerrison

FADING 
The Gesualdo Six
Dir: Owain Park
Tallis Te lucis ante terminum 1;  
Gesualdo Illumina faciem tuam; Seers  
Look down, O Lord; Park Phos hilaron; 
Marsh Fading; Byrd Lullaby ‘My sweet 
little baby’; Tormis Marjal aega magada; 
Laulanlapsele; Lase kiikkäia! Äiutus; Gombert Media vita;  
Tye Ad te clamamus ‘Salve regina’; Lobo Versa est in luctum; 
Marenzio Potrò viver io più se senza luce; Marsh Seeds in flight; 
Hildegard O Ecclesia; Rimkus My heart is like a singing bird;  
Blok-Wilson O little rose, O dark rose.
HYPERION CDA 68285   TT 64:06

Fading is the third disc made by The Gesualdo Six for the 
Hyperion label over the past three years. It does not adhere to 
a particular theme but uses the Office of Compline, the final 
office of the day, as a vehicle on which to build a programme 
of highly contemplative music from the Renaissance period 
whilst contrasting it with mostly unknown yet impressive 
contemporary miniatures in performances of a superlative 
quality.
 The Tallis is familiar territory, but Gesualdo’s Illumina 
faciem tuam avoids the radical writing of the composer, hence 
Jonathan Seers’s writing in Look down, O Lord revealing an even 
starker quality but a most effective style of writing. Park’s Phos 
hilaron colours the text well, although the piece is not heard 
in full on this recording. Joanna Marsh’s Fading, a taut piece 
of composition, displays the full vocal skills of the ensemble, 
whilst Byrd’s Lullaby, my sweet little baby is a short yet beautiful 
piece superbly performed. 
 Interspersed through the disc are four lullabies composed 
by the Estonian composer, Veljo Tormis. All are very serene, 
with the melodic and rhythmic structure much enhanced 
by highly sensitive singing. Especially appropriate is the 
restrained singing in Gombert’s Media vita in morte sumus in 
which the interweaving part-writing is very well captured. 
 Particularly well performed is Lobo’s Versa est in luctum in 
the superbly controlled sky-high vocal writing and the manner 
in which syncopated rhythms in the Marenzio contrast so 
effectively. The lilting rhythm in Sarah Rimkus’ My heart is 
like a singing bird permeates the entire composition. The 
controlled discords which end many of the phrases are highly 
effective, whilst the return of the lullaby figure with a single 
note ending the work provide real tranquillity. 

 The theme of the disc is highlighted in Gerda Blok-
Wilson’s O little rose, O dark rose. The slow-moving harmonies, 
set against a simple melodic line and most movingly sung 
by The Gesualdo Six, serve as a fitting conclusion to an 
exceedingly fine recording. 

David Thorne

OUR FATHER IN THE HEAVENS
Music by Edward Bairstow
Tewkesbury Abbey Schola Cantorum
Dir: Simon Bell
Organ: Carleton Etherington
Bairstow Blessed city, heavenly Salem; Lord, 
I call upon thee; The Lamentation; Though 
I speak with the tongues of men; The Blessed 
Virgin’s cradle song; Let all mortal flesh keep silence; Lord, thou 
hast been our refuge; Our Father in the heavens; The King of love my 
shepherd is; If the Lord had not helped me; Save us, O Lord; Jesu, grant 
me this, I pray; Of the Father’s love begotten.
REGENT REGCD 543   TT 72:20

Sir Edward Bairstow may be widely known and respected by 
readers of this magazine, but it is nonetheless possible that 
many will discover new treasures here; two items, indeed, are 
receiving their first recordings. It is good to have a whole CD 
devoted to his anthems, giving us the opportunity to enjoy not 
just the five or six most familiar pieces, but to place them in 
the wider context of his work.
 Most of the larger-scale works are performed with great 
conviction. The music of Lord, thou hast been our refuge, for 
example, demonstrates a sure structural grip as well as a wide 
range of colours, styles and textures, and all these elements 
are fully explored in a performance of almost symphonic 
proportions. The choir is fully equal to the demands, creating 
both powerful climaxes and moments of true repose. Lord, I 
call upon thee may be less than four and a half minutes, but into 
that span it packs the whole gamut of emotions, all faithfully 
realised by the choir. Written during the First World War, the 
men’s phrase ‘Mine enemies live, and are mighty’ is frightening 
in its intensity, while the calm assurance of the boys’ voices at 
the end is a master stroke, and is beautifully executed. The 
only slight disappointment amongst the larger works is Blessed 
city, heavenly Salem, opening the disc. This receives a perfectly 
accurate performance, but it is one which seems to lack a 
true Romantic glow, with little use of rubato. It does, however, 
feature the outstanding voice of Cassian Pichler-Roca, BBC 
Radio 2 Young Chorister of the Year. Another very fine treble 
soloist, Tomos Bowen, is featured in the charming The Blessed 
Virgin’s Cradle Song, written for treble voices when Bairstow was 
still in his teens. Three adult soloists are also used at various 
times – James Atherton, Stephen Grice and Tom Hunt – and 
Tewkesbury Abbey Schola Cantorum is fortunate to have such 
excellent voices at its disposal.
 Slightly unusual amongst the longer works is The 
Lamentation, based largely on Bairstow’s own chants. This is 
well paced, not getting bogged down, but the flowing style 
by no means precludes expressivity, and the first two great 
cries of ‘Jerusalem, Jerusalem!’ make full use of Tewkesbury 
Abbey’s glorious acoustic.
 No one knows this organ better than Carleton Etherington, 
and the accompaniments are masterclasses in colour and 
expression. This is an excellent recording, of which Simon 
Bell and his singers should be very proud.

Christopher Barton
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MARC’ANTONIO INGEGNERI
Choir of Girton College, Cambridge
Dir: Gareth Wilson
Cantate et psallite; Missa Laudate pueri 
Dominum; Emendemus in melius;  
Adoramus te, Christe; Spess’ in parte;  
Ecce venit desideratus; Lydia miri Narciso;  
O sacrum convivium; Quae est ista;  
Surge propera; Vidi speciosam; Croce In spiritu humilitatis.
TOCCATA CLASSICS TOCC 0556   TT 70:03

Composer and choir are hardly household words, but 
both amply repay discovery. Born and educated in Verona, 
Ingegneri (c.1536-92) spent most of his working life at the 
cathedral of Cremona in a close and fruitful partnership 
with the bishop, Nicolo Sfondrato, the future Pope Gregory 
XIV, who wished the music of his cathedral to be splendid 
and distinctively Catholic, putting into practice the spirit, if 
not perhaps the letter, of the Counter-Reformation and the 
Council of Trent. This quest for splendour manifested itself 
in the composer’s fondness for multi-voice scoring, the Mass 
herein recorded being in eight vocal parts, and some other 
works boasting as many as 12 or 16. By contrast, the intimate, 
almost madrigalian Song of Songs settings Quae est ista, Surge 
propera and Vidi speciosam exploit the greater flexibility and 
clarity of their scoring for only four vocal parts. So much for 
the composer, except to add that he was the young Claudio 
Monteverdi’s teacher. As for the choir, suffice it to say that 
though a late entrant to the field it will stand comparison with 
the best of Cambridge’s mixed-voice college choirs, and that 
it has made a special study of Ingegneri’s music, with which it 
sounds thoroughly at home and to the demands of which it 
is more than equal. Added lustre is given by the addition of a 
cornett and sackbut ensemble, which from time to time plays 
on its own. I enjoyed this CD and warmly recommend it.

Timothy Storey

THE HOURS
Choral Music by Ben Parry
Choir of Royal Holloway College
Dir: Rupert Gough
Sun Soul; Early one morning; First Day;  
My heart’s in the Highlands; Music: an Ode; 
Spring Sonnet I & II; Ye banks and braes  
o’ bonnie Doon; Snow; New Year Carol;  
My spirit sang all day; O nata lux; Ave verum corpus;  
God be in my head; The Lord’s Prayer; Sonnet XXVII;  
Ar hyd a nos; Nunc dimittis; Golden slumbers; Eclipse;  
Lighten our darkness.
SIGNUM SIGCD 629   TT 77:30

All the music of this truly notable and wholly worthy new issue 
is from the pen of one of the UK’s most versatile musicians. 
Ben Parry’s extraordinary contribution to the art of choral 
singing continues to underpin some of the best-valued UK 
institutions including the National Youth Choir of Great 
Britain and King’s Voices, the adult SATB ensemble at King’s 
College Cambridge. Parry’s association with his alma mater 
continues to be extraordinarily fruitful in a creative sense. 
The scope and depth of his composing and arranging as 
exhibited in this collection is, frankly, astonishing. His early 
professional activity in the Swingle Singers has resulted in a 

truly catholic harmonic language and a keen ear for textures, 
while the contemporary feel attuned to texts old and new is a 
further winning factor.
 As a concept moving from morn till eve, the programme 
is beautifully planned as well as executed. Key sequences and 
real space, but not delay, between tracks for those wishing to 
hear the whole recital at one sitting are further bonuses in this 
philosophy.
 It is well known, and widely appreciated, that Rupert 
Gough has honed his choir at Royal Holloway into one of the 
very finest in the kingdom, their sound beautifully blended 
and very fine in interpretation and intonation. These exquisite 
performances were recorded in St Barnabas, Ealing and the 
Butterfield chapel at Keble College Oxford. Simon Marlow is 
a wonderfully sensitive accompanist in the John Birch/John 
Constable tradition – and league – with the limpid pianism 
of My heart’s in the highlands and elsewhere a real highlight. 
The composer’s affiliation to, and clear affection for, Scotland 
provide us with some richly felt settings of traditional material 
from north of the border, where he worked between 1995 and 
2003.
 The work of greatest duration, placed in a pivotal 
environment just one piece from the end of this memorable 
recital, is a contemporary verbal text by Garth Bardsley, 
like Ben Parry himself another cultural polymath. This 
compelling setting forms a climax to The Hours that lingers 
long in the memory. Eclipse is a performance to which you 
will feel compelled to return again and again. Another of his 
creations sets the recital off – Sun Soul – and a further two 
libretti of his enhance the programme.
 One would have wished to hear a little more from Liam 
Condon, the splendid and supportive organist in First Day and 
Nunc dimittis, but then, one cannot have absolutely everything!

Simon Lindley

TENEBRAE RESPONSORIES
Couperin and Gesualdo
Tenebrae
Dir: Nigel Short
Couperin Trois Leçons de Ténèbres; 
Gesualdo Tenebrae Responsories  
for Maundy Thursday.
SIGNUM SIGCD 622   TT 77:09

The dramatic events of Holy Week have drawn from many 
composers, throughout the centuries, some of the most 
intense and powerful music, and many readers will be 
familiar with the settings of the Lamentations of Jeremiah 
by Tallis, Palestrina or Vittoria. On this disc, however, we 
have two settings by composers almost 100 years apart, both 
extraordinary in their own way. Some A level Music students 
from the last 30 years will remember studying Gesualdo’s O 
vos omnes. If their teacher approached it by purely listening 
to it without score, and before telling students when it was 
written, the observations of their listening might have revealed 
features more associated with the 20th century than with the 
16th/17th century – sudden chromatic and harmonic shifts 
and angular melodic writing which are far removed from most 
sacred vocal music of the late Renaissance and early Baroque. 
Monteverdi, Peri and Caccini had, of course, led the way for 
change in music, writing solo vocal lines which conveyed a 
wide range of emotions, but Gesualdo took things to another 
level, albeit within five- or six-part counterpoint. The vocal 
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resources required for this extraordinary music are two 
sopranos, three tenors and a bass, an unusual combination 
but one which provides considerable tension and power. 
Some conductors opt for an alto to replace one of the tenor 
lines, but Nigel Short resists the temptation. Just six singers 
form the ensemble, and the richness of the sound from such 
a small group is stunning. Mention should be made of the 
contribution of the bass voice, Jimmy Holliday, in particular, 
who penetrates the texture so well. Every voice here is, 
however, superb and to be savoured. Equally, the variety in 
dramatic effects and virtuosity is incredible – witness the 
change on Track 5 at the words vos fugam capietis (you will take 
flight) and then the move back into sustained chromaticism. 
This is just one of many such examples, and Nigel Short takes 
every opportunity to display the extremes of this music. The 
effect is breath-taking, and these are performances of the 
highest possible quality. 
 The first three tracks are devoted to the music of François 
Couperin, and the contrast between Gesualdo and Couperin 
is striking. One soprano voice for each of the first two Leçons 
accompanied by organ and viola da gamba and both voices 
for the third Leçon signal a change in style but one which 
gives us wonderfully atmospheric music. Grace Davidson 
and Julia Doyle step up to the mark in this beautiful music 
with effortless ornamentation and a superb sense of line. 
The booklet notes tell us that this whole recording has been 
described as ‘Phenomenal’ (The Times), and ‘Devastatingly 
beautiful’ (Gramophone magazine) and nothing more need be 
said.

Nicholas Kerrison

CANTOS SAGRADOS
National Youth Choir of Scotland
Royal Scottish National Orchestra
Dir: Christopher Bell
MacMillan Cantos sagrados; Whitacre 
Leonardo dreams of his flying machine;  
When David heard; Musgrave  
On the Underground, Set 2 (The Strange and 
the exotic); Ešenvalds Amazing grace; Tippett Five Spirituals;  
Biebl Ave Maria
SIGNUM SIGCD 0604   TT 64:06

This release certainly serves as a showcase for the diversity 
of the choral music repertoire and highlights primarily the 
stunning versatility of the National Youth Choir of Scotland 
under their conductor Christopher Bell whilst stretching 
their massive forces to the limit.
 In the liner notes of Cantos Sagrados, James Macmillan 
comments at length that he wished to compose something 
which was both timeless and contemporary, both sacred 
and secular. The original with chorus and organ received its 
premiere in 1990 but was later orchestrated in 1997. Its mood, 
especially in the opening section of the first movement, is 
uncompromisingly aggressive. The chorus of relatively young 
singers acquits itself superbly against massive orchestral 
resources whilst the music provides an insight into the poetry 
of Ariel Dorfman. The complete work is a far from easy 
listen, but the ethos of the final movement, Sun Stone Mood 
Music, is highlighted in the repeated phrases using non-vocal 
techniques akin to Sprechstimme and displaying outstanding 
control from the vocal resources. 
 Whitacre’s Leonardo dreams of his Flying Machine is another 
example of the choir’s ability to reflect the peculiarity of the 

text, whilst Thea Musgrave’s On the Underground also creates 
surreal images incorporated into her music. The choir is 
very much at home in the large-scale arrangement of Eriks 
Ešenvalds’ Amazing Grace, originally inspired by Whitney 
Houston. Central to the disc is a highly operatic performance 
of Tippet’s Five Spirituals sung with great alacrity but with 
much sensitivity, especially in both Go down, Moses and Deep 
river. 
 Following all this immensely charged music, Franz Biebl’s 
setting of the Ave Maria is far more relaxed. An engaging 
miniature, it reveals an attractive melodic line supported 
by lush harmonic writing with solo plainsong in the central 
section. 
 This recording is uncompromising for both listeners and 
performers alike, but with patience and endurance listeners 
would most probably regard it as a significant release and a 
welcome addition to the Signum label. 

David Thorne

PARRY SONGS OF FAREWELL
The Choir of Westminster Abbey
Dir: James O’Donnell
Stanford Three Motets; Magnificat in B flat; 
Alan Gray Magnificat & Nunc dimittis in  
F Minor; Wood Nunc dimittis in B flat; 
Parry Songs of Farewell.
HYPERION CDA68391 

Capturing the dynamic range of the music featured on this 
CD puts great demands on the engineers, so the acoustics 
of All Hallows’, Gospel Oak perhaps serve the performances 
rather better than those of the Abbey. The extreme contrasts 
of ensemble range from very rich textures in the large-scale 
works to the more ethereal balance required in the smaller-
scale pieces. 
 The intensity of the opening section of Stanford’s Justorum 
animae from The Three Motets is heightened by a superb treble 
sound and extremely well-controlled singing in the lower 
parts. The robust performance of Coelos ascendit is quite 
riveting and explores the antiphonal writing to sublime effect. 
The meditative qualities of Beati quorum via are treated with 
real affection, although perhaps sung at a somewhat slower 
and more measured pace than often experienced. 
 Stanford’s double choir setting of the Magnificat uses 
the Latin text which radically contrasts with his numerous 
settings written for the Anglican tradition. The piece is bold 
and highly colourful and demands great use of double choir 
writing throughout but especially within the first section. The 
more exposed vocal parts are clearly defined in the quieter 
writing. The setting and interpretation of, for example, the 
‘Fecit potentiam’ before a return to the more subdued mood 
towards the conclusion of the Magnificat section is quite 
spine-tingling. Musically, the setting of the ‘Gloria’ serves as a 
recapitulation, although the harmonic twist towards the close 
provides some interest! 
 The first of Charles Wood’s three Latin settings of the 
Nunc Dimittis sits well after the Stanford Magnificat. The 
expressive opening, leading to a climactic central section and 
powerful ending, is sung with great sensitivity and is much 
enhanced by the choir’s impressive dynamic intensity.   
 The recording of Parry’s Songs of Farewell sung by an 
all-male ensemble provides an opportunity to experience 
perhaps richer and more expressive singing than that 
recorded by some mixed ensembles. The musicality of the 
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performances is unquestionable and there is little sign of 
over-sentimentality. The expressive demands in My soul, there 
is a country are well judged and, moreover, the musical flow 
heightens the continuity of the sectional text. The attention 
to musical nuance is most welcome especially in I know my 
soul hath power, whilst the lyrical nature of Never weatherbeaten 
sail is extremely well accomplished, juxtaposing various 
emotions. The imitative writing is especially impressive but 
any unnecessary emotion is averted. 
 The final motet, Lord, let me know my end contains intense 
singing and serves as a fitting conclusion to a disc performed by 
a choir which has an outstanding insight into the significance 
of both text and music alike. 

David Thorne

J KABS JAN EVSKIS
Riga Cathedral Choir School
Dir: Jurgis Cābulis
Ebb tide; Coldness; Mater amabilis; Aeternum; 
O lux beata Trinitas; When; Silent starlight; 
The Button.
HYPERION CDA 68328   TT 56:59

In June this year, on Twitter, there was ‘The World Cup of 
Evensong Anthems’! Some 128 anthems had been selected 
from suggestions from the public to find the favourite. It was 
interesting to see which composers were gradually rejected. 
Out went Wesley, Handel, Brahms, Tavener, Walton, Duruflé 
and Rutter, amongst others, while Byrd, Purcell, Parry, Harris, 
Bainton, Finzi and Howells (who won the World Cup of 
Evening Canticles!) were much in favour. Some composers 
didn’t even make the 128: no Whitacre or Lauridsen, 
composers who ten years ago featured so strongly in the world 
of choral music. It takes a long time for music to bed into 
the sacred choral repertoire and I wonder where the music of 
Latvian composer Jēkabs Jančevskis will be in ten or 20 years. 
For the moment at any rate his music may well prove to be the 
next style in vogue. 
 Jančevskis was a student at the Riga Cathedral Choir 
School and now teaches there. It is its Mixed Choir which 
tackles his music here, under the direction of Jurgis Cābulis, 
who was a classmate at the school. From the start we realise 
that the Mixed Choir of the Riga Cathedral Choir School 
(MCRCCS) is no ordinary choir-school choir; it tackles the 
demands of the music along with what might be termed 
‘non-musical sounds’ required by the composer with aplomb. 
The singing is not totally unaccompanied as there are other 
instruments and sound effects at times, but these are not 
generally referenced in the notes. There is real atmosphere 
to this music with its full textures, harmonic clusters, imagery 
and emotional intensity. Such is the standard of this choir 
that all this is conveyed expertly by the MCRCCS which 
moves easily from slow, sustained sections involving angular 
melodic writing and dissonant harmonies to highly articulate 
phrases. The very difficult solo parts are conveyed superbly. 
Here we have some very different music, from an imaginative 
composer, which deserves to be explored and heard further 
afield. O Lux beata Trinitas, one of the two sacred music pieces, 
is scored for eight-part choir and four soloists and starts fairly 
conventionally but soon branches out into another sound 
world which includes percussion and mouth-blown organ 
pipes. When, the longest work on the disc, composed in 2016, 
is a setting of a short extract from Shakespeare’s Romeo and 
Juliet scored for 24 voices in two semi-choruses representing 

‘the secular and the eternal’. It is a powerful and emotional 
work once again made to sound easy in performance by this 
exceptional youth choir. This is an intriguing disc which is 
well worth exploring. (Update on the World Cup: First place: 
Bainton And I saw a new heaven with, jointly, Harris Faire is  
the heaven!).

Nicholas Kerrison

BLESSING
Music of Paul Mealor
Voce
Dir: Mark Singleton
Keyboard: Stephen Scarlato
Let all the world in every corner sing;  
The beatitudes; To seek where shadows are; 
Behold a tender babe; A spotless rose;  
The Selwyn Service; Beneath thy compassion;  
Ave Maris stella; Jubilate Deo; Ave verum corpus;  
Let fall the windows of mine eyes; If ye love me;  
All wisdom cometh from the Lord; Blessing.
SIGNUM SIGCD 613   TT 73:34

Paul Mealor is probably best known for his motet, Ubi caritas, 
commissioned for Prince William’s wedding, and also the 
song, Wherever You Are, released by the Military Wives Choir 
under Gareth Malone in 2011. Both pieces contain melodic 
phrases immediately appealing to the listener. His introit, not 
recorded on this disc, but written for the Choral Scholars’ 
Evensong to support the FCM’s Cathedral Choir Emergency 
Fund in July 2020 is brief, but equally effective. 
 Since 2003, Mealor has combined the post of Professor of 
Music at the University of Aberdeen alongside composing an 
abundance of choral music ‘to stir the soul and experience 
peace, love, compassion and profound joy’, a sentiment 
expressed by the co-founder of Voce, New England’s chamber 
choir, whose performances are quite outstanding. Although a 
good deal of the music on this disc (their first with Signum) 
is relatively diatonic, chordal clusters and some chromaticism 
combined with haunting melodic motifs both support and 
enhance the texts. 
 Let all the World and the Jubilate contrast significantly both 
stylistically and rhythmically compared with much of the 
disc. The former is scored for organ and synthesised bells 
which illuminate the text, a combination of Psalm 100 with 
additional words by Graham Davies. The canticle settings 
commissioned by Selwyn College Cambridge also contrast 
markedly with much of the music on the disc. An especially 
haunting figure in the left hand is heard against a static pedal 
part at the beginning of the Magnificat whilst highlighted by 
an attractively engaging soprano line. 
 Mealor was a chorister at St Asaph Cathedral in North 
Wales and much influenced by the significance of the texts 
found in the diverse music of the liturgy. He maintains that 
the text is the raison d’être behind his choral writing, but 
despite the superb solo and ensemble performances, the 
disappointing aspect of this recording is the inaudibility of 
the words. This is not only the case in brisk and extrovert 
settings, but equally in the slower moving and more reflective 
pieces. 
 Many might wish to add these miniatures to their 
collection, but whilst the singing is first rate, there might just 
be a danger that the musical content if played as a whole and 
out of context could prove a touch wearing. 

David Thorne
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VEXILLA REGIS
Westminster Cathedral Choir
Dir: Martin Baker
Organ: Peter Stevens
Malcolm Ingrediente Domino; Gregorian 
chant Psalm 21: Deus, Deus meus; Psalm 23: 
The Lord’s is the earth and its fullness;  
Credo I; Hymns: Vexilla regis prodeunt;  
Adoro te devote; Pange lingua gloriosi; Christe coelorum Domine;  
Nox autem gloriari oportet; Lassus Improperium exspectavit; Byrd  
Ne irascaris, Domine; Civitas sancti tui; O’Donnell Acclamation:  
I give you a new commandment; Baker Postquam surrexit Dominus; 
Duruflé Ubi caritas; Bruckner Christus factus est; Victoria 
Improperia; Lotti Crucifixus a 8; Anerio Christus factus est; 
Liturgical Strepitus; Terry Praise to the holiest in the height.
AD FONTES   www.adfontes.org.uk   TT 79:22

This is really rather special. We sometimes need to be 
reminded that our greater cathedral choirs are the servants 
of the liturgy and not of the recording industry, greatly 
though we have enjoyed Westminster Cathedral’s recordings 
of Renaissance Masses and the like. This anthology, firmly 
rooted in the liturgy of Holy Week, presents a great cathedral 
choir fulfilling the very purpose for which it exists. Its special 
quality is owed in large part to the choir’s excellent singing of 
the Gregorian chant, enhanced by some idiosyncratic organ 
accompaniment, and it was especially good to have some 
of it sung, and very well sung, by the boys alone. The music 
composed for the cathedral’s particular requirements by 
Martin Baker and his forebears is a distinctive addition to the 
music of Bruckner, Byrd, Lassus & co., and it’s all sung with 
great expressiveness and perfect control. Sir Richard Terry’s 
stirring hymn-tune, delivered with the full might of voices 
and organ, is a perfect conclusion to a superb musical and 
religious experience, which sadly may be regarded as Martin 
Baker’s swan-song before he left the cathedral last year in 
protest against the imposition of controversial and ill-advised 
changes to the choristers’ routine. One can only hope that it 
is not also the swan-song, or death knell, of the high standards 
for which the choir has long been renowned. As I said, this CD 
is something special. Buy it!

Timothy Storey

SINGING IN SECRET
Clandestine Catholic Music
The Marian Consort
Dir: Rory McCleery
Byrd Miserere mei; Gaudeamus omnes;  
Mass for four voices; Timete Dominum;  
Ave Maria; Laetentur caeli; Justorum animae; 
Deo gratias; Beati mundo corde; Infelix ego.
DELPHIAN DCD 34230   TT 60:14

The theme of this CD is music written by Byrd for private 
celebrations of the Mass in recusant households in 
Elizabethan England and, as such, performance by a small 
consort is wholly appropriate. As is often the custom these 
days, the Mass movements are separated by the motets, which 
makes sense; it is unfaithful to the composer’s intent to hear 
a Mass, whether it be by Byrd or Haydn, sung through as if it 
were a six-movement symphony. The motets are all sung one 
to a part, while the Ordinary is given a little greater resonance 
and impact by being sung with two per part.

 The consort is generally well blended, and the textures 
clear, although the soprano line sometimes has significantly 
more vibrato than the rest of the ensemble. The soprano 
tone is also a little insistent at times as, for example, in the 
‘Insipientium’ imitations in Justorum animae. This can have 
the effect of occasionally spotlighting the top line(s) in a way 
which is not necessarily intended. The tenor line often reveals 
a pleasingly plangent quality.
 Despite this slight reservation concerning the occasionally 
over-emphatic soprano tone, there is much to enjoy here. 
The programme is well constructed, with variety of mood and 
tempo. Articulation contrasts are well judged in, for example, 
Laetentur caeli. In Timete Dominum the alleluias are sung with an 
apt restraint. The Mass setting is given a private and devotional, 
rather than public and exciting, performance, which gets to 
the heart of this extraordinary music. However, this does not 
preclude effective climaxes at, for example, the soaring ‘Tu 
solus altissimus’ and ‘Et ascendit in coelum’ phrases. Tempo 
choices are moderate, the ‘Gloria’ moving with a measured 
tread. The longest of the motets is the extraordinary Infelix 
ego, surely one of Byrd’s finest and most intense works; this is 
music both written from, and here sung from, the heart. 
 The Delphian recording is clear and detailed. Made in 
Crichton Collegiate Church, Midlothian, the space may have 
been larger than that of a recusant chapel, but the sense of 
intimacy is admirably caught. 

Christopher Barton

GERALD FINZI
Choir of Trinity College, Cambridge
Dir: Stephen Layton
Organ: Alexander Hamilton;  
Asher Oliver
Finzi Magnificat; Welcome, sweet and sacred 
feast; My lovely one; God is gone up;  
White-flowering days; All this night;  
Seven poems of Robert Bridges; Lo, the full, final sacrifice;  
Bednall Nunc dimittis.
HYPERION CDA 68222   TT 74:22

At first sight the inclusion of one work by David Bednall on 
this otherwise all-Finzi CD from Stephen Layton and the choir 
of Trinity College Cambridge seems strange, but there is a 
good reason. Finzi’s Magnificat, written in 1952 for a college 
in Massachusetts, lacks both a ‘Gloria’ and an accompanying 
Nunc Dimittis. In 2016, the Finzi Trust invited Bednall to 
address both of these issues and the results were heard at 
the Gloucester Three Choirs Festival that year. It is a shame 
perhaps that Bednall’s ‘Gloria’, using Finzi’s themes, is not 
interpolated into the Magnificat before Finzi’s own mellifluous 
Amen in the present recording, but his Nunc Dimittis is hugely 
effective, composed with great sensitivity to the mood, texture 
and tonality of the Finzi. It builds from a sombre opening 
to an imposing climax and, despite the brevity of the text, 
Bednall develops a sufficiently extended structure to balance 
the Magnificat successfully. 
 Here and throughout the CD the choir is on great form: 
lyrical, sensitive and musical, though just occasionally in the 
Magnificat and in their commendably colourful account of Lo, 
the full, final sacrifice one loses details of Finzi’s intricate, song-
like organ accompaniments in Hereford Cathedral’s richly 
atmospheric but very resonant acoustic. Welcome, sweet and 
sacred feast is a real highlight – exceptionally quiet and lyrical, 
with unforced choral tone and an exquisite, rapt ending. God 
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is gone up appears in Layton’s own festive arrangement which 
adds brass and percussion – entirely appropriate for a text 
mentioning ‘sounding trumpets’ melodies’. 
 The unaccompanied items, recorded in the choir’s own 
chapel, are uniformly enjoyable, the Seven poems of Robert 
Bridges displaying fine blend, good balance and clear phrasing. 
Accurate tuning and great conviction are also in evidence 
in All This Night, and though the tempo is perhaps a little 
over-excited, one suspects Finzi’s original rather moderate 
indication, allegro risoluto (crotchet = 116) took into account 
the fact that the University of London Musical Society Chorus, 
which commissioned the work, boasted no fewer than 400 
voices! A most enjoyable CD, warmly recommended.

Mark Bellis 

THE FAIRY QUEEN 
Purcell
Gabrieli Consort and Players
Dir: Paul McCreesh

This handsomely-packaged recording 
serves to remind us, if such a reminder 
were ever needed, that Henry Purcell 
was not solely occupied in composing anthems for the Chapel 
Royal but was busily employed at Court, the familiar Come, 
ye Sons of Art being the last in a succession of odes for the 
birthday of Queen Mary, the wife of William of Orange. It is 
fairly certain that The Fairy Queen is a celebration of their 15th 
wedding anniversary. It is a masque or semi-opera, incidental 
music for Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream, upon 
which it provides a kind of running commentary. The Fairy 
Queen is of course Titania, who marries Oberon, King of the 
Fairies, after a deal of comic and celestial fun and games. 
Purcell did not set Shakespeare’s text, but worked wonders 
with an anonymous libretto of quite staggering banality which 
introduced a garden scene complete with orange tree, and a 
dance of monkeys, to honour the King’s love of nature, and 
a Chinese couple, to reflect Mary’s hobby of collecting china. 
There is much Purcellian rejoicing, replete with trumpets 
and drums, but pure genius is displayed in a depiction of 
Sleep; and a Plaint in Act V is a worthy rival to Dido’s familiar 
Lament.
 The listener would do well to follow closely the full 
printed text, preferably with the aid of a magnifying-glass 
(cue: usual complaint). The performance is excellent, with a 
distinguished cast of soloists, and I have pleasure in giving it a 
warm recommendation.

Timothy Storey

SALVE, SALVE, SALVE
Josquin’s Spanish Legacy
Contrapunctus
Dir: Owen Rees
De Morales Jubilate Deo omnis terra; Chant: 
Gaudeamus omnes in Domino; Salve Regina; 
Victoria Missa Gaudeamus; Salve Regina; 
Guerrero Ave virgo sanctissima;  
Surge propera, amica mea; Desprez Salve Regina
SIGNUM SIGCD 608   TT 71:02

One of the joys of Renaissance polyphony is the extraordinary 
consistency of its quality. Think of the greatest later composers 

– Mozart, Beethoven, even (dare I say it?) Bach, and there are 
weaker works to be found. Consider Byrd, Tallis, Palestrina, 
or the composers on this disc, and it is hard to find any works 
which are anything less than exquisitely crafted. Then, as well 
as its quality, there is its quantity. So many Masses and motets 
clamouring for our attention that most of us can know only a 
tiny part of the repertoire.
 Sometimes this music doesn’t get performed for textual, 
rather than musical reasons. Seeing the title of the first track, 
Morales’ Jubilate Deo, omnis terra, one might reasonably expect 
an easily programmable setting of Psalm 100. It is, however, 
an occasional piece, composed to celebrate a meeting of 
Charles V of Spain (the Holy Roman Emperor) and Francis 
I of France, with Pope Paul III who had brokered the peace 
between them. Its text (including, for example, ‘Vivat Paulus! 
Vivat Carolus! Vivat Franciscus!’) sadly renders it completely 
unusable in a normal liturgical context. This is a great loss, 
as the music is predictably glorious, and it was indeed widely 
acclaimed in the composer’s lifetime. Such was its reputation 
that Victoria wrote a ‘parody’ mass on its material some years 
later, and it is that relatively familiar six-part masterpiece 
which forms the centrepiece of the programme. The guiding 
principle of the CD is the influence of Josquin on the three 
later Spanish composers. Josquin himself is represented by 
only a single motet, albeit an immensely influential one, 
his Salve Regina setting. A little stylistic dislocation might be 
anticipated between his musical language and that of the later 
Spaniards, but this is skilfully avoided by the insertion of the 
plainsong Salve Regina into the sequence.
 Our guides through this musical feast are Owen Rees 
and his consort Contrapunctus, and no finer could be 
imagined. All is crystal clear, the internal balance of the 
voices is perfectly judged, the interpretations are flexible and 
expressive. Added to this, the programme notes are a model 
of their kind, illuminating and lucid, and demonstrating the 
depth of Professor Rees’s scholarship. This is a release to  
be treasured.

Christopher Barton

MATER MUNDI
Choir of Exeter College, Oxford
Dir: Bartosz Thiede
Organ: James Short
Gjeilo Ubi caritas; Łukaszewski  
The final letter of St Maksymilian Kolbe; 
Gòrecki Oh, how sorrowful the parting;  
Sleep now, sleep; Totus tuus; Ešenvalds  
The heavens’ flock; Miškinis Missa brevis.
CHORUM CHORC519

First impressions count. Even before placing the CD in the 
player one feels a warmth towards this recording, generated 
by the informality and sheer friendliness of the booklet 
notes, written by the choir director. His final introductory 
paragraph expresses the hope that listeners will find at least 
one unfamiliar track; I have to confess that all except the final 
one were new to me. 
 What of the music? This is a survey of contemporary Polish 
and other Eastern European sacred music; Bartosz Thiede, 
a recent organ scholar at Exeter College, is himself Polish-
born, and he pays gracious tribute to his non-Polish-speaking 
singers in their success in mastering the sung language (I’m 
not in a position to comment!). 
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 The opening piece, a setting of Ubi caritas by Ola Gjeilo, is 
clearly modelled on the familiar Duruflé setting, but is none 
the worse for that. It has a plainsong-influenced style, whilst 
not actually using the plainsong chant, and is both exquisite 
and exquisitely sung. The following four pieces, by Pavel 
Łukaszewski, Ēriks Ešenvalds, and two by Henryk Gòrecki, 
are rather similar in idiom. All are predominantly chordal 
in texture, and stately in tempo and harmonic movement. 
However, the effect in most of them is far more satisfying than 
it is in many proponents of this style. The Łukaszewski, for 
example, maintains a sense of line, direction and climax in its 
setting of what is essentially a simple, if exceptionally moving, 
prose letter. The Gòrecki Ach, jak smutne jest rozstanie moves 
like a gentle chorale, hypnotic in quality, and is exceptionally 
beautiful as it contemplates sorrow at leaving off from devotion 
to the icon of Mary. More Gòrecki ends the programme, with 
an accomplished and sonorous performance of the more 
familiar Totus tuus, the opening chords of which are thrillingly 
flung into the acoustic of the college chapel.
 Perhaps the most interesting piece in a very original 
and thoughtfully conceived programme is the Missa brevis 
by the Lithuanian composer Vytautas Miškinis. This was 
commissioned to commemorate the introduction of female 
sopranos and altos into the Exeter College chapel choir 
in 1996, and is scored for these voices with organ. It is a 
wonderful setting which would grace any college chapel, 
church or cathedral as much as, say, the Britten or Fauré. 
I am not quite sure why Mr Thiede describes it as ‘a little 
unusual’ in his notes; original, yes, but rooted in tradition and 
by no means challenging for the listener. The ‘Kyrie’ begins 
in a leisurely mood, with a more animated middle section 
before the opening material returns. The ‘Gloria’ is exciting 
and colourful, and the bell-like Osannas in the ‘Benedictus’ 
are enchanting. The ‘Agnus Dei’ is of bewitching beauty. 
Throughout the programme the choir sings with devotion, 
skill, musicianship and commitment. It has been a real joy to 
hear this less familiar repertoire.

Christopher Barton

JUAN ESQUIVEL
De Profundis
Dir: Eamonn Dougan
Esquivel Regina caeli; Veni Domine;  
Ego sum panis vivus; Alma redemptoris mater; 
Magnificat quinti toni; Ave regina caelorum; 
Nunc dimittis; Sancta Maria;  
Te lucis ante terminum; Salve regina; 
Rodrigo de Ceballos Hortus conclusus
HYPERION CDA 68326   TT 69:29

Interest in music of the Spanish Renaissance was fired 
greatly by the research of the American musicologist Robert 
Stevenson in his book of 1961. It resulted to a great extent 
in a substantial increase in the number of performances 
by composers such as Morales, Guerrero and most notably 
Victoria, all of whom received many European performances 
of their music during the second half of the 20th century. 
 The discovery in 1973 of a large volume of Juan 
Esquivel’s works printed in 1613 was of great significance. 
An exceedingly large archive of his works had been hidden 
at the time of the Spanish Civil War and was discovered by 
Stevenson’s contemporary, Robert Snow, when he visited the 
collegiate church of Santa María de la Encarnación in Ronda. 
Much of Esquivel’s writing discloses an Italian influence, 

especially apparent in his antiphonal writing and ascribable 
to his relatively short time spent at Oviedo Cathedral in the 
late 16th century before returning to his spiritual home, the 
cathedral in Ciudad Rodrigo, the city in which he was born. 
 Eamonn Dougan has designed the programme as if 
attending Mass, and uses the setting of the parody Mass based 
on Rodrigo de Ceballos’ motet Hortus conclusus, which sets a 
text from the Song of Songs in the Old Testament. The Mass 
is preceded by a number of additional compositions. 
 De Profundis is a large group and provides the gravitas 
required in any performance of Iberian music in which the 
writing requires richness and intensity. The ensemble is 
exceedingly capable of capturing both the homophonic and 
polyphonic qualities of the writing. The recording, made in 
St George’s, Chesterton (north Cambridge), recreates the 
atmosphere of a performance as if made in the building for 
which the works were composed, and all credit is due to the 
Hyperion team for capturing such authenticity.

David Thorne

IN CHAINS OF GOLD
The English Pre-Restoration  
Verse Anthem
Magdalena Consort, Fretwork,  
His Majestys Sagbutts & Cornetts
Dirs: Peter Harvey, William Hunt 
Organ: Silas Wollston

Volume 1: Orlando Gibbons:  
Complete Consort Anthems
Gibbons Behold, thou hast made my days; We praise thee, O Father;  
In nomine a 5 (Nos. 1, 2 and 3); This is the record of John;  
Great King of gods; Do not repine, fair sun; Glorious and powerful God; 
Blessed are all they that fear the Lord; O true and faithful hearts;  
Sing unto the Lord; See, see the word is incarnate; Lord grant grace.
SIGNUM SIGCD 511   TT 66:38   

Volume 2: William Byrd to Edmund Hooper:  
Psalms and Royal Anthems
Byrd Hear my prayer; O Lord, rebuke me not; Have mercy upon me, 
O God; Fantasia (Nos. 16 and 46); Teach me, O Lord; Christ rising 
again; I will give laud; Look and bow down; Bull Almighty God,  
which by the leading of a star; Deliver me, O God; Benjamin Cosyn  
Voluntary (Nos. 1 and 3); Morley Out of the deep; Edmund Hooper  
Hearken ye nations; O God of gods; Mundy Sing joyfully.
SIGNUM SIGCD 609   TT 70:29

The ‘chains of gold’ here are those mentioned by Thomas 
Morley; they ‘draw the hearer as it were… by the ears, to 
the consideration of holy things’ and this project is clearly 
something of a labour of love for its artistic director, William 
Hunt, a founder member of the viol consort Fretwork. 
Volume I, the complete consort anthems of Orlando Gibbons, 
appeared in 2017, and earlier this year saw the release of 
a second volume of verse anthems by Byrd, Bull, Morley, 
Mundy and Hooper. Instrumental interludes are contributed 
by Fretwork (Vol 1) and Silas Wollston (Vol 2), who plays a 
reconstructed Tudor organ by Goetze & Gwynn. 
 Hunt’s scrupulous scholarship seeks to recreate 
likely authentic performance practice and yields hugely 
commendable results. A small choir of a dozen or so voices 
(the Magdalena Consort, directed by Peter Harvey) uses 
contra-tenors – high, light tenors, not falsettists – on the usual 
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‘alto’ lines. Pitch is changed too, so that the overall effect is 
about a tone lower than one normally hears. 
 See, see the word is incarnate, surely one of Gibbons’ finest 
anthems, is dramatically projected, and it is also fascinating 
to hear his rarely performed welcome odes, Great King of gods 
and Do not repine, fair sun, both written for James I’s visit to 
Edinburgh in 1617. The former is heard here with the suitably 
regal accompaniment of His Majestys Sagbutts and Cornetts 
plus organ, and the latter, commiserating with the sun on 
being outshone by the king (!), has a celebratory, dance-like 
feel.
 The three Byrd psalm settings which open Vol 2, with 
their intimate viol accompaniments (some reconstructed by 
Hunt), rather few voices and exquisite soprano solos, create 
a real sense of private, domestic devotions. The two anthems 
by Edmund Hooper, sometime Master of the Choristers at 
Westminster Abbey, are real ‘finds’. The extended Hearken ye 
nations, written for Gunpowder Treason Day, is full of interest, 
including duetting solo basses and unexpected harmonies. 
O God of gods, an ‘occasional anthem’ for the anniversary of 
King James’s accession, is conceived on a large scale, with 
richly complex textures. And with its suitable change to 3/4 
at a section in praise of the Trinity and glorious conclusion 
praising a whole catalogue of instruments, it forms a fittingly 
grandiose climax to a project full of good things in which 
William Hunt’s obvious passion shines through. Again, much 
recommended. 

Mark Bellis

CHRISTMAS AT  
ST GEORGE’S WINDSOR
Choir of St George’s Chapel
Dir: James Vivian
Organ: Luke Bond
HYPERION CDA 68281   TT 70:23
Chant Creator of the stars of night;  
Puer natus est nobis; Ecce advenit;  
Byrd Vigilate; Puer natus est nobis; Ecce advenit;  
Hoddinott Saviour of the world; Gibbons  
This is the record of John; Rheinberger Rorate caeli;  
Finnissy Telling; Pärt Bogoroditse Dyevo; Goldschmidt  
A tender shoot; Gardner Tomorrow shall be my dancing day;  
Ledger Sussex Carol; I saw three ships; Adam Cantique de Noël; 
Leontovych Carol of the bells; Madden Watts’ Cradle Song;  
Briggs Away in a manger; Whitehead The seven joys of Mary; 
Bullard The gracious gift; Jacques A gallery carol; Warlock  
Bethlehem Down; Martin Nowell sing we.

The season of Christmas in the church year does not finish 
until the Feast of the Purification (Candlemas, on 2 February) 
and so the music presented here deals not only with Christmas 
but also the Epiphany, and to prepare the way of the Lord gives 
us music perhaps more associated with Advent as a starting 
point. Each section begins with plainsong and a Byrd motet 
on a similar, or the same, text, and there follows a selection of 
carols and anthems from a whole host of composers from the 
16th to the 21st centuries. The recordings were not made in St 
George’s Chapel but in St Matthew’s Church, Northampton 
for the accompanied pieces and at All Hallows, Gospel Oak 
for the rest, the reason being, I understand, to avoid noise 

from above every five minutes or so (Heathrow)! The acoustic 
in All Hallows is generous and lends itself very well to the 
unaccompanied works, particularly in the opening plainsong 
and Byrd’s Vigilate, which shows clearly the real quality of 
the chapel’s lay clerks. Here is skilful singing indeed, with 
excellent tone and the low bass part coming through very well. 
The sound engineers have done a good job – the move into 
St Matthew’s Church is hardly noticeable acoustically. A few of 
the works were new to me and Alan Hoddinott’s Saviour of the 
world is an excellent, exciting and concise piece to add to the 
Advent repertoire while Michael Finnissy’s Telling is a sensitive 
work, completely different in character with some interesting 
turns and harmonies – the composer himself says, “Must carols 
be fluffy and sentimental?” Clearly not, and I couldn’t agree 
more! Equally, David Briggs’s arrangement of Away in a manger 
with, as he says, “Its post-impressionist harmonic language, 
saturated in garlic and one or two other exotic, succulent 
herbs!” will provide something a little different with which to 
surprise the congregation. Rheinberger’s organ music is well 
known but his choral music has been neglected and his Rorate 
caeli, with its lush harmonies, deserves to be heard more. It is 
really good to see such imaginative programming, introducing 
some recent compositions alongside the more traditional 
fare. Throughout the disc the singing is of the highest order 
with plenty of fine solo work, particularly from the lay clerks, 
and, at the mid-point of the disc, Nicholas Madden is an 
excellent and passionate exponent of Adam’s Cantique de Noël. 
The boys’ singing has good tone and crystal clear articulation 
when required, bringing real character to pieces such as 
Philip Ledger’s Sussex Carol and Carol of the bells by Leontovych. 
Luke Bond provides first-class accompaniments throughout, 
sensitive to the character and style of the music, and James 
Vivian leads a varied programme which shows the choir to be 
on top form. Highly recommended.

Nicholas Kerrison

A CEREMONY OF CAROLS
Choir of The Queen’s College, 
Oxford
Dir: Owen Rees. 
Harp: Lucy Wakeford 
Organ: Laurence John 
Weir Drop down, ye heavens, from above; 
Praetorius Es ist ein’ Ros’ entsprungen; 
Resonet in laudibus; Geborn ist Gottes Söhnlein; Wie schön leuchtet 
der Morgenstern; Puer natus in Bethlehem; Blackwell Lo, how a rose 
e’er blooming; Dove The Three Kings; Britten A Ceremony of Carols; 
Tabakova Good-will to men, and peace on Earth; von Bingen  
O virga ac diadema; Young The Owl; McDowall Now may we singen.
SIGNUM SGCD627   TT62:46

There are two Ceremonies of Carols here, for a Charm, 
Chaplet or Ceremony of Carols and Christmas part-songs have 
been assembled to precede and follow Britten’s familiar and 
well-loved masterpiece. The wonderful Michael Praetorius 
contributes no fewer than six pieces, including the familiar 
Es ist ein’ Ros’ entsprungen and a sparkling In dulci jubilo; and 
other composers, including those listed on the front of this 
CD, add one apiece. If I especially enjoyed Jonathan Dove’s 
The Three Kings (words by no less a personage than Dorothy 
L Sayers), that should not be taken as my underestimation 
of the music of David Blackwell, Hildegard of Bingen, 
Cecilia McDowall, Dobrinka Tabakova, Judith Weir and Toby 
Young, which makes up the remainder of the programme. 

CHRISTMAS CDs
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Everything is supremely well performed, and it is good to hear 
Britten’s Ceremony sung not by children but by adult sopranos 
and contraltos, as the composer originally intended. This 
anthology offers Christmas music for grown-ups, and you will 
look in vain for Victorian or 20th-century sentimentality. If 
you like to take your seasonal pleasures with serious but hearty 
rejoicing, I warmly commend this CD.

Timothy Storey

A FESTIVAL OF NINE  
LESSONS AND CAROLS
The Centenary Service
King’s College, Cambridge
Dir: Stephen Cleobury
Gauntlett Once in Royal David’s city; 
Woodward Up, good Christian folk;  
Ord Adam lay ybounden; Poston Jesus Christ 
the apple tree; Pearsall In dulci jubilo; Trad arr Preston  
I saw three ships; arr Cleobury Nowell sing we; Joys Seven;  
Willcocks Unto us is born a son; Howells A Spotless Rose;  
Tavener The Lamb; Pärt Bogoroditse Dyevo; Rutter  
What sweeter music; Gruber arr Ledger Stille Nacht; Darke  
In the bleak mid-winter; Trad While shepherds watched;  
O come, all ye faithful; Weir O Mercy Divine; Mathias Sir Christèmas; 
Mendelssohn Hark! the herald angels sing.
KINGS KGS 0036   TT 76:44

Strange as it might seem, in the National Theatre’s production 
of The Madness of King George shown on YouTube during 
‘lockdown’ in June, the only music not by Handel was Boris 
Ord’s Adam lay ybounden! This short masterpiece has been 
sung 46 times at the world-famous King’s College Festival 
of Nine Lesson and Carols since its first performance in the 
chapel in 1955. How do I know this? Well, at the same time 
as this recording of The Centenary Service, Timothy Rogers, 
a composer who in 1987 became the youngest composer in 
the Carols for Choirs series, produced a short book entitled 
Christmas Eve at King’s (pub. Encore Publications, which 
Rogers founded), in which he documents all the readings 
and repertoire of every Nine Lessons from the very first one 
in 1918. We read that Walford Davies’s setting of O little town 
was used 27 times between 1920-45 and that R L Pearsall’s 
setting of In dulci jubilo has been used 86 times in the 100-
year history of the service. Other statistics of note are that 
over 1700 musical works have been performed at King’s on 
Christmas Eve since 1918 and, more relevant to this review, 
that 740 pieces have been used in the 37 years since 1982 
when the late Sir Stephen Cleobury started at King’s. 
 With this splendid live recording of the 2018 Nine Lessons 
(which includes all music, lessons and prayers) come some 58 
pages of programme notes and reflections on the history and 
experience of being involved in the annual tradition which is 
broadcast to millions of people around the world. In his own 
reflection, Stephen Cleobury gives his rationale for the choice 
of music for 2018: to include a number of carols used in the 
1918 service (some in different musical settings); to represent 
all those who had directed the music across the years; to 
represent some now well-known works introduced to the 
service (such as Howells’ A spotless rose); lastly, commissioned 
works – the tradition started by Cleobury. In the second 
category most of the representations are obvious from the 
track list, but others include A H Mann’s harmonisation of 
Once in Royal and Willcocks’s descant and last verse of O come, 
all ye faithful – could it be any other? – and the lead into ‘that 
chord’ on Word is marvellous. In the ‘commissioned works’ 

category, Sir Stephen had 39 from which to choose and Rutter 
and Pärt make the list along with the new one for 2018 by 
Judith Weir which is a very welcome addition to the Christmas 
repertoire. Its lilting but energetic rhythms work with the solo 
cello part (played wonderfully by Guy Johnston) to produce 
a quite fascinating piece. So, in all, what we have here is what 
we have come to expect from the Christmas Eve broadcast – 
the traditional, the well known, and the newly commissioned, 
all sung with immaculate precision and accompanied expertly 
by senior organ scholar Henry Websdale, whose Bach In dulci 
jubilo is refreshingly articulate. Some might say that the pace 
of some of the carols is a little on the fast side and possibly a 
little relentless at times (a feature of Cleobury’s later years) 
but the phrasing and quality of the singing cannot be in 
question. This recording (and a very fine recording it is) was 
made only just under a year before Sir Stephen’s death and 
is a fitting tribute to his time at King’s, which lasted for over 
a third of the 100-year tradition. As Jeremy Summerly said on 
BBC Radio 3’s CD Review in December 2019: “If for nothing 
else, Stephen Cleobury should go down as the man who really 
recharged the writing of contemporary choral music – not just 
the Christmas carol, but the fact that his commissioning has 
affected how people write choral music. In all four corners of 
the globe people switch on the radio on Christmas Eve and 
hear a new piece of music.”

Nicholas Kerrison

CHRISTMAS
The Gesualdo Six
Dir: Owain Park
Trad/Lawson Veni, Emmanuel;  
Praetorius Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland; 
Es ist ein Ros’ entsprungen; Harvey/Wicks 
The Annunciation; Tallis Videte miraculum; 
Frances-Hoad The promised light of life; 
Trad/Kay Gaudete; Vaughan Williams/Park The truth sent from 
above; Anon Angelus ad virginem; There is no rose; Coventry Carol; 
Holst Lullay, my liking; Rutter There is a flower; Handl Canite tuba; 
Hassler Verbum caro factum est; Park On the infancy of our saviour; 
Daley Love came down at Christmas; Bach In dulci jubilo;  
Rathbone The Oxen; Kirkpatrick/Lawson Away in a manger; 
Pierpont/Langford Jingle Bells. 
HYPERION CDA 68299   TT 74:17

Can there, one wonders, ever have been a more catholic 
Christmas recital than this – ranging as it does from the 
Renaissance through to settings by Brian Kay and Gordon 
Langford as well as by Owain Park, the bass singer who is 
director of this well-known male-voice ensemble? These 
musicians’ performances of their eponymous and titular 
hero’s Responsories for Tenebrae sparked off the group’s initial 
debut and in Cambridge’s Trinity College Chapel as recently 
as 2014. Just five years later comes this richly wrought and 
brilliantly executed festival of Christmas music from so many 
epochs – a well-conceived scheme in terms of tonal and 
textural linkage from the outset. 
 An enticing setting of Veni, Emmanuel by the versatile and 
gifted Philip Lawson sets stanzas inspired by the pre-Nativity 
daily antiphons known as The Great O’s on account of their 
initial syllable. Fairly early on comes a wholly beguiling 
account of Tallis’s Videte miraculum to a text from the Vespers 
of Candlemas with a glorious rendition of that Responsory’s 
internal repeat, one of the greatest highlights of this disc.
 Another glory is an exquisitely paced account of Holst’s 
Lullay myn lyking; here we find an ensemble that knows 
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precisely how to use a refrain, and exactly where and when 
to place it. John Rutter’s There is a flower – a work composed 
for and at the request of the legendary Dr George Guest and 
the choir of St John’s College – is here ingeniously adapted 
with great success for just six voices, with the initial and 
closing stanzas heard an octave below the original treble 
clef placement. Along the way are encountered idiomatically 
and memorably sung motets from Jacob Handl and Hans 
Leo Hassler, which along with the Tallis work make a huge 
impact. For the grand finale comes the late and great Gordon 
Langford’s breathlessly joyous setting of Jingle Bells, delivered 
with immense and enjoyable aplomb. Highly recommended.

Simon Lindley

THE CHRISTMAS STORY
Heinrich Schütz
Yale Schola Cantorum
Dir: David Hill
Hodie Christus natus est; Das Word ward 
Fleisch; Der Engel sprach zu den Hirten;  
Ave Maria; Ein Kind ist uns geboren; 
Magnificat; The Christmas Story.
HYPERION CDA 68315

The works performed by the Yale Schola Cantorum in 2018 
are representative of the fine output of the late Renaissance 
composer, Heinrich Schütz, who was born and worked in 
Dresden but spent his formative years as a pupil of Monteverdi 
in Venice and not unexpectedly was considerably influenced 
by the Italian School. There are a number of recordings of 
his compositions, but the freshness of the performances 
by the Schola Cantorum, regarded as one of the foremost 
chamber choirs in the United States under the direction of 
David Hill since 2013, provide a purity and clarity not always 
demonstrated so well in some performances. 
 The Christmas Story, a quasi-dramatic liturgical setting of 
the nativity story, was written to be performed within Vespers 
on Christmas Day, 1664. Its Italianate features, both vocally 
and orchestrally combined with the use of recitative, make it 
one of the finest pieces of the genre. The way in which Schütz 
contrasts solo voices and choruses, accompanied by an array 
of diverse ensembles, is highly colourful. The scoring of the 
instrumental ensembles enhances the text, while recitative 
provides a clearer and more concise telling of the story. 
 The score calls for 12 voices, a large number of strings, 
recorders, trumpets, trombones, bassoon and continuo. Many 
recordings use professional soloists, but here soloists are 
taken from members of the Schola and, generally, this is most 
successful. The parts of Herod and the Angel are sung well, 
and the antiphonal contrasts between upper and lower voices 
is convincing and results in an excellent balance. The vitality 
of the rhythmic singing in the final movement, Dank sagen, 
reflects the quality of this particular release. 
 Included are five motets and a setting of the Magnificat. 
Especially enjoyable is a sprightly and youthful performance 
of the opening track, Hodie, and also Das Wort ward Fleisch, 
where excellent phrasing and blend reflect the Baroque style 
well. The rather more extended setting of the Magnificat is 
marked by some fine homophonic brass playing whilst the 
linear choral writing enhances the word-painting. 
 This is a most refreshing disc enabled by both the 
production and engineering skills of Andrew Walton and 
Simon Perry. 

David Thorne

MAKE WE MERRY
Christmas Music for Upper Voices
Benenden Chapel Choir
Dir: Edward Whiting
Bednall Make we merry; Chilcott  
The midnight of your birth; Sarah Quartel 
Snow Angel
REGENT REGCD 547   TT 65:18

This gets off to a sparkling and energetic start, and one is 
immediately captivated by the quality of the girls’ singing. In 
his response to a commission from the school, David Bednall 
has eschewed the insipid and merely pretty, challenging the 
choir with the task of matching the robust and rhythmic 
accompaniment of a brass ensemble. The challenge is well met 
for the most part, and of course there is also plenty of scope 
for quiet, expressive singing. Mr Bednall has drawn his texts 
from a variety of sources, though I wish that he had not been 
attracted by a dismal excerpt from Tennyson’s In Memoriam, 
or G K Chesterton’s tiresomely sentimental The Christ-child lay 
in Mary’s lap, or by Moonless darkness stands between, (Gerard 
Manley Hopkins), all of which are met by music serious to 
the point of dreariness. We are on much surer ground with 
the 16th century, and pure gold is struck with Sweet was the 
song the Virgin sang, for which the composer has provided a 
melody of beguiling simplicity. Equally effective, though of 
course in a different way, is his jazzy setting of All this night 
shrill chanticleer. So much for Mr Bednall; but unfortunately 
the other two works on this CD are not in the same league, 
though Bob Chilcott has employed his well-known ability to 
devise attractive melodies, and Sarah Quartel (a native of 
Canada) has revealed a considerable gift for imaginative and 
effective vocal and instrumental scoring. Sadly, both are let 
down by their librettists, The midnight of your birth suffering 
from a surfeit of flying creatures, whether angels or birds, 
and Snow Angel, from a surfeit of both angels and snow. What 
literary crimes are committed in the name of Christmas! 
Bednall’s Make we merry might tempt you to buy this, as might 
the excellent singing.

Timothy Storey 

MAGNIFICAT
Christmas in Leipzig
Solomon’s Knot
Dir: Jonathan Sells
Johann Schelle Machet die Tore weit; 
Johann Kuhnau Magnificat in C Major; 
Bach Magnificat in E flat major BWV 243a
SONY MUSIC   TT 75:09

An absorbing and infectious collation of German festive 
music for Christmas comes from the talented members 
of Solomon’s Knot, recorded in the magnificent setting 
of the Guildhall in the Barbican. The CD features Bach’s 
Magnificat complete with seasonal verses interspersed and 
it also contains works from his two immediate predecessors, 
Schelle and Kuhnau, Johanns both. Schelle, who studied with 
Schütz and in early life was a Dresden chorister at the famous 
Kreuzkirche, succeeded to the significant role at St Thomas, 
Leipzig in 1677, remaining cantor there for a quarter of 
a century until his death in office in 1701. His significance 
in the development of the Lutheran cantata form is widely 
acknowledged. Johann Kuhnau, celebrated in his lifetime as 
author, translator and lawyer as well as musician, followed. 
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He held the post for getting on for 40 years. Thus, between 
them, Schelle and Kuhnau account for the development of 
compositional style in Leipzig between 1677 and 1722, when 
Kuhnau died. 
 The climax is Bach’s Magnificat, devised for his first 
Christmas at St Thomas in 1723 and complete with additional 
textual material (known as laudes) added to the Latin liturgical 
texts – a practice that Kuhnau had also followed. There are 
many highlights in terms of outstanding solo singing at every 
turn – in the Kuhnau, the deeply affecting Quia respexit is 
beautifully sung by countertenor Michal Czerniawski – also 
heard in Bach’s duet Et misericordia – with exquisitely balanced 
accompanying continuo. Sprung rhythms in the choral 
movements in all three works are a constant and beguiling 
delight. The opening and closing instrumental material 
in the first movement of Bach’s work survives splendidly at 
a cracking pace, and the same energy abounds everywhere 
but not invariably accompanied by speed for its own sake; the 
Omnes generationes is spectacular in its impact – a conversation 
between friends of countless generations rather than an 
unnecessarily speedy dismissal of Bach’s carefully crafted 
detail that too often focuses on technique rather than on the 
meaning behind the text. Delicious decoration here by the 
bassoonist enhances it all further. Not least among the glories 
of this CD is the beautiful continuo work of Tom Foster 
and Alex McCartney – hugely inventive yet never intrusive. 
So, hats off to director Jonathan Sells and his distinguished 
colleagues for a splendidly spontaneous outpouring of this 
marvellous music – sonorities that emerge as fresh as the day 
they were written from just 20 musicians. A must for a gift for 
your friends this Christmas!

Simon Lindley

MUSIC FOR CHRISTMAS
Ben Parry
Choir of Selwyn College, Cambridge
Dir: Sarah MacDonald
Organ: Aaron Shilson,  
Michael Stephens-Jones
Three Angels; Veni, Emmanuel; Gabriel’s 
News; Magnificat from ‘The Solihull Service’; 
Adam lay ybounden; Il est né, le divin enfant; There is no rose;  
I sing of a maiden; Five Carols for SATB and piano; Venite, adoremus; 
Quem pastores laudavere; The Aldeburgh Carol; Christ’s Nativity; 
Bright Star; Magi.
REGENT REGCD 542   TT 72:58

Ben Parry is a very familiar figure on the UK choral scene, as 
both conductor/director and as composer, and this recording 
of some of his music for the Advent and Christmas seasons is 
much to be welcomed.
 The overriding impression is of the music’s variety. Much 
is unaccompanied, but there are also accompaniments for 
organ, piano, and brass. Beyond that, though, the choral 
textures and the characters of the music are imaginatively 
varied; one can listen through the whole CD without any 
feeling of sameness.
 Some of the simplest – and, indeed, most immediately 
attractive writing – is to be found in the selection of five carols 
for SATB and piano from The Faber Carol Book. The opening 
Linden Tree Carol has a delightful lilt, while O, can you not hear? 
is set to the English O waly, waly and incorporates into the 
piano introduction a quote from the composer’s namesake’s 
anthem Hear my words, ye people – a neat musical tribute. 
 At the other extreme, the final work on the disc, 

Magi, (commissioned by the Cathedral Choral Society of 
Washington DC) requires chorus, upper voice semi-chorus 
(here ably sung by the girls’ choir of Ely Cathedral), organ, 
brass and percussion. This is a highly dramatic and colourful 
work of over eight minutes, telling the story of the Magi as set 
in a fine poem by Garth Bardsley; the poet, a former choral 
scholar himself, is a regular collaborator with Ben Parry, and 
contributes texts for no fewer than five of the other works on 
this disc. All are imaginative, and the freshness of the texts 
seems to inspire Parry to his most impressive achievements; 
his settings of the more traditional texts do not all seem to 
share quite that same degree of creative urgency.
 An exception is his Magnificat, from a setting of the canticles 
written for Solihull School in 2013. This is magnificent, full of 
energy, invigorating in its expression, with a virtuosic organ 
part (mastered here by Michael Stephens-Jones), and worthy 
of performance in any of our greatest cathedrals.
 We are privileged to be alive at a time when the standard 
of the best liturgical choirs is so amazingly high. As far as 
collegiate choirs are concerned, no longer are we reliant 
on a handful from Oxford and Cambridge. Now almost all 
Oxbridge colleges, and plenty from other places too, have a 
very fine choir, singing liturgically and recording to the highest 
standards. Selwyn College is in the forefront of these. The 
brightness and precision of these young voices, so ably trained 
by Sarah MacDonald, are an absolute delight throughout; so 
too are the accompaniments by Adam McDonagh, Michael 
Stephens-Jones, Aaron Shilson and Prime Brass. 

Christopher Barton

 

This is a fascinating behind-the-scenes  
look at the evolution of The Sixteen and  

its annual Choral Pilgrimage.

Well 
worth 
buying
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CHOIRS!

  

We are pleased to announce the 
formation of a new charity to 
support all male choirs across 

our cathedrals, churches, colleges, 
schools and communities.

We are able to consider grants 
toward chorister places.

TRADITIONAL CATHEDRAL 
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Supporting choirs of men and boys: 
a gloriously unique heritage

Registered Charity 1190108

info@traditionalcathedralchoirassociation.org.uk
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GAUDETE!
The Choir of Bath Abbey
Shean Bowers (organ and piano)
directed by Huw Williams

SACRED AYRES
CHORAL MUSIC BY PAUL AYRES
The Chapel Choir of Selwyn College,
Cambridge
directed by Sarah MacDonald 
The latest recording in Selwyn's on-going series
devoted to contemporary British church composers
features the colourful, imaginative, and beautifully-
crafted music of Paul Ayres. 

REGENT RECORDS
New and Recent Releases

REGENT RECORDS, PO Box 528,Wolverhampton, WV3 9YW
Tel: 01902 424377 www.regentrecords.com (with secure online ordering). 

Retail distribution by RSK Entertainment Ltd, Tel: 01488 608900, info@rskentertainment.co.uk. 

Available in the USA from the Organ Historical Society www.ohscatalog.org. 

FROM THE GROUND UP
David Hill
plays the organ of Peterborough Cathedral

A celebration of the passacaglia, featuring
works by English (or English-born) composers
from the nineteenth to twenty-first centuries.

REGCD539

Recorded in 2008 while Thomas Leech was Assistant Organist at Ripon Cathedral,
this release, featuring virtuoso repertoire from the 20th and 21st centuries, is
available for download and streaming only. 

Browse our growing number of releases available for download or streaming

EMPYREAN
Thomas Leech
plays the organ of Ripon Cathedral

Missa de Gloria Op. 82 Kenneth Leighton
Poema and Toccata Beorma George Thalben-Ball 
Empyrean Francis Pott

REGCD299

REGCD555

REGCD556

REGCD536

HARK! WHAT A SOUND
ADVENT FROM DUBLIN
The Choir of St Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin,
directed by Stuart Nicholson

Based around a selection of Christmas favourites, this
disc also contains less-familiar items such as Walford
Davies’s rarely-heard setting of William Blake’s ‘The
Lamb’, ‘Adam lay ybounden’ by Roy Massey, and Huw
Williams’s own arrangement of ‘Away in a manger’.

Music for a traditional Advent Carol Service including
the Advent Antiphons, sung by the Choir of Saint
Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin, directed by Stuart
Nicholson.
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